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M-Pos342
IMAGING ION MINCROSCOPY EVDENCE THAT
LANTHANUM ENTERS THE CELLS AND RELEASES
CALCIUM FROM THE GOLGI REGION. (OL Zha and G. H.
Morrison)) Department of Chemistry, Cornell University. Ithaca, NY
14853.
The effect of La3+ on LLC-PK1 (porcine kidney epithelium derived) cells
was investigated by ion microscopy, a quantitative imaging technique
based on mass spectrometry. Cells were incubated with LaCI3 for 10
min. (1 mM) or 30 min (0.1 mM). and intracellular calcium distributions
were imaged by ion microscopy. Compared to control cells, a 10 min.
incubation with 1 mM of La3+ released more than 0.1 mM of calcium
from the Golgi complex while other cellular regions, such as nucleus and
cytoplasm, remained largely unchanged. A 30 min. incubation with 0.1
mM of La3+ induced similar depletions in the Golgi calcium. These two
experiments were repeated on cells that are pre-incubated with 1 mM
ouabatn. The presence of ouabain in the medium Increased the loss of
calcium from the Golgi by about 4 folds as compared to the one without
ouabain. The La3+ effect, therefore, was amplified by NaO loading,
indicating a possible involvement of an Na+/La3+ exchanger. The
integrity of the Golgi complex was maintained In all experiments as
evidenced by NBD-ceramlde fluorescence staining of the cells.
Lanthanum was detected within cells by ion microscopy and its uptake
was facilitated by the ouabain induced Na+ loading. These results
indicate that La3+ may effect cellular calcium homeostasis by actions
other than a simple calcium antagonist.
Supported by NIH grant GM 24314.
M-Pos344
MODULATION OF POTASSIUM CHANNELS AND CALCIUM INFLUX IN
ENDOTHELIAL CELLS BY CYCLOPIAZONIC ACID, A SARCOPLASMIC
RETICULUM Ca'+-PUMP INHIBITOR. ((E. Pasyk and E.E.
Daniel)) McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario.
We have used cycl?yiazonic acid (CPA), a selectiveinhibitor of the Ca +-pump in sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) of cultured bovine pu;monary endothelial cells to
elucidate the role of Ca4+ stores in controlling K(
channels and Ca2+ entrance using patch-clamp
technology. As a consequence of the action of CPA,
unbalanced leakage of Ca + from the intracellular
stQres occurs, causing transient elevation mf cytosolic
Ca'*. This elevation is expressed by [Ca ']i-induced
outward K1 current activation. Reduction of inwardly
rectifying K1 current also occurs. The effects of CPA
on both K4 currents shifts the membrane potential
towards more negative val2ues increasing the drivijn
force for the external Ca +. We also showed that Ca
may enter the bovine pulmonary artery endothelial cells
through nonselective cation channels (permeable for
Na+, K+, Ca +) activated by stretch. CPA stimulates an
influx of Ca2+ through these channels. CPA-induced
increase of intracellular Ca'4 due to emptying of Ca +
stores and subsequent influx of external Ca + may lead
to the production of EDRF by endothelial cells which
contributes to the relaxation of vascular smooth
muscle. (Supported by MRC and PMA of Canada.)
M-Po343
SOME ASPECTS OF ZINC TRANSPORT INTO PIG SMALL INTESTINE BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES. ((F.Tacnet, F.Lauthier and P.Ripochel)
DBCM/SBCe, CE Saclay, 91191 GifNvette Cedox, Franc.
A specific and saturble carier modiated prooo for the essetial tace lement,
zinc, waS already described in the inteatinal brush border membran (for review see
Cousains (1985) Physiol.Rev., 65:238-309; Taceet et al. (1990) BBA, 1024:323-330).
Here, we looked for posible zinc pathways through othr tanaport syatem by
mang time-coura of 65Zinc uptake acr the inte apical membrane isolated
in a veaicular form.
Although zinc uptael is trely affected by pH (pHopt-6.6), expenments in the
preenc or absence of proton gradients did not allow us to conclude in favor of a
neutral Zn2+/nH+ exchag mhanim.
A zinc uptake through the ClI-/HCO3- excangr, as thoe shown in the red cell
membrane, was studied. Although zinc transport waS enhanced in the presec of
biarbonate iona (or other low-affinty znc-bindig anis such a thiocyanates), no
DIDS or DPC aensitivity was detected indicating that the itednal anion antiporter is
not a major route for zinc reabaorption.
By using the tripeptide GlyGlyHis, expected to be a high-affinity zinc ligand, we
showed that zinc could be transported as a [(GlyGlyHis)n-(Zn)n] comnplex, utilizing the
H+/peptide cotrnport system, i.e., in conditions necessary for the aeondary active
tranaport of the poptide: inwadly directed H+ grdients and membrane potetial
'negative inside'.
Thea ruts asugget that complexes of zinc could be reab through the brush
border mrane dther via a zinc specific pathway (saturable carier) or via exiatig
carriers such aS a noutrl anionic exchanger or peptide (or amino acid) tranaportera.
U-POS345
CORTICOSTERONE STIMULATES AMILORIDE-SENSITIVE SODIUM ENTRY IN
XENOPUS LAEVIS LUNG ((L.M. Baxendalei) The Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. Nursing,
Baltimore, Md. 21287-1316.
Sodium (Na) absorption is integral for alveolar fluid reabsorption essential for
optimal lung function. XenoJuslaevis lung (XLL) resembles mammalian alveolar type
11 epithelial cells (ATII) (Fischer et al 1989) morphologically and functionally. Both
systems exhibit active Na absorption via entry through amiloride-sensitive apical Na
channels and exit via basolateral Na-K ATPase pumps. Harvest and preparation of
ATII monolayers is a time and labor intensive procedure. XLL has a single epithelial
cell type and does not require manipulation for study. Contrary to previous reports,
we have found that large adult XLL does respond to$ adrenergic agonista and other
agents such as the glucocorticoid corticosterone (Corti) important in regulation of
Na and fluid reabsorption in distal lung. Lungs of XL were excised, opened and
mounted as a flat sheet on lucite rings in a modified Ussing chamber. Tissues were
continuously perfused on both sides with a Ringer's solution containing (in mM):
100 Na, 2.4 K, 2.4 HCO,, 2 Ca, 102 Cl, 5 D-glucose bubbled with room air pH 7.8
at 220 C. Initial values for open-circuit transepithelial voltage and resistance (Rt);
and short-circuit current (Isc) were recorded. Essentially all of the lsc was amiloride
sensitive (Ina). The tissues were short-circuited and Ina was allowed to equilibrate
(7.1 ± 1.1 pA/cm'). At this point, corticosterone (1 pM) was added to the
basolateral bath. After several minutes,lna increase to a plateau value of 13.7 ±
3.3 pA/cm2 (t- 192 minutes). Rt was slightly decreased in the presence of Corti
(88.5 ± 2.5 % control). Glucocorticoid receptors are found on ATII cells and these
data suggest XLL also shares this trait. These data indicate that XLL may be an
alternative model system for ATII cells. Further, enhanced lung function observed
in the presence of glucocorticoids (which enhance surfactant secretion) may also
be augmented by stimulation of Na entry and therefore fluid reabsorption.
MEMBRANE RECEPTORS
M-Po8346
PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE HIGH
AFFINITY HIT CELL SULFONYLUREA RECEPTORS ((D.A.
Nelson, L. Aguilar-Bryan, S.W. Wechsler, A.S. Rajan and J. Bryan)) Depts.
of Medicine and Cell Biology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, IX
77030
Sulfonylureas stimulate insulin secretion from pancreatic beta cells by
binding with high affinity to a membrane protein, presumably an ATP-
sensitive KR channel. HIT cell membrane proteins were photolabeled with
an 125I-labeled glyburide analog, solubilized with 1% digitonin and
chromatographed on lectin, reactive dye and phenylboronate containing
column beds. Further purification was done by eectrophoresis. The major
form of the receptor is a Con A-binding glycoprotein with an apparent MW
of 140 kDa. This protein photolabels with an efficiency of -1%. The 140
kDa band shifs mobility slighdy upon digestion with Endoglycosidase FIN-
glycosidase F (Endo F), yielding a polypeptide of -137 kDa after N-linked
carbohydrate removal. A second, minor, wheat germ agglutinin-binding
form of the receptor is also present in HIT cells. This protein, with an
appaent MW of 150 kDa, photolabels with low efficiency. Incubation of
this form of the receptor with Endo F also yields apolypeptideof-137 kDa,
suggesting the two forms of the receptor contain similar polypeptides, but
differ in carbohydrate content. This idea is suppored by experimets in
which each receptor is digested with Endo P, fobSowedWby V8 protease. The
resultant peptides from each receptor have identical clectrophoretic
mobilities. Two radiolabeled peptides from the 140 kDa protein, of 49 and
66 kDa, are glycosylated at residue 9, the same position as in the intact
polypeptide. This suggests that the N-terminus is extracellular, and that the
sulfonylurea binding site is in the first one-third of the receptor protein.
M-Pod347
THE KINETICS OF RECEPTOR-MEDIATED CELL ADHESION UNDER
FLUID FLOW. ((L.A. Tempelman, D. A. Hammer)) School of Chemical
Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
The physiological function of many cells is dependent on their ability to
adhere via receptors to Ugand-coated surfaces under fluid flow. For example, an
early step in the leukocyte-mediated inflammatory response is the adhesion of
neutrophils to endothelial cells under fluid stresses of 1 -5 dynes/cm2. We haVe
developed an experimental system to measure the kdnetics of cell adhesion as a
function of cell and surface chemistry and fluid flow. Using a paralld-plate flow
chamber, we measure the binding of rat basophillc leukemia (RBL) cells
prencubated with anti-DNP IgE to polyacrylamide gels to which 2,4
dinitrophenol (DNP) is covalentiy bound. We obseve the spatial pattern of cell
binding as cells travel fom the DNP-free to the DNP-coated section of the
chamber, a well as the total number of cells bound.
Tbere Is a rather narrow range of DNP densities, IgE coverages and shear rates
for which the percentage of cells which bind changes. For example, with 4 x 104
binding sites on the cells and a ligand density of approximately 1010 sites/cm2,
adhesion ranged from 99 to 2.4 % for shear rates from 30 to 120 sec-1. The
spacial patterns of adhesion indicate that adhesion is a probabilistic process.
Results for adhesion as a fnction of receptor number and ligand density will also
be presented. Finally, we measured the adhesion of RBL cells to DNP-coated gels
which were preincubated with and-DNP IgE. Adhesion in this systan results from
the binding of the Fce receptor to the Fc portion of IgE , a higher affinity
interaction with a hundred fold lower forward reaction rate. Adhesion under
flow In this system Is very low, although static adhesion occurs readily. This
demonstrates that the forward rate of reaction of the receptor-ligand pair Is more
important than Its affinity In the regulation of adhesion under fluid flow.
MEMBRANE RECEPTORS
M-Poa348
MEMBRANE FUSION MEDIATED BY HUMAN PARAINFLUENZA TYPE 3:
RECEPTOR REQUIREMENTS FOR VIRAL INFECTION AND CELL-CELL FUSION.
Ane UMoscona1 and Richard Peluso2, Mt Sinai School of Medicine, Deparbtmnt of
1 Pediat'i & Cell Biobgy and 2Mroblgy, NY.
Human parainuenza virus type 3 (HPF3), a member of the paramyxovirus group of
viruses, Is an important agernt of respiratory disease In children. HPF3 establishes
persistent Infection in cell culture following high multiplicity Infection. The
persistently infected (pi) cells do not fuse with each other, yet rapidly fuse when
seeded with uninfected cells. We have shown that the failure of the pi cells to fuse
with each other is due to a lack of a receptor on these cells for the viral
hemagglutinin-neurarminidase (HN) glycoprotein, and established that both the
fusion (F) and HN proteins are needed for cel fusion mediated by HPF3. We now
use this infomation to investigate the mechanism of membrane fusion mediated by
HPF3. Low mukicity Infection with HPF3 normally reuts In extensive cell fusion.
However, syncytium formation is prevented by the addition of neuraminidase to
remove slaic acd, the receptorfor the viral HN glypotein. Whe the Infected cells
do not fuse, the virus still spreads throughout the culture, and the cells become
persistently Infected. The finding that neuraminidase treatment of cells infected at aiow moi alows spread of the virus without cell fusion suggests that there are different
slallc acid recptor requirents for a viru to infect a ell (by fusing with the plasma
membrane) than for fusion between cells. To Investigate this, cels Infected with low
muipllcity were treated with several different amounts of bacterial neuraminidase.
Wih low level neuraminidase treatment, there are sufficient sialic acid receptors for
virus to Infect a cell but not enough to allow cell fusion, while with higher level
neuraminidase treatment there are insufficient sialic acid receptors even for virus
Infecton. Our Interptaon of these data is that there are different neuraminic acid
requirements for a virus partice to infect a oell by fusion of the viral envelpe with the
piasma membrane than forfusion of an infected cell with an uninfected cell. These
findings offer insight into virus-induced membrane fusion, the fundamental
mechanism of pathogenesis by HPF3.
N%Pod35O
CHEMICAL CROSS-UNKING OF IgE-RECEPTOR COMPLEXES IN RBL-2H3
CELLS ((S.-Y. Mao and H. Metzger)) NIAMS, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892
(Spon. by D.H.H. Tsao)
Aggregation of IgE-receptor complexes on mast cells by multivalent ligands
activates a signal transduction pathway that leads to degranulatbon. The phos-
phorylatlon of aggregated receptors and cellular proteins Is thought to play a
role in intracellular signaling. Aggregated IgE-receptor complexes become
associated with the Triton X-100 insoiubie cytoskeleton or plasma membrane
skeleton. This association Is dependent on the degree of aggregation. We
Investigated whether cellular components Interact preferentially with aggre-
gated receptors and become temporarily trapped under conditions where the
receptor-cytoskeleton Interactions are promoted. Gel electrophoresis and
western blot by anti-phosphotyrosine antibody showed that both the phos-
phorylated P and y receptor subunits as well as a 85-kDa peptide (p85)
become trapped In the detergent-insoluble skeleton. A crosslinking protocol
was deveoped to stabilize the interaction between the receptor and proteins
physically proximal to it. RBL celis were permeabilized with tetanolysin and
proteins were cross-linked with the water-soluble chemical cross-linker,
DTSSP. These experiments allowed oonfirmation of the interaction between
the receptor, p45, and several additional proteins.
M4Poe352
EGF BINDING KINEIICS AT THE SINGLE CELL LEVEL.
((J. Chung, N. Sciaky and D.J. Gross)) Program in Molecular
and Cellular Biology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
MA 01003 and CBMB, NICHD, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD 20892.
Time lapse series of images of fluoresceinated-EGF (f-EGF)
binding and debinding to EGF receptors (EGF-R) on
individual A431 cells were collected via quantitative
fluorescence imaging. Experiments were carried out at 4 'C
to prevent endocytosis of f-EGF/EGF-R complexes. Binding
curves (fluorescence vs. time) were generated for each cell.
The data were fit to both one-site and two-site first order
binding models; the two-site model fit the data much better
for short (<1 min) binding/debinding times. Scatchard
analysis of EGF binding has usually been interpreted as
indicating that there are two affinity classes of EGF-R
present on each cell, although direct evidence that both
affinity classes exist on single cells has been lacking. Our
data show that individual cells display both receptor affinity
classes. Our data suggest that the density of EGF-R on A431
cells varies considerably from cell to cell, but that the range
of EGF-R on- and off-rates for EGF binding is small.
Supported by NSF DCB-9105429.
Mr-Pi49
ANALYSIS OFTHE LUGAND BINDING SITE OF THE HUMAN N-FORMYL
PFlDE ECPOR
((J.-L. Gao and P.M. Murphy)) NIAID, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892. (Spon.
by Lesley McKinney).
The N-formyl peptide receptor (FPR) is a G protein-coupled receptor
expressed In phagocytes of higher species. FPR mediates the activation of
neutrophil microbicidal functions. A structurally related receptor FPRL1
( 1like) has 69% identity to FPR at the amino acid (aa) level. When
expressed In Xenogus oocytes, FPRL1 has a 105-foid higher threshold for
actfvation by N-formyl-met-leu-phe (fmip) compared with FPR. In
order to understand the structural basis for this loss of ligand potency for
FPRL1, we constructed FPR-FPRL1 receptor chimeras, and tested their
ability to link fmip to a Ca2+ flux response in Xeanpus oocytes. We found
that: (1) switching the N-terminal domain of FPR to FPRL1 shifts the
fmlp concentration-response curve 300-fold to the left; (2) switching
Individual extracellular loops of FPR to FPRL1 shifts the concentration-
response curve about 10-fold to the left for each loop; (3) switching the
C-terminal domains of FPRL1 to FPR does not shift the concentration-
response curve. These results and sequence comparisons suggest that (1)
the binding of fmip to FPR Invoives all four extracellular domains; and
(2) the loss of sensitivity of FPRL1 to fmlp Is caused, at least in part, by
acidic residues in the N-terminus of FPRL1.
M-PoS3Il
AUTOIMMUNE ANTIGEN GP330 1 IMMUNOLOGICALLY RELATED
TO SKELETAL MUSCLE RYANODINE RECEPTOR.
((John J. Mwkrf, Abdul K Sey end F. Anthony LeI))
MRC Natleoal Institute for Medical Rearch, MMI Hill, Lonsoe, UK.
Monoconal antibodes raised against rabbi skeletal muscie ryanodine receptor
(RyR) cms-react wkh a high molecular weight (HMW) protein In rabbit idWney
mncrosal pparations. This HMW kidney protein sediments as a complex with a
similar apparent sedime ion cooefficient (-30S) to the RyR upon sucrose density
gadient centkuatlon, but does not display high-affinity [3H]ryanodine binding.
The kidney HMW protein bnds calcium more effectiveiy than does skeletal muscle
RyR. as assessed using a 45Ca2+ overlay technique. Monoclonal antbodies and
polycional antiera raised against the purified kidney HMW protein do not cross-
react wih skeletal muscle RyR. Lectin binding studies Indicate that the kidney
HMW protein is glycosylated, unike skeletal muscfe RyR. Nucleotide sequence
analysis of a cDNAcons isolated from a rabbk kkiney cDNA ibrary using antisera to
kidney HMW protein, indicates that the rabbit iddney HMW protein is related to
gp330, a human glcoprotein tanugen associated with Heymann's nephrntis, an
autoimmune disease of kidney. The epitope(s) Invoived In this Immunological
cross-reaction are as yet unchracterized.
M-Poe353
CELL LENGTH DEPENDENT RECTIFICATION OF SURFACE RECEPTOR
TRANSPORT IN SINUSOIDAL ELECTRIC FIELDS. ((T.R Gewrlbaskar, asd R.C.
Lee)) The University of Chicago, Prilrker Sch. of Med., Chicago, IL 60637
The unixial sance to receptor tan t in a applied sinusoil electnc field caues a net
timneavge di ment, resuting in the rctification of recptor migation. Since the
kinetis of receptor tasport depends on electumigration and back-diffusion, the cell length
affects the redistrtion of recepts in a sinusoidal field. A finte difference model was
formulated to simuble the rceptor traport in an applied eectic fidd. This model accounted
for receptor erewdiag, exluded velme due to inter-protein intrtions and the presence of
lmoblle reept. he simultion results show that under an appLied sinuidal electric field,
the level of accumulaion at the taperd ends of a ceUl inceases as the cell length is reduced.
Relative dnsity of surf receptors at the two
ends of the geoey (inset) is shown in the 25
figure as a function of the cell lenh. Thevm
profile hwnis fora 10V/cm,0.01Hz sinusoi- p., 20 - B A
dal lectric field. A net reladve accumulation of . BB
20 times the initial concentrion was obseved at 15
the leading edge of the geometry for cdls of 50
pm length for receptors with a mobiity of 12 1
x104' cm2/V-sec and a diffusion coefficient of 1
2.3x10' cm2/sec correponding to MHC recCp-
tdre.ae level ofb cwuomagdon wasforna to- 5 b
dorse lean acruof magnitude for a coffe-
sponding decrease in receptor mobility. The 0
simulation results also demonstate that receptor 0 100 200 300
traport rectification is obsaved at higher Cell Length (,umn)frequenes for celi shorter than 50 pm.
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M-PoS354
GLUCAGON-LIKE PEPTIDE-1 MODULATES BCELL [Ca]i ONLY
WHEN [GLUCOSE] IS ELEVATED. ((CA. Cullinan, EJ. Brady, R. Saperstein,
M.D. Lbowiwz)) Meck Researc Labs, P. Box 200, RY8ON-31C, Rahway, NJ 07065
Depolarizing concentrations of glucose produce characteristic, well docu-
mented alterations of intracellular free Ca ([Ca]i) in pancreatic B-cells. The
effects of the proposed incretin, glucagon-like peptide-l (7-36) amide (GLP-1)
on [Ca]i were determined at 32-340 C from fura-2 fluorescence ratio imaging
of individual ob/ob mouse pancreatic B-cells after 3-6 days in culture. In
control cells [Ca]i is low in 3 mM glucose; increasing {glucosel to 8 mM
results in an initial dip in [Ca]i followed by slow oscillating increases in [Caji(A). GLP-1 (0.03-10,000 pM) does not alter [Ca]i when glucose is low (3
mM) but, in elevated glucose (8-10 mM) GLP-1 does change the [Ca]i
response (B). The integral of the initial dip is reduced ([GLP-l]=10-100 pM).
The integral of the "complete" Ca signal is increased for [GLP-l].l pM. In
addition, the peptide increases the frequency of both large, rapid spikes of
increased [Ca]i (ED5O-1 pM) and sustained, stable plateau responses.
Activation of the GLP-1 receptor leads to alterations in [Ca]i only when
[glucose] is high.
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M-Pos356
CHMRACTERIZATION AND FUNCTIONAL EXPRESSION OF THE ATP RECEPTOR IN
VAS DEFERENS SMOOTH MUSCLE. ((S.N. Russel, M.A Homer, D.P. Weetf, I.LO
Buxdon and B. Horowitz)) Deparbtmet of Physology and Pho l, Uvrsity at
Nevada School d MedIcIne, Re, NV 867.
ATP has been estab as an excitory co-nurotransmltter In the guIna-pIg vas
deferens. The drWt chwrcteriato of the poetaynaptlc Preceptor Invlved has not
been made Rapid, 1erb19 [S]ADPBS binding, and sturation ischerm
demon tratingthatthradtollgad bound to 356 * 4Ofnox/mgproAen wlth highaffnlty(D = 9.5 * 1.2nM), suggeatad the preence of P5 receptors. In v de n labeld
wIth [3Hmy-4noeltol and slmtated wih ATP, the rapId -dsd e app
of agonIet-stimulated IP, was mimicked by e n
ATP>ATP>ADPIBSand was blocked byprteae tlauewlthANAPPsuggesting
the Identy of P5 elt as phosphopase C-cuped P2x recPtor Ply-A mFNA
mcted from guna-pig vs deferenwas injected ntoXenopu fees oocpytee UsfI
the two elerode volta clamp mtod the g Ca davatad ca current
cotudbe evoked by steps from a holding potential d .6omV to +2DmV. In cab nected
wih mRNA addkion of 5mM ATP to the bath N Ca" ca" rm
soluton dgnnly6sed theampilde
of thf current This rise was assumed to be 100
due to a receptor stimuated rise hI
In llulauCa +. A smUarsignlricnt0.5mM 05X P
ATP nduced rie hi the Ca'actvated Cr a LIP
current was sen In the absence of
exftraoular Ca'+ suggesting an bteal
source for the Ca'+ rbe. rm wo* ww
smpportd by AW HD26227 to ILOB and a grwtit
from the Amawn HJwtAsaocaon.
M-VCR4
TIME-LAPSE MOVIES OF ACEITYLCHOLINE RECEPTOR CLUSTER
FORMATION ON CULTURED RAT MYOTUBES. ((D. Wang & D. Axelrod))
Biophysics Res. Div. & Dept. of Physics, U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
We have made overlayed time-lapse movies of total internal reflecton
fluorescence (TIF) and Schlieren transmitted light images of developing rat
myotubes in primary aclture, to study when and where acetylcholin receptor(AChR) dusters appear. The receptors, including newly incorporated ones, were
labeled with rhodamine a-bungarotoxin continuously present in the medium.
Since TIRF illuminates only cell-substrate contact regions where almost all
of the AChR custers are located, background fuorcence from fluorophores
either in the bulk solution or inside of the cells can be suppressd. During
the experiment, celis were kept alive on the microscope stage at 37°C in 10%
CO2 atmosphere. Tlwo digital images were recorded by a CCD camera every 20
minutes: the Schhleren image of the cells and the TIRF image of the clusters.
After background subtraction, the raw cluster image was displayed in
pseudocolors, overlayed onto the cell image, and recorded as 3 frames on a
video tape. The final movies are thus able to summarize a week long
experiment in less than a minute. These movies and images show that dusters
form often shortly after the myoblast fusion but sometimes much later, and the
formation takes place very rapidly (in about an hour). The dusters have an
average life time around an hour, much shorter than the lifetme of a typical
myotube. The brightest and largest dusters tend to be the longest-lived.
The duster formation seems to be associated with the contacts of myotubes at
the glass substrate, but not to be associated with cell-cell contacts or
myoblast fusion into myotubes. Newly incorporated AChR continuously appesr in
pre-eisting dusters after photobleaching, the fluorescenc of some
dusters recovers within an hour. Spptd. by NIH NS 14565 and NSF DMB 8805296.
M-Poe355
SUBTYPE SELECTIVITY OF ISOPROTERENOL IN NEONATE AND
ADULT RAT VENTRICLE CELLS. ((V. Ku1ntv, S.F. Steinberg and
R.B. Robinson)) Dept. of Pharmacology, Columbia Univ., NY 10032.
Beta-adrenergic agonists are known to enhance cardiac conaci ity,
relaxation and [Ca],. Although the heart is reported to contain both B,
and B2 recePtors, their relative role in ftese actins of B-adrenergic
agonists is not fully defined. We used the B antagonist CGP 20712 and
the 82 antagonist ICI 118551 (both 0.1 M) to vstigte If the
contractle and [Ca], effects of Isoproterenol (ISO), In both nonatal and
adult rat ventricle cells, can be fully accounted for by action at B1
receptors. In the presence of ICI, ISO 0.1 pM increased the amnlitude
of the calcium transient, measured as the fura2 ratio signal, by 27±14%
and 18±14% in adult and neonate (x+SE). Cell shortening, measured
wlth a video edge detection system, Increased 39±17% and 40±25%
in the two preparations. The maximum rate of relaxaon of shortening
increased 51_17% and 118±28%, respectvely. In contrast, after
exposure to COGP, the same concenttion of isoproterenol had no
significant effect (P>0.05) on the amplitude of either the fura2 or cell
shortening signals, or the maximum rate of relaxation, both In the adult
and neonate. It therefore appears that, with respect to the parameters
studied, aN effects of ISO can be accounted for by acdon at the B,
receptor, both in the neonatal and adult rat ventricle.
M-Po9357
FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF METABOTROPIC GWTAMATE
RECEPTOR SUBTYPES.(L Simoncini, B.A. Hideman, T. Yamaghw E. Mulvlhil)
ZymoGenetics, 4225 Roosevelt Way, NE Seatte, WA, 98105.(Spon. by A. Tase)
Metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) rep#re t a major glutamate receptor
subtype In the brain. Usin a roeretiy isolated cone of the mEtabGArpl glutaate
receptor, type Ia (KM. Houamed et al. Seance 252:1318-1321 (1991)), as a probe,
we have screened a total rat cDNA library and Isolatd five other dones which we
term mGluRlb, mGtlUrR2, mGluR3, mGIuR4a and mGluR4b. They are smiar but
not IdentIcal to dones of M. Masu, et al (Nature 349:760-76 (1991)). Each
receptor type has been cloned Into a msmmallaneqpesn vector and stably
expred In BHK570 cells. Clones contaning hfnctia recepts of the
mGluRla, mGluR1b, mRgIuR4a anci mGluR4b subtypes have been isatei and
acterized using Ca+ + Imaging, receptor binding and assays d second
messenger levels. mGIuR Ia and lb both stimulate phosphatid inosltd (PI)
hydrolysis ancd Increase Intraceliuar Ca+ +. Howeerthe Ca+ + responses are
different Exposureofo lse ingmGiuR1ato constant 1MMgkutamate
causes a single Intracellular Ca+ + tansnt, lasting 50 to 100 sec. This contrt
with cells expressing mGluRlb. Glutamate stimulation gives rise to repeated Ca+ +
spikes wkh a constant period that varies from 1.5 to 4 mirnus In individual cells.
mGluR4a is coupled to the Inhlbltory cAMP cascae. Both glutamate( 100uM) and
L-AP4 (IOO.uM) are potent agonists and cause Inrollular Ca+ + responees This
recombinarit metabotropic receptor is the first subtype to respond to L-AP4 and
thus may represent the presynaptic L-AP4 receptor present In hippocampal
dentate gyrus granule cells (I.D. Folsythe and J.D. Clements, J. Physiol. 429:1-16
(1990); C. Thomsen et al.J. Mod. Pharm, In press).
M0Po8358
A 3D MODEL OF A SELECTIVE RECOGNITION SITE IN THE HUMAN
S-IITID RECEPTOR.
A. Smolyar and R. Osman. Department of Physiology and Biophysics, Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, CUNY, New Yorck NY 10029.
A three dimensional model of the 5-HTI D receptor, which is used to elucidate the
structural basis for its selectivity, has been constructed using an extensive set of computa-
tional and computer modeling techniques. The amino acid sequences, which are involved in
the putative transmembrane helical parts of the receptor, have been selected based on
comparisons and sequence alignments with other G-protein coupled receptors. After ideal
a-helical segments were constructed and minimized, three intervals of molecular dynamics si-
mulations were conducted. First 10ps was conducted with constrained backbone followed by
lOps with constrained Co followed by unconstrained dynamics. Total energy and RMS
deviation plots were used to determine the time interval in which the helices approached ah
apparent stable structure. Last lOps of the stable trajectory were used to generate an averaged
minimized structure. The helical bundle was constructed on the topology of
bacteriorhodopsin. Each helix was oriented with the most conserved residues facing the
interhelical space and its backbone was fitted to the backbone of the corresponding helix of
bacteriorhodopsin. The structure of the entire bundle was optimized again. Two 5-HTID
selective drugs (sumatriptan and 5-carboxamido-tryptamine) were docked inside the receptor
model and the structures of the complexes were minimized. The force field parameters for
these two drugs were obtained from ab initio quantum chemical calculations and atomic
charges were obtained from natural orbital populations. The role of different amino acid
residues that constitute the binding site in the receptor model will be analyzed.
Supported byNIDA Training Grant DA-07135 and grantDA-06620.
EBAERECZPr
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COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS OF THE STRUCTURE, DYNAMICS,
AND SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION MECHANISM OF A 5-HT2 RECEPrOR
Daqun Zhan and Karel Weinstein. Dept. Physiology and Biophysics.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, CUNY, New York, NY 10029
We have constructed a complete 3-D model of the tranImeibrane
tIMB) domain of the G-protein coupled 5-HT2 receptor (GPC-5-HT2-R), at
atomic resolution. Preliminary molecular dynamics simulations have
also been canied out on the receptor model and its complexes with ligands
including full agonists, partial agonists and antagonists. The model
incorporates the following assumptions: 1) The TMB region conts of a
seven helix bundle; 2) The length and orentation of the individual helical
segments can be determined from considerations of homology across
GPCR families - including the pattern of conservation of amino acids, the
steric and physicochemical properties of the residues, and the
characterstics of localized groups of residues with particular properties(e.g., 'hydrophobic patches.' amphiphilic faces"); 3) The topology of the
bundle is determined by helix-helix interactions rather than by
constraints from the connectUng loops. The construction guides for the
model were: i) ligand structure-affinity relationships of
pharmacologically well characterized ligands; ii) structural features of
membrane proteins for which structures are available at atomic
resolution; it) results of studies on the molecular biology of GPCRs.
Results from the simulations suggest a signal transduction mechanism
based on the structural response ofthe TMB helix bundle to the binding of
ligands. Local effects at the recognition site, which produce the activation
trigger, and distal effects that are propagated from the recognition site
into the receptor region that is responsible for coupling to the effector are
identifiable from the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the
ligand-receptor complex. Supported by DA-06620 from the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, and Research Scientist Award DA-00060 (to HW).
EPIDERMAL BIOPHYSICS
MPos3O
Evidence for Protein-Lipid Interaction in Mammalian Stratum
Corneum. S.J. Rehfeld and W.Z. Plachy, Dept. of Chem. and Bio-
chem. SF State Univ. SF, CA., 94132.
The role of protein components in mammalian stratum corneum (SC)
and their relationship to the lamellar bilayer phase in main-
tenance of structure and SC barrier functions remains unre- 1
solved. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR spin probe and H
NMR) studies as a function of temperature and hydration of
mammalian stratum corneum revealed the following results. Both
spectral methods revealed a major broad phase transition
occurring in the physiologic region, T at 35t5°C. This phase
transition apparently was not dependenT upon hydration of SC.
Hydrated murine stratum corneum showed no significant change in
the polarity of the spin probe nonpolar micro-environment (the
lipid bilayers). However,1D20 rehydration of SC resulted in a
significant resolution of H NMR spectra. The increase in
spectral resolution may be due to the swelling of proteins in
SC. T and T for the resolved peaks as a function of inverse
temperAture sgowed the same major phase transition, T . The
broad phase transition, from approximately 200 to 500e, may in-
volve the hydration of lipid complexes, i.e., glycosphingolipid-
cholesterol complexes. H NMR spectra of rehydrated human SC
did not significantly increase resolution. We propose that
differences in mammalian keratin and/or other proteins results
in species differences in SC barrier function.
MPos361
IATERAL DIPFUSION OF A LIPID PROBE IN THE MEMBRANES OF
ESSENTlAL FATrY ACID DFPICIENT AND SUPPLEMENTED CULTURED
HUMAN KERATINOCYTES. ((R.M. Fulbight, D. Axelrod, WR. Duham,
LM. Rhodes, and C.L Marcelo)) Biophysics Research Dision and Departments
of Dermatology and Physics, University of Michigpn, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.
Primawy adult keratinocytes grown i serum free medium ar essental fatty
acid defident (EFAD) and are missing the dietary derived fatty acids 20:4
(w-6) and 18&2 (6) in lular lpWds and fipid-depandent atrcturs
Cels grown in serum free medium supplemenitedwth 18:2, or serum free medium
supplemented with 18.2 and 20:4, differ dgnificantly from their EFAD
counterparts i membrne fatty acid Uompos Uing the f ore
recovery after poto ching (FRAP) technique, we have measured the lateral
diffusion rate of the fluorescent lipophilic probe 1,1'dihsecyl-
3,3,3t,3etramethymhocarbocynine (diIC16 (3)) in the membras of EFAD
and fatty acid suppmented (FAS) cells at 35-37 C. Assuming a focused
laser spot half-width at e2 height of 1.9 pm, apparent values of the lateral
diffusion efficie D occur from about 6xc109 to 2Kc10 9 cm2/s for both
EFAD and FAS cells (with a vey few cells having hger D val). However,
only FAS Con pmulations have cells (about 40 % of the total number) with D
values less than 6x 0-9 cm2 /s. In this slow mobilty group, moat of the D
values occur in the range 2x109 to 4x10-9 cm2 /s. The apparent probe mobile
fraction is greater than 0.9 in ove 70 % of both the EFAD and FAS cells. By
comp , EPR studies have -shown that the rotaiomal mobility of a
spin-labele probe embedded solly in the nonpolar region of the membrane is
higher for FAS cells than for EFAD cells. Supported by NIH NS14565 and NSF
DMB8805296 (to DA.), NIH AM26009 (to ClMK), and a NRSA (to R.M.F.).
SODIUM CHANNELS
M-POe362
ENTROPY OF TWO DISTINCT CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS OF
SINGiE SODIUM CHANNEL MOLECULES.
((K. Benndorf)) Zentrum fUr Physiologie, Universitat zu Kdln,
Robert-Koch-Str. 39, 5000 Koln -41, Germany.
Sinqle Na channel currents were studied in cell-attached patches of
ventricular heart cells of the mouse with a low noise patch clamp
technique which allows to study open channel life time at bandwidths of
up to 20 kHz. Currents were recorded at voltages between -50 and
0 mV at both 100C and 250C. At the higher temperature, the
amplitudes of single channel currents were more heterogeneous than at
the lower temperature (Benndorf, PflUgers Arch., 1992, in press). For
evaluation of the mean open time to, threshold
was therefore set to the center of the baseline noise level. The
resulting distribution of open channel life times could easily be
separated from the distribution of the false noise events. In both
single channel molecules and lumped data from 18 patches (54,000
sweeps), 1/to was found to be u-shaped between -50 and 0 mV at
250C, whereas it only increased in the indicated voltage range toward
less negative potentials at 10°C. Consequently, the temperature
coefficient Q10 was larger at -50 mV than at mV to be 4.8 and
3.6i respectively. Following Eyring rate theory and assuming first order
reactions for deactivation and inactivation, simultaneous fit of the data
at both temperatures allowed separation of enthalpic, entropic, and
voltage dependent part of activation energy in both reactions. Both
entropies were found to be positive with deactivation entropy
AScO=0.23 kJ mol1lK-1 (27.6 k) being more than twice larger than
inactivation entropy ASI=0.10 kJ molK-i1 (11.6 k).
Concluskn: Entropy associated with deactivation and inactivation of Na
channels may be measured in single molecules. The open state is more
ordered than the last closed and the inactivated state. Deactivation
proceeds with larger conformational change than Inactivation.
IWPos363
A HELIX-COIL TRANSITION IN THE S4 SEGMENTS AS A
MODEL OF THE CLOSED-OPEN CONFORMATIONAL CHANGE IN
THE Na CHANNEL.
((H. Richard Leuchtag)) Department of Biology,
Texas Southern University, Houston, TX 77004.
The demonstration that squid-axon membrane obeys
a Curie-Weiss law (HRL, BJ 59:11a, 1991) confirms
the ferroelectric-superionic transition hypothesis
(HRL, 1991 IEEE Northeast Bioeng. Conf., 169): that
a unit of the channel when closed is in an ordered
state with an outward dipole moment, and when open
is'disordered and ionically conducting. This unit
may be identified with a central cluster of four S4
segments. Because of their distributed positive
charges, the S4 segments can not stably exist in
the t-helix conformation without the
compressive electrical forces (e.g.,
electrostriction) present at resting potential.
Thus a threshold depolarization induces a
cooperative transition to a random-coil
conformation in the S4s, breaking the interloop
hydrogen bonds and exposing binding sites for the
peTmeant ions. When all sites are filled with
Na , a continuous ion pathway supports Na
current. Channel closing requires the reformation
of the S4 X helices, and so is stochastically
slower than opening.
MEMBRANIC RIZEPTO>RS A86
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M-Pos64
CAN A HELIX SCREW? A REPTATION MODEL FOR THE
DYNAMICS OF AN ION CHANNEL a-HELIX VOLTAGE
SENSOR.
((G. L. Millhausert and R. E. Oswald*)) tDepartment of
Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California, Santa
Cruz, CA 95064 and *Department of Pharmacology, NY State
College of Veterinary Medicine, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853
Molecular biological research has suggested that the. gating charge
associated with voltage-dependent ion channels involves helices
with highly conserved charged amino acids. It has been proposed
that charge movement may arise from a helix screw motion of
this conserved segment. As yet, the dynamics of this motion is
unexplored. We are presently using our reptation theory(Millhauser, Biophys. I., 57 857-864, 1990) to simulate thedynamics of a helix screw voltage sensor. Initial simulationshave shown that indeed a helix can screw on the time scale
observed for the gating current. In fact, the gating charge
movement occurs in milliseconds and the total integrated chargeis about 3 unit charges per ion channel. Further, the time course
of the gating charge is found to be exponential. All of thesepredictions from our reptation model match experimentalfindings. This reptation theory approach is the first model to
correctly predict the dynamic details of gating currents.
PROPERTIES OF A NONEQUILIBRIUM MODEL OF SODIUM
CHANNEL GATING. (( M.Bartoszkiewicz and S.Miekisz ))
Dept. Biophys., Medical School, Wroclaw, Poland.
The time and external electric field - dependent
behavior of a system of charged particles ('voltage
sensors') in a viscous, dielectric layer
('membrane') is modelled by a Fokker-Planck type
equation. The particle is assumed to control the
state of the adjacent macromolecule ('channel') in a
position - dependent way.
The system response to a sudden change in the
electric field strength within the layer is
analysed. Two voltage dependent variables of the
model : the fraction of open channels and the
'gating charge' (charge displacement in the external
circuit, caused by the movement of the 'sensors')
are examined. Also, the influence of the initial
conditions on the model's predictions is discussed.
MODELLING THE FASTEST RESOLVABLE DISPLACEMENT CHARGE
COMPONENT AS AN ACTIVATION TRIGGER FOR THE SQUID SODIUM
CHANNEL. ((lan C. Forster and Nikolaus G. Greeff)) Physiologisches
Institut, Universitit ZOrich-Irchel, CH-8057 ZOrich, Switzerland.
When displacement currents of the squid Na channel are recorded with
sufficiently high resolution in response to voltage clamp depolarizing
command steps, a small current spike is seen superimposed on the maindisplacement current waveform, particularly for depolarizations above 0
mV membrane potential. We have shown that this spike is part of a
non-artifactual displacement charge component which can be separatedkinetically from the total current (Forster & Greeff, European Biophys.J., 41, 99-116, 1992). Our data also suggest that there is one fast
charge transition per Na channel. The kinetic separation procedure
reveals a significant rising phase in the main current lasting about 100is, the existence of which has two important implications for modellingthe Na chamnel activation process. (i) If the fast component isfunctionally independent of the Na channel gating mechanism then the
rising phase implies that the first steps in the activation process are
slower than those following. {ii) Our findings would also be consistent
with the fast component acting as a triggering transition for the
activation process by actuating the forward transitions of the main
activation steps only after it has changed state. The fast triggertransition can nevertheless occur independently of the channel state.
We have incorporated this concept into a multistate model for Na
channel activation which predicts gating currents having an early time
course similar tothose recorded from the squid.
Supported by Swiss Nat. Sci. Foundation grant 31.27788.89
Ca++ EFFECTS ON Na CHANNEL GATING DEPEND ON [Na+
((C.M. Armstrong and G. Cota)) Dept. of Physiology,
Univ. Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104-6085;
MBL, Woods Hole, Mass; CINVESTAV, Mexico City.
We investigated the effects of sodium and calcium
ions on Na channel gating kinetics in s$ id giant
axons, by varying [Na+] at constant [Ca ], or the
reverse. Axons were perfused internally with N-
methyj-glV9amine glutamate and fluoride, and bathedin Na Ca Tris+ solutions. Series resistance
compensation was employed. Increasing [Na+] from 50
to 400 mM shifted the closing-rate vs Vm curve to
the left by 23 mV +n 15 Ca, but by only 6 mV in 100
Ca; i.e., high (Na I slowed closing, most strongly
in 15 Ca. Increasing [Na+ I from 150 to 400 mM in 50
Ca caused a small (approx4mately 7 mV) left shift of
the g-V curve: higher [N+ ] appears to facilitate
open+ng. Turning to [Ca+ ] variations, increasing
[Ca J from 15 to 100 mM shifted the closing rate
curve 9 my to the right in 50 Na, and 20 mV or more
to the right in 400 Na. Gating current measured in
0 Na was virtually unaffected by Ca variations.
These results suggest that a competition between Na
and Ca for a gating site is involved in at least
some of the effects of Ca, since Ca variations have
little influence when Na is absent or present only
at low concentration.
Ps367
A SIMPLE MODEL FOR SURFACE CHARGES ON ION CHANNEL
PROTEINS.((David Naranjo, Ram6n Latorre and Mark F. Schumaker)) Dept.
ofNeurobiology, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794; Dpto. de
Biologia-Fac. Clencas, Univ. dc Chile, Santiago, Chile and Dept. ofPure and
Applied Mathematic, Washington State University, Pullman,WA 99164.
Na channel conducnces were measured in neutral lipid bilayers with bulk
Na+ concentations as low as 400pM. Conductane were seen to decrease
only gmdually at the lowest values ofbulk Na+. These results appear to be
inonsistent with the numeical computations ofCaiand Jordan (Biophys. nl.
S7,883-891, 1990), auggstingaqualitatively different relationship between
the channel entance and srfkce charges than was investigted by those
authors. We describe a very sinple model in which the channel entrance is
effectively surrounded bya spherical "shell" ofsurface charges and their
imageL Dependingon parametervalues, the ion concentration at the channel
entrancemay insevey rapidlyas the bulk concentration increases from
zero. As the bulk concentionicreases further, the ion concentration at the
channel enttance may then enter a "buffered" phase, even at Debye lengths
much larger than the separtion between the channel entrance and the surface
charges In the buffered phase, the ion concentration at the channel entrance
depends onlyweaklyon the bulk concenation.
M369
OPTICAL ROTATION CHANGES AND NERVE ACIION POTENTIS.
((David Landowne)) Univ. of Miami Sch. of Medicine Miami, FL 33101.
Optical rotation changes (A-OR) associated with the passage of action
potentials were measured in squid fin nerves by two different methods. In
both the nerves were illuminated with white (tungsten-halogen) light passing
through an optical tain which included a polarizer (45"), a photo-elastic
modulator(Pb. 0"), the nerve (0"), an analyzer and a photodetetcr. A lock-
in amplifier with a 2f reference signal from the PEM detected the OR signal
which was filtered at 1 kHz and led to a computer-based signal averager
synchronized to the nerve stimulator. In the quarter-wave-xp method the
PEM was driven with a peak-to-peak retardation change of 500 nm, slightly
more than quarter-wave-modulation, and the analyzer was at +450, crossed
with the polaizer. For the half-wave-0 method the PEM was dnven at 700
nm (approximately half-wave) and the analyzer set at 0". Both methods gave
similar results although the quarter-wave-xp method had a better signal/noise
ratio and appeared less sensitive to small changes of the nerve azimuth.
The beginning of the A-OR is slightlydelayed in comparison with the change
in bireftingence that accompanies the action potential (A-BRF). Both
propagate with the same velocity as the electrically recorded action potential.
In the half-wave-0 method there is contamination of the A-OR signal with the
A-BRF which is sensitive to small changes in the nerve azimuth. With both
methods A-OR signal reversal was observed when the direction of
propagation was reversed whereas the sign of the A-BRF did not revee.
By amplitude and time course it is reasonable to suggest that a sodium
channel protein conformational changes could underlie the A-OR signals.'
Supmrted by NIH grant NS26651.
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DISSECTING "FAST INACTIVATION REMOVAL":
1) EFFECTS OF INTERNAL pH AND CHEMICAL MODIFIERS.
((.G. Starks, M.D. Rayner and P.C Ruben)) Bekesy Laboratory of
Neurobiology, Uiverity of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
In crayfish axons, pronase, N-bromoacetamide and chloramine-T affect
sodium channels by: i) removing fast inactivation, U) shiftng the steady state
inactivation cumre about 20 mV to the right along the voltage axis and, Hi)
producing an irreversible loss of sodium conductanc. The apparent channel
loss is quite variable from agent to agent and appears to be a seprate
pharmacological action. But is the right-shift of steady sta inacdvation
caused by fast inacivation removal, or are these effects also separately
mediated? Trypsin causes a similar -20 mV right-shift of steady state
inactivation without significant removal of fast inactvaton. Since the steady
state inactivadon curve can be right-shiftd withont fast inactivation removal,
these two effects apparendy rsult fom sept phaacologica actions.
Similarly, changes in pH of the internal perfusate (pHj) can affect the
midpoint voltage for steady state inactivation, again without removing fast
inacdvation in crayfish axons. Increasing pHi to 10 right-shifts the midpoint of
steady state inactivation. By contrast, reducing pHi to 5 causes a -20 mV left-
shift in this same parameter. We speculate that equivalent effects of A pHl in,
for example, cardiac sodium channels might have substantial physiological
consequences.
(Suppored by PHS gants #NS-21151, #NS-29204, NIH RCMI grant #RR-
03061 and Amencan Heart Assoc. Hawaii Affiliate)
M-Poe372
SODIUM CHANNEL IIA: CHANGES IN SENSITIVITY TO dV/dt FOL-
LOWING SINGLE POINT MUTATIONS IN IIS4.
((P.C. Ruben, A. Fleig, MD. Rayner, and J.G. Starkus)) Bekesy Laboratory of
Neurobiology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
The kinetics of sodium channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes may not be
readily characteizable by two-electrode clamp, due to the large membrane
capacitance and resultant slow clamp settling time. lb assess this problem, we
have compared properties of wild type and mutant channels in excised
macropatches, using ramp depolarizations with differing dVWdt. Single point
mutatons in IIS4 can produce dramatic changes in ramp sensitivity. The
wildtype rat brain HA channel shows similar kinetcs (in steps from -100 to 0
mV) for ramps as fast as 0.2 ms and as slow as 2 ms, with no significant
changes in peak INa. By contrast, the L860F mutant shows reductions in peak
INato 75% of control for a 0.2 ms ramp, 50% fora 0.6 ms rise time and 25% at
1 ms. Reduction in peak INa is associated with selective loss of the fast
inactivation kinetic. This change can be interprteted as resulting from rapid,
closed-state inactivation in a separate sub-population of "fast mode" channels,
occuring during slow ramp depolarizations.
We speculate that sensitivity to dV/dt may be a parameter of considerable
physiological significance, which should be assessed during routine
charactenzation of channel properties.
(Supported by PHS grants #NS-21151, #NS-29204, NIH RCMI grant #RR-
03061 and American Heart Assoc. Hawaii Affiliate)
M-Pos374
SEQUENCE OF A PUTATIVE SODIUM CHANNEL FROM THE
JELLYFISH CYANEA CAPILLATA. (P.A.V. Anderson, M.A. Holman,
and R.M. Greenberg) Whitney Laboratory, Univ. of Florida, St. Augustine,
FL 32086. (Spon. by M.S. Kilberg)
The distinction between voltage gated Na' and Ca- channels breaks down
in Cyanea. Although the Na' current which underlies the action potential is
physiologically a Na+ current, it has the pharmacological properties of a
Ca" current. We have used degenerate primers designed against sequences
conserved in other Na+ channels to amplify by PCR a -900 bp qanea
cDNA fragment homologous to other Na' channels. Subsequently, we have
cloned and sequenced a 6050 bp cDNA with a 5217 bp open reading frame.
The deduced amino acid sequence encodes a protein with a calculated
molecular weight of 198 kDa. It has high similarity (30-35% identity)
with, and a secondary structure profile homologous to, other Na' channels.
The amino acid sequence is especially conserved in the transmembrane
regions (up to 80% identity with rat brain II). Because the qyanea Na'
channel can be considered a functional chimera, insights can be gained by
comparing its structure in important regions of the channel with other Na+
and Ca" channels. Of particular interest are the proposed verapamil
binding site of Ca+" channels and the proposed lTTX binding site and
selectivity filter of Na' channels. Supported by NSF grant #BNS-9109155,
AHA grant #92G1IA/855, and funds from the Univ. of Florida DSR.
M-Pos371
DISSECTING "FAST INACTIVATION REMOVAL":
2) PHOTODYNAMIC EFFECTS
( J.G. Stakus, A. Fleig, MD. Rayner and P.C. Ruben)) Bekesy Laboratory of
Neurobiology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
Illuminaton of crayfish giant axons, during internal perfusion with 0.5 mM
methylene blue (MB), produces photodynamic effects which include: i)
reduction in total sodium conductnce, ii) shifting of the curve for steady state
inactivation to the right along the voltage axis, iiH) reduction in the effective
valence of steady state inactivation and, iv) potentially complete removal of
fast inactivation. The two kinetic components of fast inactivation in crayfish
axons (Ttl and To are differndally affected during photodynamic fast
inactivation removal. The intercept of the faster component (rhl) is selectively
reduced at shorter MB+Light exposure times. Neither thl nor the slower (th2)
process was protected from MB+Light by prior steady state inactivation of
sodium channels.
Carotenoids provide protection against some of these photodynamic effects.
Effects of carotenoid exposure (30 m) on sodium channel kinetics persist
unchanged for >15 m after carotenoid washout, and are associated with
maintained carotenoid protection against photodynamic damage, indicating
that these spaingly soluble agents remain preferentially sequestered in
hydrophobic membrane regions. Futhermore, carotenoids provide different
levels of protection against each of the photodynamic effects listed above,
suggesting that each effect may be mediated by damage to a different region
within the sodium channel molecule.
POs373
SODIUM CHANNEL HA: INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
NEIGHBORING CHARGED AND UNCHARGED AMINO ACID
RESIDUES IN S4 SEGMENTS.
((A. Fleig, P.C. Ruben, MD. Rayner, M. Estacion, and J.G. Starius)) Bekesy
Laboatuy of Neurobiology, University ofHawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.
We have studied effects of three sodium channel rat-brain HA mutants (kindly
supplied by A. Goldin)expressed in Xenopus oocytes, using excised inside-out
macropatches. These mutants, K859R, K859Q and L860F, were initally
chosen to assess the functional significance of the "4th charge" in IIS4 (859K).
Comparing G(V) curves from these mutants with wild type HA channels, we
find no significant changes in effective channel valence. However, midpoints
for the G(V) curves were: wild type, -20 mV; K859R, -30 mV; K859Q and
L860F, 0 mV. Thus the charge deledon mutant (K859Q) shows the sam ght
shift as the supposedly neutrl aromatic substitution (L860F). Considering the
5 residues cented on position 859 (bold type), the wild type shows
..VFKLA.. whereas the corresponding sequence for L860F is ..VFKFA.. We
conclude that the induced dipole actions of the two F residues which flank the
central 859 charge must be functionally equivalent to the K859Q charge
deletion. We further speculate that the frequent pairings of charged residues in
the S4 segments with either aromatic (5 occurences, all F's) or polar residues
(10 occurences, G, S or T) may be functionally significant in modifying and
directing the electrostatic effects of the charged residue.
(Supported by PHS grnts #NS-21151, #NS-29204, NEIRCMI grant #RR-
03061 and American Heart Assoc. Hawaii Affiliate)
MHP08375
PROBING THE STRUCTURE OF SODIUM CHANNEL
CYTOPLASMIC DOMAINS. ((Sidney A. Cohen, Weijing Sun, and
Robert L. Barchi)) University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine,
Phila., PA 19104
We are investigating the spatial relationships among segments of the
skeletal muscle sodium channel (SkM1) that project from the cyto-
plasmic surface of the membrane by examining the interactions
between antibodies to defined epitopes within these regions. Anti-
peptide polyclonal antibodies 1-31 (residues 31-46 in the N-termi-
nus) and B-30 (residues 921-935 in the ID 2-3 region) and four
monoclonal antibodies developed against detergent solubilized SkMl
protein were studied. The epitopes for monoclonal antibodies A/B2
and UJD3 had previously been localized to residues 1-6 and 18-24,
respectively, in the N-terminus of SkM1 (J Memb Biol 128:219-226)
while the epitopes for the two other monoclonal antibodies were local-
ized to the ID 2-3 region of SkM1 by proteolytic mapping and binding
to fusion proteins. Measurements were done both with solid-phase
competition assays and with a solution-phase assay in which solubi-
lized channel protein retains the ability to bind 3H-STX. No interaction
was observed between 1-31 and A/B2 or L/D3 while 1-31 interfered
with F/Cl 1 and B/D6 binding. Conversely, B-30 reduced LUD3, F/Cl 1,
and, to a lesser extent, B/D6 binding but did not affect A/B2's interac-
tion with the channel. Our results suggest that there is a fixed spatial
relationship between epitopes in the N-terminus and the ID 2-3 region
and that the N-terminus assumes a compact, folded structure.
80DIUM CHANNK A87
M-Pos376
RAT BRAIN 81 Na CHANNEL SUBUNIT INTERACTS WITH RAT BRAIN Ha,
SKELETAL MUSCLE (iLl), and RAT HEART (RHI) a-SUBUNITS((IW Kyle, SY Chang, J Satin, JM Fang, HA Fozzard, and RB Rogart)) Cardiac
Electrophysiology Lab, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637.
Rat brain Hla (BrIIa) and rat skeletal muscle (p1l) Na channel a-subunits have
abnormally slow rates of current decay when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. We
cloned the 81 sodium channel subunit (BrBl) from rat brain cDNA libraries.
Coexpression of BrBl with BrlIa resulted in an increase in the rate of current decay,
similar to that reported by Isom et al. (Science 256:839), and also increased the rate
of recovery from inactivation. BrBl had negligible effects on the voltage dependence
of the BrIla availability curve tested with a 10 ms prepulse. p1l current in oocytes
decayed and recovered from inactivation more slowly than BrIa. Coexpression of
BrBI and skeletal muscle (ILI) resulted in faster current decay and faster recovery from
inactivation than BrIla current. We detected no shift on the voltage axis of the gl
steady-state availability curve.
Coexpression of BrB1 with rat heart
(RHI) showed no detectable change in
either the rate ofcurent decay or recovery
from inactivation. We did detect a shift in
the depolarizing direction of 6 mV for
availability (Fig). Thus the 81 subunit from \
brain affects gating of a-subunits from
brain, skeletal muscle, and heart suggesting
that BrBl interacts with three different Na 4* X _
channel a-subunit isoforms.
M-Pos378
THE LOCATION OF FUNClIONAL SITES OF N-LINKED GLYCOSYLATION OF THE
Elctrpkorwe dfru Na CHANNEL DETERMED BY IN VITRO TRANSLATION.((M.Macea, M. Stephun, C Ukomadu, and W.S. Agnew)) Det PhsologNeuroience, Johns Hopiins Univeraity,Baltimore, MD 21250 s
The x-peptide subunit. of voltae-eaneltive Na channels ae heavily coeyiated, and
exhibit heterogenes pattem of distribution of conensu site for Nlinked
olgosacchauldes. Th.channel from eel leteboplax 30 wt% cabohydrate and exhibits
10 consensuseltes for N-gycsyatin rThis chnnl bsofonn contan both neutral and
acidic chais,includinu one or more Lag unbranched polymem ofa-2,8-linkldpolysialic acid contng a total of -120 sllosyl residue. Hydrodynamic studie
rfond in our laborto su t the extended chain may reac far 600-1000from proin surface. To detenrine the number and location of fnctionasly$vlatn stes, eriallytrneated coebucts of the electoplax cDNA were trlatedi ine preence or abenc of canine pancreatic microsomes. Aceptance of a
neutral olia core produced a molecular weightdsift in the translatedproteins of-5 kDa. cDNA fragment. encoding one of each of the four subunit
domains used production seriytruncated construct. which included
or omitted each 10 consens sites, only four were
observed to accpt oligoa rde core unite duringtbalation: asparagn-es 278, 328,1160, and 1174. To cphilly these fourrisidue occur on the extaceliular pedestals
of domain I and l,between membrane spanning segment S5 and SS1-SS2 nt.
thought foxm the mouth of theion channel Weconclude that both neutral
negatively charged olilgosaccharide chains must symmetrically dbposed aound
mouth the ion channel, providing a stiking simplification ofthe probable
appearance of the molecule.
IV
M-Pos380
SLOW INACTIVATION OF SODIUM CURRENTS IN THE HCN-1A
HUMAN CORTICAL CELL LNE. ((R. E. Sheridan)) Neurotoxicology
Br., Pathophysiology Div., USAMRICD, APG, MD 21010.
Slow inactivation is a process associated with.sodium currents in many
tissues. The HCN-lA human cortical cell line exhibits at least four types of
sodium channel with different inactivation voltages and TMX/STX
sensitivitie. The characteristic voltages for steady-state inactivations that
reach equilibrium within 50 msec can be either -94 ± 1.2 mV or
-45 ± 1.5 mV. Theproportions of these two channeltypes in each cell
range from 0 to 100%. Unlike ganglionic neurons, which also exhibit a mix
of sodium channel types, inactivation in HCN-1A cells was independent of
1IX or STX sensitivity and all currents were half-maximally activated at the
same -23 ± mV potential. In HCN-IA cells, the population of sodium
channels with the more positive fast inactivation voltage (45 mV) also
undergoes slow inactivation with a time constant of 50 sec at -120 mV and
a characteristic voltage of about -90 mV. By contrast, the fraction of sodium
channels with the more negative fast inactivation voltage (-94 mV) does not
appear to undergo the slow inactivation and recovery process. Like fast
inactivation, the slow inactivation process in HCN-1A cells was independent
of ITTX sensitivity. None of these channel properties were altered by
differentiation of HCN-1A cells in culture media containing either a mix of
NGF, IBMX and dibutyryl-cAMP or Bottenstein N3 supplement.
Wos0377
A CYSTEINE SUBSTITUTION IN THE P-REGION OF THESKELETbAL MUSCLE SODIUM CHANNEL ALTERS SENS1TVITY
TO TELRODOIOXIN AND DIVALENT CATIONS.
((G.F. Tomasel HA Nus, J.H. Lawmce, P.H. Back E. Maban))
Deparment of Mediine, Divion of Candioloy, The Johns Hoplins
Unive, BalWnoreMD 21205
A critically positioned cysteine (C) residue in the pore of the cardiacNa+ channel has been implicated in determining the channel phenotype
with respect to g inium toxin and group IIB divalent cation block.
Replacement of tyrosine (Y) with C at position 52 in repeat I (I-Y52C)
of the skeletal muscle Na+ channel makes the channel insengitive to
tetrodotoxin (TITX)(K, 16nM - >50 #M) and increases the affinity forC2+ (KI 1.7 mM - 16.7 ,M). Analysis of the voltage dependence is
consistentwith block within the pore of the channel. Replacement of the
adjacent residue, tryptophan (W) with C (I-W53C) changes the phenotype
of channel when expressed in Xenopis ooytes. This variant has an
intermediate sensitivity to TIX (KY=0,52 .M n=3) and CQ2+ (K=134KM, n=3). The I-W53C mutant exhibited no other signifcant differences
in permeation or ating from the wild type channelat the whole-cell leveL
These data are consistent with an intra-pore site of this residue and not
consistent with a suggested B-sheet structure of this region of the channel.
Further, this suggests that Cd2+ is loosely coordinated or bound to a
single residue in this region of the channel.
M-Pos379
STABLE EXPRESSION OF AHUtANHEART N1 CHANNEL GENE IN PAtALIM CELLS. ((P.N. Laltik,W.A. Volbero, L. Rpp, R.G. IKatlen, D S. Krafte, andI.B. Ctccarellt)) SterlingWinthrop, Renseaser, NY and TheUntversity of Pennylvania, Phitadlphis, PA.(pon.C.C, Chadick)
To prepsre a mimlian cell line which stabty expreses functionsi huon cardiac H
channels, we subtloned the hHl human cardtac Na chsnnel gne into p5C/Wa*ndtrearfected CHO-Ki cells. eolycin resistant cells were selectedw*n cultured providing
-300 cell lines for further testing. The cell ltns were initially crnd at the DNAlevel by PCR anlysis using primer sets corresponding to several regions of hNHseras. Cell lines having appropriately sized PC5-_pifi ed DNA fragments wre
further cherscterized. RSA wss isolated fre individuel lines w lat strnd cDNA
prepared by revrse trsncription. PC analysis with the s_e primr sts as noted
above suggested the presonce of full-lenthnAsA trwncripts. SNA positivo cell line
were then screed with en antibody raisWd ginet a 20-mr peptids derived fre ogro
acids 280 to 299 (doainI,S5-S6) of the hHl protein. lamnoprcipitation deionstrated
the prsnce of s protein in tNA-positive cell linre ihich wa not prsntin control
CHO-KI cells. In addition, a higher NM bend (approx. 260 W) wasalso identified in
both transfected and control CHO-Ki cells cornistent with endogenou expression of the
CNO-Ki Na chanl. Cell linse prodtcing the hH1 protein wer subJected to voltte-cl_p
analysis to confirm functional expresion of en hH1 Na channel. Endogenous CHO-Ki Na
channels, similar to neuronrl Na channels, were eliminated by inclusion of 50 rntetrodotoxin(TTX) in the bath. Under these conditions, Ha currents ranging fre1-10
nA were blocked 6 a 5Xby 300 NA TTX ad 59 a 6Xby 3 MN TTX. Current-voltag curves
had their mxis at -30 NE to -20 WE and the VS valuc for steady-stateinactivation was
-59 a 2 W. In conclusion, we have stably expressed the hHl human heart Na channsl genin CHO-Ki cells which should faciitate the biophyrical and biochmical characterization
of human cardiac Na charnels.
M-PoS3Sl
EFFCTS OF AMINO ACID HYDROPHOBICITY AT POSMTION 1489 ONSODIUM CHANNEL INACTIVATION((T. Scheuer, J.W. West, Y.L Wang and W.A. Catterall))
Dept. of Pharmacology, University of Washington, Seattle WA 98195
Sodium channels respond to depolarization by activating and then
inactivating. A variety of evidence now indicates that the intracellular loop
between homogous domainsIII and IV (LHV,¶) of the sodium channel a
subunit is involved ininactivadon. It has recently been shown that mutation
of Phel489 of the rat braintype IIA sodium channel a subunit to Gln(F1489Q) dramatically inhibitsinactivation (West et al, 1992, PNAS in
press). To further characteize the nature of this interacion we have
substituted Phe 1489 with a variety of amino acids by site-directed
mutagenesis and expressed the resulting constructs in Chinese hamster cells.
Whole cell voltage clamp recordingfrom these cells showed that the specific
amino acid substitution at this position was indeed important. Whereas
greater than 75% of the macroscopic current fails to inactivate incells
expressing F1489Q, current in cells expressing F1489W inactivated virtually
completely withkdnetics similar to those of the native channel. Currents in
cells expressing F1489V were intermediate with approximately 40% of the
current failing to inactivate. In general, inacdvation was more complete
when more hydrophobic amino acids were present at position 1489.The
results are consistent with F1489 being responsible for the binding of the
inactivation gate for its receptor. In the native channel this binding is virtually
irreversible. In channels bearingamino acid substitutions at this position the
binding becomes reversible and its affinity depends at least partally on the
hydrophobicity of the substituted amino acid.
ASS SO0DIUM CEL4WNNL
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FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF A SODIUM CHANNEL MUTATION
CAUSING HYPERKALEMIC PERIODIC PARALYSIS.((T.R. Cumins,
J. Zhou, F.J. Sigworth, C. Ukomadu, M. Stephan, L.J. Ptacek*,
M. Leppert* & W.S. Agnew+)) Yale Univ. Sch. of Med., New Haven,
CT; *Univ. of Utah Health Sci. Ctr., Salt Lake City, UT; +The
Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med., Baltimore MD. (Spon. by J.
Friedman)
Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis, HYPP, one of several
inheritable myotonic diseases, results from genetic defects in
the skeletal muscle Na channel. In some pedigrees, HYPP is
correlated with a single base pair substitution resulting in a
Met replacing Thr75' in the fifth transmembrane segment of the
second domain. This region is totally conserved between the
human and rat channel; we have introduced the human mutation
into the corresponding region of the rat muscle Na4 channel cDNA
and expressed it in human embryonic kidney 293 cells. Patch-
clamp recordings show that this mutation shifts the voltage
dependence of activation by 15 mV in the negative direction.
This shift results in a persistent Nae current that activates
near -70 mV, which could underlie the abnormal muscle activity
observed in patients with HYPP. The other HYPP mutation
identified (M1592V) also results in persistent Nae currents, but
is reported to do so by altering channel inactivation through
direct interaction with extracellular K+. Thus, mutations at
different sites of the skeletal muscle Nae channel alter
distinct functional properties to elicit clinical symptoms of
HYPP.
MPos384
CLONING OF A PUTATIVE SODIUM CHANNELFROM SQUID
GIANT AXON. ((JJ.C. Rosenthal MA Perri and W.F. Gilly))
Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
Although membrane sodium conductance has been studied more
extensively in the squid giant axon than in any other system, the
molecular structure of the underlying channels has not been determined.
We have cloned a putative Na channel cDNA (pGFLN1)from
2Qpaheseng by screening a stellate gangila cDNA library with a paral
clone isolated from giant fiber lobe (GFL) neurons us degenerate
PCR primers. pGFLN1 has an open readig frame of 5352 ncleotides
and encodes a protein of 1784 amino adds (203 kDa). Hydropathy
analysis suggests that pGFLN1, like previously cloned Na channels,
consists of four homologous domains each containing six putative
membrane spans. The charged residues in the 4 membrae spans are
conserved in both number and location between the squid sequence and
those reported for several vertebrate Na channels. pGFLN1 shares 35%,35%, 39% and 43% amino acid sequence identity with rat brain L II, ml
and electric eel Na channels, respectively. The squid channel bears
much higher homology to these other channels in the membrane spans
and the putative inactvation loop (inter-domain loop HI-IV). Northernblots and RNAse protection assays with probes containing 3 coding and
untranslated sequence indicate that pGFLN1 mRNA is expressed m
giant fiber lobes. Because the axons of GFL neurons fuse to form the
giant axon, and because functional Na channels are not normally
expressed in their cll bodies, we propose that pGFLN1 codes for a Na
channel in the giant axon. Attempts to complement this assertion
through expression studies are underway.
M-Pos386
VOLTAGE-SENSITIVE CHANNELS AND PEPTIDE TOXINS THAT TARGET
THEM SHARE AN INTERSUPERFAMILY STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIP
THAT IS COMPLEMENTARY. JohnA. Shet, Department of Neuroscience and
The Whitney Laboratory of the University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32610.
K+, Na+ and CaI channels form a superfamily ofvoltage-dependent cation
chanael (VDCC) proteins. Current strucwal models for VDCCs envisagea protein
confrmation tha gates the -re movement of ions through a central
"pore". The putaive "potes region corresponds to the amino acids tha interconnect
the fifth (S5) and sixth (S6) transmembrane spanning a-helices in each of the four
Sl-S6 domain repeata. Structures of these S5-S6 "pore' regions on K+ and Na+
channels that bind the peptide toxins charybdotoxin (CTX) and a-scorpion toxin (e-
ScTX) were comprod and quantified with the aid of SHC°. (Sbtistical
Hydrophobicity Cbmparator), pattrn recognition software for statistical comparison
of protein secondary structures. SHC quantities reveal tha the pore ofK+and Na+
channels share a common stuctral motif targeted by structurally similar peptide
toxins. To enterin any strctual trends within the VDCC superfamily, structure
within comparable SS-S6 pore regions on an L4ype cardic Ca++ channel was
compared with those on K+ and Na+ channels and found to be similar to Na+ but
not K+ channels. CTX and a-ScTX share a common 3-D structure and bind to
comparable SS-S5 pore regions. Apamin blocks L4ype cardiac Ca++ channels, and
a three-dimensional energy minimization model for apamin has been proposed on
the basis of the core structure of scorpion toxins. SHC comparison quantities show
that apamin dsares a structural motif common to t-ScTX but distinct from
charybdotoxin. On the basis of the complementary strucural relationship between
the VDCC supermily and the "pore"-tgeting peptidetoxin superfamily, I predict
apamin's binding site OD L-4yp cardiac Ca" channels to be in SS-SS of domain I.
M-Pos383
Ca BLOCK AND PERMEABUITY OF SKELETAL MUSCLE Na CHANNEL (id)ASTER SuzSTiTUTION OF GLUTAMATE FOR LYSINE IN TIlE THID SS1-SS2
DOMAIN: SINGLE-CHANNEL AND WHOLE-CELL PROPERTIES((M.S. deLeon and D.T. Yue)) Johns Hopins University, Baltimore, MD 21205
A single amino acid substitution K1422E) on the rat brainH Na channel
confers both the property of external Ca block in the sub-millimolar range, and
the ability to suppor appreciable Ca flux (Heinemann et al, Nature 356.441,1992). This remarkable result not only builds the case that the ion-conducting
pore is formed by four SSI-SS2 regions, but could also provide important clues
as to the mechamsm of Ca ,ermeability. To extend our understanding of such
'Ca-sensitive Na channels we introduced a single amino acid substitution(K1237E) within the tiird IS1-SS2 region of the skeletal muscle Na channel A1(analogous to K1422E in rat brain II). The #1 K1237E mutant in vectorpGW1IH was transiently expressed in mammalian HEK293 cells. Whole-cell
recordings revealed potent block of Na current by external [Cal in the lOOAM
range, compared to robust currents for wild-type &I with upto 2 mM Ca. On-
cell, single-channel patches of Ml K1237E (f40 mM Na, 0-2 mM Ca in the
pioete) demonstrated unitary currents similar to wild type, thereby making it
that Ca block occurs on a submillisecond timescale. Furthermore
there were no discrete interruptions of single-channel currents by Ca, even
when intrinsic o penngs were prolonged with IOIM fenvalerate (a toxininhibitor of fast inactivation). This result argues against Ca blocking events
lasting 1 to lOs of milliseconds. Hence, A1 K1237E appears to be characterized
long interruptions of current by Ca, lastin s on the order of seconds.
Ca meabilityof l K1237E was tested on the whole-cell and single-channellevels (110 mM external Ca, 0 mM Na), but no currents were ded, in
contrast to the results reported for rat brain II K1422E. Our findings suggest
that Ca block of Ca-sensitive Na channels occurs on a timescale significantly
slower than found in native Ca channels, and that one of only a few subtle
differences in SSl-SS2 regions of the two Na channels may represent animportant co-determinant o outright Ca permeability.
M-Po85
PHASIC BLOCK OF CARDIAC AND NERVE NA CHANNELS BY
LIDOCAINE UNDER UNIFORM CONDITIONS.
((onathan C. Makielski and Zheng Fan))Cardiac Electrophysiology
Labs, University of Chicago, Chicago ll, 60637.
Cardiac tissue is more sensitive to lidocaine than nerve, but it is
unclear whether the difference can be attributed to a greater affinity of
the cardiac Na channel isoform binding site for lidocaine (lido), or
whether state dependence and/or study conditions account for the
differences. We voltage clamped Na current in rat ventricular (rv) cells
and neuroblastoma (nb) cells using identical solutions (in mM 45 Na,
1.0 Ca, 1.2 Mg, 90 Cs, 135 Cl, 20 HEPES pH 7.3 outside, 140 CsF, 5.0
EGTA, 20 HEPES pH 7.3 inside) at 23 'C and identical pulse train
protocols of 10 ms duration depolarizations from Vh=-150 to -20 mV
with interpulse intervals (int) of .05, .1, .2, and .5 s for lido=0.1 and
0.5 mM. At Vh=-150 mV tonic block was negligible for lido up to
0.5 mM. The phasic block was significantly greater in rv than nb for
all intervals and doses. For int=.1 the Xblocking dose was 0.52 mM
for rv and 1.3 mM for nb. In control, the midpoint of the availability
curve (h_) for nb was -83±7 mV (n=8) and for rv was -93±8 mV (n=6).
Block by lido can depend upon the holding potential. When pulse
trains in nb were run at -140 mV, however, Xblocking dose was still
greater than for rv at -150 mV. These results suggest that the cardiac
isoform may have an intrinsically greater affinity for lidocaine but that
the difference is less than an order of magnitude.
L-PoS387
NA-CHANNEL ANTAGONISTS DETECTED IN CRUDE EXTRACT OF BULLFROG
LIVER BY SINGLE-CHANNEL ASSAY. ((L. E. Llewellyn, P. Bell and E. Moczydlowski))
Dept. of Pharmacology, Ya,e Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT 06510.
The North American bullfrog, Rana catb a, contains high levels of a 90 kDa
plasma protcin caled saxiphilin which is homologous to transfern but binds saxitoxin
and itS derivatives wAth high affinity. The existence of saxilin raised the question of
whether this amphibian asoposses anendogenous blocker of Na-channesi. Variousbullfrog tissues wereextracted with acidic 50% methanol. The solvent was removed by
rotay evapotion and Iyophilization and the crude residue dissolvd in HO was
assadon single BTX-activated Na-channels from rat skeltal muscle (high adinity for
calf heart (low affinity for TTSTX) in planar lipid bilayers. Bullfrogliver
proved to be a potent source of Na-channel blockng actiity, whereas skin extact wasineffetve. The liver extract contains at least two different compounds that blockNa-channels as deduced from histogram analysis of discrete blocking events on rat
muscle Na-channels. One component of the mixture induced long duration blocking
events with mean dwell times of 5.3sec and 23.8sec at +50 mVand -50 mV respectively,
while the other induced shorter mean dwell times of 0.25 sec at +50 mV and 0.78 sec at
-50 mV. The apparent voHap dependence of blocking activity is similar to that ofSTXT1 in this assay. Bass on relative blocking actimvty, we estimate that the extt
corresponds to an effective TTX content of 76 pmole /gliver. Uke STX[TTX, the liver
extract was a much less effective blocker of cardlac Na-channels. When tested in abinding competition assay, liver extractdisplaced ['HJSTX from ratbrainmembranes, but
not from saxiphilin which does not recognize lTX. This resuft is consistent with the
possbility that the liver extract contains X-ike compounds. R. catesbeab has notprevious.y been recopnizedasa source of STX or TTX and the aproach taknhere hasproven to beasensibve meansof identing the presence of suchblocks inacomplex
mbdure. ThechemicalidentandfunctonalSificanceof theTrX-likeacvremains
to be determined. Is it ndoenously produced as a Na-nnl modulator, is Hahazardous secondary metabobte or is it accumulated from microbial flora?
NN SO
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MODAL GATING KINETICS OF CARDIAC NA CHANNEL INDUCED BY
ANTHOPLEURIN-A
((D. Qin, E.B. Car, and N. El-Sherif)) SUNY Health Science and V.A. Medical Cente,
Broidn,NY 11209. (Span. byN. El-Sheri)
Effct of sea aanone toxi aceur-A (AP-A) on single chanel Na cunt m
rabbit ventricular nocytes wer sdied using cell d achap technique at
20-22C0. At a holding pottal of -120 mV and test pule of -20 mV, burst durations
prolongedwithincreasingcicnttonofAP-A. Cantrol open time histogram were best
fitted with a n netial funion and the open ime constat (rd) wa 0.4*0.1 ms
(n7-7). However, patch exposod to cnaons of 10, 100 or 1000 nM AP-A required
2 sxplsto fitopen tie histogm. The teir const ofte fis cmponent (T.)
werethe same as mneardincontrol. The addnal slow cmont ofopen tue had
a time coat (%2) of 1.3±0.3 (n=5), 1.6±0.3 (n=7) and 1.8&0.2 ms (n=8) at 10, 100,
and 1000 nM AP-A, respectvely. While bodh T., and i.0 d no apparent c e witi
increasing conentraofAP-A (p0.69,0.47, respectly), theweit aof inased
significanly (0.01). Closd time durations also required bi lshowe, both
the time const and weig ratios rmained un d at increasing Of
AP-A. Ensemble currets rdaxed m e ni in control and bi e in
AP-A-exosed patce. Weig of the AP-A-ducd slow com nt incased with
increasn c nationofAP-A(p0.01). Toesimatethedo ndenmodation of
AP-A on Na cannels, th slow component weit changes of ope time and enmble
curnt were used as sponse indicaos, and descibed an ED50 of39 nM and 59 nM at -
20 mV, respectively. Thes find suggest themodulation ofcardiac Na dhannel by
AP-A may be expaind with a two-mode gating kinic model, in which the modified
mode has botha slower closing rte constnt and a slower iactivato
M-Pos39
STATE-DEPENDENT INTERACTION OF BUPIVACAINE STEROISOMERS
WITH CARDIAC SODIUM CHANNELS. (( C. Valenzuela, E D6lpon, J.
Tamargo, LM. Hondeghem, P.B. Bennett and D.J. Snyders ))
Univ. Complutense, Madrid, Spain and Vandebilt Univ.,Nashville, TN 37232.
Block of cardiac Na channels by bupivacaine (Bupi, lp has been considered
to derive from a high affinity of the inactivated state. To furh detmie the
mechanism and steroslectivity of block, experimn wer performed on ezyma-
tically isolated guinea pig venticular myocytes. Na curren were recorded with
reduced Na grdient at 16°C using the whole cell variant of the patch clamp
technique under ionic conditions to climinate non-Na currents. Tonic block was
<5% for both isomers (10p . During depolarization to 0 mV block developed
slowly witht of 3.0±0.6 (S) and 1.8 i0.5 a (R) (p<0.0i), reaching 58*11% (S) and
72*6% (R) in 5s (p<0.05). Recovery from block induced by 10 s steps proceeded
with r of 4.6 (S) and 5.6 s (R) at -120 mV. Simulatons using apparent mte
constant based on these data predicted the followig leveLs of block during 3 Hz
pulse trains: with 100 me steps 27% (S) and 42% (R) and with 10 ms steps 4% (S)
and 8% (R). Substantially more block was observed experntally (16 pulses,
3Hz): 100 mas step 51±11% (S), 55±13% (R) and 10 ms step 33±8% (S), 34±13%
(R). Ths high level of block with 10 ms steps, and the failue of the inactivated
state inteion rate constants to predict the observed levels of block durig truns
indicate that both isomers also interact with an acdvated and/or open state of the
cardiac Nae channel (at 10 pM). The silar level of pulse dependen block indi-
cates that activated state inteions may not be tereoselective, in contras to the
interaction with the inactivated state.
Supported by CICYT SAF92-0157,Salud2000, and NIH HL40608 and HL47599.
M-Pos392
MODIFICATION OF SODIUM CHANNEL INACTIVATION BY
ANTHOPLEURIN-A TOXIN IN CARDIAC PURKINJE CELLS((MF.. Sheets and DA Hanck)), Der n of Medline
Universty of Chicago Nd Northwester Univ., Chicago, EL 60637 and 60611
Several lines of evidetice have suggested hat Inacdvaon In cardic Na clanels
Is more voltage dependent than In TIX-sendave chabnns. Because removal of
Inactvaton by toxins and enzymes has been usefl for gaining Indght Into
Inacdvation ad Its coupling to actvation, we Invesdgated the actdon of the qpe 3
toxin anthopleudn-A (AP-A) on Na chnndels In dagle canne cardic Pudnje cells.
Macrscoc sodum curret (,.,) and gSaing cuns (L) were measured In cells ta
wee voltage dampod and ID1nt ly perfued via a large-bor pipett (13-lS°C)
before d aftr modificatons by 1 pM exrcelluar AP-A. TIis toxin dramatcally
dowed decay of I1 In response to step depolarzations. However, In conas to TIX-
sesdtive mmmian ,,where removal of Inatvaton has been reported to produce
a drkam c Increase In the size of I1, at tshold potentals secondary to a prominent
negative shift In con ce, for cardiac 1 AP-A toxin produced only a minimal
negaive shift (-2.4 mV±l.5 mV S.D., n=8) of the potential (V,s) of half-maximal
conductance. Similarly, ter was no signiflcant shift In the V, of the dWae-voltage
(Q-V) relatonship or In It slope factor of the Boltzmann fit to the Q-V dat
Although peak condutance (G_.) increasd by 26%*13% (n=8), maximum chage
(Q) was reduced by 30% t 10% (n-9). All effects of toxin were reversible These
data uggest that inactivation Is dow ner I, treshold, playing little role In
determiniag V, for cadac 1 and Q,,. At podtive potnials, howver, whee it 18
more apd od of inacvaon pwduces mared slowing of a tWandon to
an aboring stae (0-4) whdch reue Q.
M4o038O
CONDUCTANCE PROPERTIES OF A SYNTHETIC 34-MER PEPTIDE
ENCOMPASSING S4 AND S45 SEGMENTS OF THE VOLTAGE-
SENSITIVE SODIUM CHANNEL.
0. hlImn, J.Y. Dugast, M. Brulemans, G. Molle and H. Dudohior. URA 500 CNRS,
Universit6 de Rouen, BP 118, 76134 Mont-Saint-Aignan (France).
Segment S4 is recognized to be implicated in the voftage-dependence of
Ionic channels. More recently, Durell & Guy (1992) assumed that the
cortiguous segment, S45, could play a role in the gating process as well as
forming the Inner part of the pore fining (Blophys. J. 62: 238-250.). We thus
synthesized by solid phase method a peptide of 34 residues encompassing
the S4 and S45 regions of the domain IV of the eel sodium channel sequence:
TLFRVIRLARIARVLRLIRAAKGIRTLLFAL (postions 1414 to 1447). The peptide
was checked by electron-spray mass spectroscopy and circular dichroism
spectra of the peptide in methanol yield a helical content of 55%. Then, the
reincorporation of the 34-mer peptide was made into symmetric preformed
Montal-Mueller or "tip-dip' bilayers (POPC-DOPE 7:3) bathed both sides by
NaCI 500 mM, HEPES 10 mM, pH 7.4 solutions. From the concentration
dependence (in the 10-8 M range) of the macroscopic I-V curves, the apparent
mean number of monomers In a conducting aggregate can be estimated to
4-5. The most probable single-channel conductance (9 pS) is signIficantly
lower than those reported for the S4 peptide reconstituted in negatively-
charged planar bilayers (Tosteson et at. 1989. P.N.A.S.(USA) 86: 707-710).
( Supported by GDR 0964 (C.N.R.S.). MB. acknowledges the N.S.E.R.C. (Canada) for
a postdoctoral fellwship.
U-Poe39l
BIOPHYSICAL CHARACIERZATION OF Na CHIANNEL BLOCK BY
TlE QUATERNARY PHENYLALKYLAMINE D890. ((D.S. Ragsdale,
W.A. Catterail and T. Scheuer)) Department of Pharmacology, SJ-30,
University of Washington, School of Medicine, Seattle WA 98195. (Spon. by
W.A. Caterall)
We have previously shown that phenylalkylamines, like verapamil and D600,
are potent voltage and frequency dependent blockers of rat brain Na channel
alpha subunits expressed in the CHO cell line CNaIIA-l. In this study we
characerize Na channel block by the quauemary, positively charged,
phenylalcylamine D890. IntracellularD890 blocked Na currents in a use-
dependent manner (EC50 =55 uM), but was ineffective extacellularly. Drug
binding was rapid when channels were open, but not when they were resting or
inacdvated. Block was enhanced by strong depolarizations and antagonized by
external Na ions. Repriming of drug bound channels at hyperpolarized
potentials was extremely slow, with complete recovery taking more than 30
minutes, but recovery occurred within seconds when blocked channels were
opened by trains of "unblocking" depolarizations to moderate potendals. Rate
parameters were determined for the drug binding and unbinding reactions based
on the rate of development of block during a train of pulses. The results
suggest that D890 binds to a site widtin the channel pore, part way through the
membrane electric field The drug enters and leaves its binding site by a
hydrophilfic, intaellular pathway that is only available when the channel is
open, not when it is closed or inactivated. Block of Na channels by quatnay
local anesthetics and Ca channels by quaternary phenylalkylamines has similar
characteristics, suggesting a similar site of action for these drugs on these two
related channel types.
M-Poe3
ATRIALNATRURELCPEPDEMODULATESTHENa+AND Ca CHANNE
OF CULTURED BOVINE CHROMAFN CELLS. ((L Sorbea, L Gadl ad AuL
Mrad)) Department of?hysiokW, Uniry ofPe P , PA 9104.
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ATRJALNATRIURETIC PEPTDE ENHANcEs Ca AND Ba2+ sEuxmvFYOP
THE CARDIAC AND S N ANNELS EXPRESSED IN A HUMAN
KIDNEY CEL- INE. ((L.AS. bea, R Horn, R.G. Kaile ad Nt Mod)) Dept
Phdo&a bi , Unvrsty of Pen ad PysokW Dept, Jef MeCox',PaeM, PA.
Cloned Nsacannels were expresed tmiently in a humankidny ceRSaol (hta )
under cmtrol ofa CMV promotor. Two difren soformawer ed: hHl,aTX-
resisa isoform from human heat nd rSXMI, dke 1T`X idmform fm rat
skeal muacle. IN. wam ed in the whal c iurt Both isoforms
pro ed large (>1aA) r Inactvg rortander ontrol coddl ( d
solutillimt 137Na 4KC%L0 MgCl; 2 CaCl at pH 7A) 1 to2 d aftr
aection ells were diald with 120 mM a-hl cam e(NMG), mM
MATP, 20 mM HIEPS, 14mM EGTA and 0,10, or 20 mnM NaCL Na+
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in bHl and rSKM t au tthe AN? effec is no medied tough the
TIX-sense site of the Na eL (Su d by NIH at ao. HL1612)
M-Poe3S6
SUPPRESSION OF SODIUM CURRENTS BY 23-BUTANEDIONE
MONOXIME IN RAT SINGLE CARDIAC MYOCYTES.
((Y.-F. Xiao and J.J. McArdle)) Dept. of Pharmacology & Toxicology,
New Jersey Medical School-UMDNJ, Newark, NJ 07103-2714. (Spon.
by K. Friedman)
Our previous data show that a chemical phosphatase, Z3-
butanedione monoxime (BDM) could inhibit the L-type (a2+ current
and the transient K4 current in rat cardiac cells. In this study, effects
of BDM on sodium channels were investigated by using the whole-cell
recording method in rat single cardiac myocytes. Superfuion of 20mM
BDM elicited a strong inhibition of the inward Na+ current (I.). For
example, the peak IN. (a voltage-step to -30 mV from the membrane
holding potential of -80 mV) was significantl inhibited from the
control value of 6.51 ± 0.61 nA (n = 5) to 3.43 ± 0.92 nA (p < 0.05)
following application of 20 mM BDM. Furthermore, 20 mM BDM
increased the inactivation time constant of IN. from 2.21 ± 0.19 ms
(control, n = 5) to 4.23 ± 0.53 ms (p < 0.05). The current-voltage
relationship was not changed. The present data indicate that BDM has
a strong inhibitory effect on the activity of cardiac sodium channels. In
view of our previous and present data, it is proposed that BDM is a
non-selective inhibitor of ion channels and its mechanism is probably
related to channel dephosphorylation. Supported by grants NIAAA
AA08025, AMA 90-G-027, and NIH NS31040.
M-Po9398
ANGIOTENSIN II SUPPRESSES Na+ CURRENTS IN BOVINE ADRENAL
CHROMAFFIN CELLS. ((Y. Cui and R.Y.K. Pun)) Dept of Physiol. &
Biophys., Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45267. (Spon. by Dr. L.K.
Lane )
We investigated the effects of angiotensin II (AII) on the voltage-dependent,
TTX-sensitive Na+ currents (IN.) recorded from bovine adrenal medullary
chromaffin cells (BCC) under whole-cell voltage clamp. AII reversibly
reduced the peak 'N. in a dose-dependent fashion. Inhibition was observed
at a concentration of I nM (6.3±1.4%, mean±sem, n-7) and reached a
maximum at I pM (34.2±3.8%, n-l0), with a half-maximal effect at 11.6
nM. The AII-induced inhibition resulted from a significant reduction in
peak conductance (control, 7.2±0.1 nS; AII, 4.3±0.1 nS; p.0.01, n-7). AII had
no effect on the reversal potential (+53 mV for both control and AII) or the
decay time of 'N, (at +10 mV; control, r-l.l±0.1 msec; AII, r-l.l±0.1 msec,
p>0.05, n-7). In addition, the V1/2 and k values, two parameters that
describe the voltage dependence of IN. for both steady-state activation and
inactivation, were not affected by AII. The response to AII (1pM) had a
delay and took 0.9±0.2 min (n-l0) to attain maximum inhibition. Recovery
from the effect was slow and took 3.5±0.8 min (n-10) after the application
of AII had been terminated. The inhibitory effects of AII were blocked by
the AII-receptor antagonist, [Sarl, Val6, AlasJ-angiotensin II (10pM). The
present study demonstrates that AII inhibits voltage-dependent Na+ channels
in BCC via a specific receptor-coupled mechanism. The prolonged time
course of the AII response indicates the possible involvement of a second
messenger mediating this inhibition. [Supported by AHA (Ohio Affiliate)
SW-91-18]
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE-INDUCED ALTERATIONS IN THE
IUNETICS OFTE CARDIAC SODIUM CURRENT.
((Anmi Bhar)), Physiology and Biophysics, University of Texas
Medical Branch, Galveston, IX 77550
ITe effects of hydrogen peroxide on the sodium currents of iolated rat
venticular myocytes were shdied using the whole cell configuration of the
patch-clamp tchnique in low Na, Cs-Ringers solution. Superfusion with
Cs-Ringers led to a progresive decline in the sodium current elicited on
depolarizion from a holding potential of -100 mV. This decline was
accelerated on exposure to 100 FM hydrogen peroxide. Superfusion with
Cs-Ringers solution also led to a time-dependent hyperpolarizing shift in the
voltage dependen c of the steady-state activation (mi,.) (0.16 ± 0.04
mV/min) and inactivation (h,) (0.14 ± 0.02 mVWmin) paranes and slight
increase in the time constants of current activation and decay. Exposure to
100 #M hydrogen peroxide a ted the hyperpolarizing shifts in the
voltage dependence of mi,., and h,, which in the presence of the peroxide
were 0.22 ± 0.06 and 0.33 ± 0.07 mV/min, respectively. The peroxide
also increased the time constant for current decay more than 3 fold with
little or no effect on the time constant for activation of the current. On the
basis of these results it is suggested that reduction in the amplitude and the
rate of inactivation of the sodium currents may be partly responsible for the
arrhythmogenic effects of oxidative stre.
M-Po37
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL BLOCKERS OF THE HUMAN
HEART SODIUM CHANNEL. ((M.E. Oleary, M. Chahine, L.-
Q. Chen, R.G. Kailen and R. Horn)) Physiol. Dept., Jefferson Med.
Coll., Philadelphia, PA 19107, Dept. Biochem. & Biophys., Univ.
of Penn., Phila., PA 19104.
The cloned human heart Na channel (hHl), a tetrodotoxin-resistant
isoform, was expressed heterologously in Xenopus oocytes and in
human kidney cell lines. We examined the effects of putative
extracellular (Ca2+ and Mg2 +) and intracellular (tetraalkyl-
anmonium cations) blockers on whole cell and single channel
currents. The block by extracellular divalents was studied in
outside-out patches from Na channels in which the fast inactivation
had been removed by a Catterallian mutation in the cytoplasmic
loop connecting the 3rd and 4th domain. Neither Ca2+ nor Mg2+
affected the amplitude of single channel currents between 0 and 1.5
mM, in contrast with data from TTX-sensitive isoforms.
Intracellular tetraethylammonium (TEA) and tetrabutylammonium
(TBA) both reduced outward more than inward currents and acted
like fast open-channel blockers, i.e. reducing the amplitude of
single channel current. TBA was more potent (Ki-0.5 mM at 0
mV); its aWarent blocking site was located -64% of the way into
the membrane field from the inside.
as_-3SS
The Chanacterization of Slower Component of Rcovery Kinetics
from Use-Dependent Block on Sodium Channel with
Disopyramide
Ryoichi Sato, Ichiro Hisatome*, Hiroyuki Takai, Yoshiki Aida,
Sumio Matsuno, Senya Karasaki, Miki Oyaizu, Shin-ichi Koumi*,
and Ryo Katori, Kinki University, Osaka, Japan, *Tottori University,
Yonago, Japan,**Nippon Medical School, Tokyo, Japan
The recovery process from use-dependent block of sodium current
(la) by antiarrythmic drugs is composed of tow phase, i.e., fast or slow
component. Previously, we reported that the slow component
indicated the dissociation of disopyramide from receptor through
hydrophobic pathway, in the present study, we discovered the
existence of slower component of dissociation of disopyramide
(50i±M) and characterized the nature of its slower component in
guinea-pig ventricular myocytes using patch-clamp technique.
Prolonging the iterstimulus interval of the double pulse-protocal up to
5 minutes, the slower component of dissociation from use-dependent
block of lNa by disopyramide have been observed at pH=7.4. This
slower component was also observed after treated with 3 mM
chloramine-T. The time constant of slower component ('soWner) was
independent of hyperpolarizing the membrane(either HP=-100 or -140
mV), but this was dependent on the extracellular pH, i.e., cskw
increased under aciditic condition (pH=6.8) and decreased under
alkalic condition (pH=8.0). wws,rwas extremely larger than the
deprotonation time constant(1OpKaI[5X108J).
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MODULATION OF THE VOLTAGE - DEPENDENT SODIUM CHANNEL
BY INTRACELLULAR FREE CALCIUM AND FLUORIDE.
(( M. Egger and N.G. Greeff)) Physiologisches Institut, UniveraitMt
ZUrich, Winterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 ZUrich, Switzerland.
It has been shown that the Intracellular free calcium concentration
In N1E115 mouse neuroblastoma cells modulates the peak macros-
copic sodium current, (Bulatko & Greeff, Blophys.J 57: 308a,
1990). Under whole cellrecording conditions an Increase of the
Intracellular calcium concentratlon from pCa-9 to pCa-7 causes a
significant enhancement of peak INa of about 80X. This effect was
not due to shifts In the current - voltage relation or the steady -
state Inactivation curves. Also the Influence of cellular shape
change, le. an Increase of cellular membrane surface area acces-
sible from the bath medium during osmotic sweiling or exocytosis
could be excluded by capacitance measurements. In order to
study further the calcium Induced modulation of INa W used
fluoride as the main Internal anion which also keeps the free
calcium concentration to about pCa-9 (given by solubility product).
Nevertheless, the observed INa was as large as In pCa-7 and
showed similar kinetics. In addition, using non - stationary fluc-
tuation analysis of IN. we could demonstrate the single channel
conductance to be the same for both Intracellular calcium concen-
trations as well as for fluoride. Therefore, the significantly higher
current densities at pCa-7 and intracellular fluoride could be ex-
plained In terms of an Increased number of activatable sodium
channels. NaF Is a well known G-protein activator and phosphatase
Inhibitor. Thus, our results suggest that the increase of IN orlgl-
nates from an enhanced specific phosphorylation (probably via
cAMP cascade) at the sodium channel. (Supported by Swiss
National Fund 31-27788.89)
M-Pos402
DEVELOPMENTAL AND REGIONAL EXPRESSION OF RH1 mRNA
IN THE RAT HEART. ((Sidney A. Cohen, Candace Mello, and Jane
Yang)) Univ. of Penna. School of Medicine, Phila, PA. 19104
Cardiac sodium channels are essential for the initiation and
propagation of rapid upstroke action potentials in the heart and are
the major sites of action of Type 1 antiarrhythmic drugs. We sought
to determine whether mRNA for the TTX-insensitive RH1 sodium
channel is constitutively expressed or is developmentally or spatially
regulated in cardiac tissues. Total RNA was prepared from 15 and
20 day gestational, 3, 7, and 15 week old male Wistar rats, and from
different regions of the 15 week adult male heart and subjected to
Northern blot analysis using a subtype-specific rboprobe. There was
a slow but steady rise in the steady state RH1 mRNA level during
the later portion of prenatal development. This was followed by a
further increase from approximately half maximal levels in the
juvenile heart to maximal levels in the adult rat heart. Adult left
ventricular freewall, right ventricular freewall, interventricular septum,
and atria all contained similar steady state levels of RH1 mRNA.
These results are in contrast with previously reported 3H-STX
binding assays of membranes prepared from rat hearts which reveal
essentially invariant levels of TTX-insensitive sodium channel protein
from birth and adulthood. These results suggest that RH1 mRNA
expression is controlled at both the transcriptional and translational
or post-translational levels in the rat heart.
M-Pes401
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SODIUM CHANNEL GATING AND DISTRIBUTION ON
HUMAN FAST AND SLOW TWITCH SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBERS
((R.L Ruff)) Neurology Service aCveland VAMC and Dep. of Neurology and
Neroscien Cae Westen Rseve University School ofMedicine, ClveandOH 44106
Previous work sugested thithuman fas twitch fibr had a higher deity of Na
chaela on the extuctnalnmban and showed agreatr incra in channel desty
nesr the endplate thn dow twitch fiber. I exammed whethe the voltage gated propies
ad current amplitudes and the disibution of Na chnneaon 15 fast d 14 slow twitch
histochmicailyclassfied human intercostal musle fiber. Bicpsies wer obtaned from
9 patets during y. Muscles woee ezymticaly tted to aid in dissection and
i ientifyi the neve terminals. Th maximu Na current desty wes mesurd at 3
or mor sit in 2 different regions: 1) on the border of the endplate nd 2) > 200 nm
from the endplate. For both fast and slow twitch fibers o Na currmt denty at th
border of the endplate was higher than it was > 200 pm from the endplate (Table). The
Na current density on fast twitch fibers was higher for both regions. In addition, fast
twitch fibers manifest fast and dow inactivation of Na current at more negative potentials
than slow twitch fibers. These results sugest that the Na channel distributionsand voltage
dependent gatng ar diffent on fast and slow twitch human skeletal muscle fibers. The
differnces betw IN,, an fast and dow twitch fibers mig: 1) enable fast twitch fibers
to phasically operate at high firing frequencies, and 2) enable slow twitch fibers to be
tonically activo at low firing frequencies. (Support: Departme of Veterns Affairs)
labi: Na Currmnt Density and lInctivation of Fast and Slow Fibers
Na Current Density (mA/cm2)*
Fiblr Te Endplate Border Extrajunctional V,m Ab V,m A,
Fast Twitch 100±19 18.9±1.1 -71±1 6.2 -93.4 5.6
Slow Twitch 23.7±1.4 7.24±0.34 -61±1 7.5 -71.5 8.7
* Na current density of fast twitch fibers was greater than slow twitch fibes at each of the
stes and fast twitch fibers manifost inacitivation at more negative potentials (p< 0.001).
M-Pos403
CHARACTERIZATION OF IONIC CHANNELS IN TROPICAL SQUID GIANT
AXONS ((A. M. Correa, C. Caputo, R. Morales, F. Bezanilla)) Dept. of Physiol.,
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 90024 and Centro de Bioffsica y Bioqulmica, IVIC,
Caracas, Venezuela.
Sodium and potassium channels from the giant axons of the tropical squids Loligo
plei and Sepioteuthis sepioidea were characterized using the cut-open axon technique.
Sodium channels were studied in external 540 NaCl, 10 HEPES-Na and internal 50
Na-Glutamate, 145 Cs-Glutamate, 10 CsCI, 20 CsF, 470 sucrose, 10 HEPES-Cs, 1
EGTA-Cs. Reconstruction of macroscopic currents from single channel data show
regular Na channel kinetics (activation and inactivation). We also studied the
conduction properties of the normal and the BTX-modified channels in Sepioteuthis
in symmetrical Na solutions. The single channel conductance was reduced more than
50% by BTX within the range of concentrations studied (30 to 540 mM). This is
similar to what has been found in Loligo pealei (Correa et al., J.G.P. 97:605). The
single channel activity showed a marked temperature dependency in both species. The
single channel conductance changed by about 20% lowering the temperature from 18
to 12 °C, and 30% from 12 to 5 OC. In records with few channel events, the product
of NP, (N=number of channels; P,=open probability) decreased dramatically with
a decrease in temperature. Potassium channels were studied in external artificial sea
water + TTX and in internal 560 mM K-Aspartate, 10 mM HEPES-K. K channels
of both Loligo and Sepioteuthis showed a high temperature dependency. In
Sepioteuthis along with the regular delayed rectifier K channels, we also found an
inactivating K channel responsible for an inactivating K current. Although apparent
at potentials between +20 and +40 mV the, inactivation becomes very striking at
more positive potentials, showing an inactivation half time of 9.5 ms at + 80 mV and
5 ms at +90 mV in the mean current traces. Supported by USPHS GM30376 and
CONICIT S1-2148.
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-DEUNEATION OF CHANNEL STRUCTURES BY THE OSMOTIC ACTION AND
PENETRATION OF DIFFERENTLY SIZED NEUTRAL POLYMERS.
((S.IM.Bezrukova,b, I.VodyanoyC, V.A.Parsegiana)) aNatlonal Institutes of Health,
NIDDK; bSt.Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, COffice of Naval Research.
By exposing ionic channels to neutral polyethyleneglycols of different molectiar
weight, we have been able to generalize the use of polymers to probe channel
structure. Large excluded solutes In membrane-bathing solutions create an
osmotic work of transition between different conductance states, a work
proportional to the difference in polymer-inaccessible aqueous spaces of these
states. Progressively smaller polymers begin to penetrate the channel space, to
cause a decrease In channel conductance and to exert a correspondingly reduced
effective osmotic pressure.
We find that the channel, a kind of ultimate molecular sieve, appears to exclude
polymers on the basis of their rotational volume (4/3)7rRg3 for radius of gyration Rg
(rather than the polymer cross-section XRg2 or diameter 2Rg typically used to
gauge channel size).
In the particular case of the polypeptide alamethicin, polymer probing reveals a
fixed (about 3,000 A3) aqueous volume change with each successive step between
the five different conductance states. These states, then, are collections of
conducting units of nearly the same conductance (but different access resistance)
rather than pores of successively larger radius.
M-Pos4O5
HIGH-SALT WASH AND OSMOTIC SHOCK FLUID FROM
ESCHERICHLA COLI RECONSTITUTED IN LIPOSOMES CONTAIN
STRETCH-INACTIVATED ION CHANNELS. ((Boris Martinac", Sergei
I. Sukharev, and ChinzKung*@)) Laboratory of Molecular Biology and
Department of Genetics , University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
High-salt wash with NaCI-EDTA as well as osmotic down-shock with
cold distilled H20 of ompC- ompF double mutant strain of E. coli
(AW740) yielded soluble protein fractions which upon reconstitution into
azolectin liposomes both contained activities of a stretch-inactivated (SI)
ion channel when examined by patch clamp. The channel was
permanently open at apparent zero pipette pressure. Application of
positive pressure (blowing) caused the channel to gate reversibly between
the open state and closed states of different size. The pressure-dependent
closures were more prominent at positive pipette voltages than at negative
voltages. Negative pressure (suction) above 80 mm Hg applied to the
patch pipette inactivated the channel irreversibly. Pipette voltages larger
than ±130 mV induced reversible porin-like closures of the channel. This
SI channel behavior was similar to the behavior of porin-like channels we
have found in the small-MS-channel-containing (SMSC) octylglucoside-
solubilized membrane fractions obtained by gel filtration on the Superose 6
HR column. Our results suggest that the SI channel may be related to the
SMSC and is most likely a porin-like protein from the outer membrane of
E. coli. Supported by a grant from Markey Trust.
NEZL8
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RECONSTITUTION OF TWO DISTINCT TYPES OF MECHANO-SENSITIVE
CHANNELS FROM THE E. COLI CELL ENVELOPE. ((Sergei I. Sukharev,
Boris Martinac, and Ching Kung 9)) Laboratory of Molecular Biology' and
Department of Genetics@, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 (Spon.
by B. Martinac)
Membrane patches of giant spheroplasts of the ompC ompF double mutant
(AW740) of E. coli contain two distinct types of mechanosensitive (MS)
channels, the small (SMSC) and the large (LMSC) MS channel with conductances
of 1.1 nS and 3.5 nS in 200 mM KCI, respectively. The membrane fraction from
this mutant was solubilized in 3% octylglucoside and fractionated by gel filtration
on the Superose 6 HR column. The individual fractions were reconstituted into
azolectin liposomes, sampled by patch-clamp and found to contain functional
SMSCs and LMSCs. Under non-denaturing conditions the profiles of MS
channel activity showed an apparent molecular weight of about 60-80 kD for
LMSC and 200-400 kD for SMSC. Both types of channels were more sensitive
to suction in liposomes than in spheroplasts. At pipette voltages of 80-125 mV
SMSCs closed reversibly to different subconducting levels in both, native and
reconstituted membranes. Suction above 80 mm Hg inactivated these channels
irreversibly. Porin-like channels which showed the typical three-step closures at
voltages ±130 mV with a conductance comparable to that of the SMSCs also
occurred in the SMSC-containing fraction. Our results show that LMSC and
SMSC are distinct molecular entities with the latter one presumably being related
to bacterial porins. Supported by a grant from Markey Trust.
M-Pos48
MEMBRANE PATCH CAPACITANCE AND ADAPTATION OF
MECHANOSENSITIVE CURRENTS IN RESPONSE TO PRESSURE-
CLAMP STEPS. ((D.W. McBride, Jr. and O.P. Hamill)) Neurobiology and
Behavior, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
Recontly it has been shown that mechanosensitive (MS) channels in
KXnolus oocytes exhibit adaptive gaung behavior in response to suction or
pressure steps. Adaptation could arise because of a relaxation in the
membrane area in response to the stimulation or because of a property
intrinsic to the channel gating mechanism. The charcteristics of adaptation
such as its voltage dependence and fragility in the patch clamp configuraton
argue against a relaxation of the membrane area In order to dircy rule out
this possibility we have monitored membrane patch area via capacitance
during pressure clamp steps. Capacitances were measured by electrically
stimulating the patch with a 10 kHz sine wave and measuring the response at
the appropriate phase angle with a dual channel phase lock-in amplifier.
Preliminary data suggest that both MS channel activation and subsequent
adaptation can occur with no accompanying change in the patch capacitance.
M-Pos410
DYNAMICS OF PATCH CLAMPED MEMBRANES: A MODEL
ANALYSIS. ((M. Sokabe and K Nunogaki)) Dept. Physiol. Nagoya
Univ. Sch. Med. Nageya 466, Japan
By using high paver videomicroscopy, we could visualize patch
clamped membranes in the pipette. When appiled a pressure pulse
through the pipette, the area of the patch increased transiently, where
both the rising and falling phases followed single exponential functions
of time (Sokabe et al., Biophys. J. 59, 1991). Unexpectedly the falling
phase was 1.2 to 1.6 times as fast as the rising phase. To explain this
result we constructed a mechanical model of the patch that is composed
of a viscoelastic element and a series viscose element describing the
patch membrane aned cytoplasm, respectively. This model could simulate
the single exponential time course but failed to explain the faster falling
phase. However, introducing an offset tension in the patch could
successfully simulate it. Existence of offset tension in the patch was also
suggested experimentally from a plot of tension in the patch as a
function of area change of the patch. It is concievable that the offset
tension is produced during seal formation proccess. After gigaseal
formation most patch membranes at zero pressure are almost planar
looking like to be stretched. This offset tension may partially explain the
contradiction between the stretch activated (SA) single channel currents
and macroscopic stretch activated currents, where the latter were harder
to induce than the former (Morris and Horn, Science 251, 1991).
M-Po407
PATCH AND WHOLE-CELL MECHANOSENSITIVE CURRENTS
RECORDED FROM BC3H-I MUSCLE CELLS. ((O.P. Hamill and D.W.
McBride, Jr.)) Neurobiology and Behavior, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
14853.
Mechanosensitive (MS) channel currents were measured in membrane
patches and whole BC3H-I cells. A pressure clamp was used to apply
pressure/suction pulses to activate MS currents. On cell-attached patches
brief suction pulses activated single MS channel currents (SpA at -100 mV)
that remained open for several seconds after the pulse (Fig, upper traces).
After rupturing the patch, bnref pressure pulses activated whole-cell MS
currents (Fig, lower traces) that decayed with a time course similar to that
seen in single MS channel ensembles (not shown). Whole-cell currents of
I toS nA could be reproducibly activated in pac
cells with estimated surface areas of 2000-
3000 pmsi. These currents were rapidly and
reversibly blocked by 100 ;tM gadolinium I,
applied to the cell. Larger currents could be 0 P
elicited by stronger pressure stimulation, lNOhowever, such stimulation often resulted in
irreversible current changes. Hysteresis in -
pressure-MS current response was often
observed indicative of membrane-
cytoskeleton decoupling. Supported by M PA
Muscular Dystrophy Associadon.
M-Pos409
GADOLINIUM INHIBITS STRETCH INDUCED ALIGNMENT OF
CULTURED ENDOTHELLAL CELLS.
((K Naruse, H. Asano, and M. Sokabe)) Dept. Physiol. Nagoya Univ.
Sch. Med., Nagoya 466 Japan
Endothelial cells in vivo align their longitude along the vessel. Although
the mechanism of the alignment is completely unknown, shear stresses by
blood flow or periodic stretches of the vessel wall may be one of the
candidates to control the alignment. To test
the effect of stretches on the alignment, we
have grown vascular endothelial cells from
human umbilical vein on elastic silicon -
membranes and applied cyclic sinusoidal
stretches (60 c/min.) by 120 % in length at the {
peak. Within 4 hr. most of the cells aligned
at 80 to 120 degree with respect to the M
direction of stretch. This alignment was -
dependent on the extracellular calcium and -
inhibited by gadolinium (10 - 100 uM), a -
potent blocker for the stretch activated (SA)
channel. It is suggested that stretch f
dependent calcium influx through SA W.
channels is involved in the alignment.
M-Pes411
THE THREE - STATE MODEL FOR TRANSDUCTION - CHANNEL
GATING IN HAIR CELLS. ((V. S. Markin, F. Jaramrillo and A. J. Hudspeth))
Neuroscience Research Center, University of Texas Southwestem Modical
Center, Dallas, TX 75235-9039. (Sponsored by J. Albanesi)
Stiffnes (mN -m-W) or open probabilfty The mochanoolectrical transduction
channels of a hair cell are gated by the
* application of force to the cell's
receptfve organelle, the hair bundle. A
*
,f f standard model for the gating process(Howard, J. & Hudspeth, A. J. [1988J
e.6 / Neuron 1:189-199), based upon two-
.4 state Boltzmann statistics, does not
account for several experimental
0.2 observations: 1) the difference In
stiffness of a hair bundle before and
after channel opening. 2) the different
- D00-sp 0m 50 100 5 positions of mechanical and electicalDisplacement (nmn) manifestations of channel opening, and
3) the departure of the receptor
potential from a simple Boltzmann
dependence on displacement. To accommodate these resuls, we developed
a three-state model for channel gating. The transduction channel is supposed
to occupy any of three states - latched (L), closed (C), and open (O), related
by the state diagram L + C *4 0. In the latched state a portion of gating
spring Is Immobilized so that the spring's tension Is not passed to the gate;
this state Is accordingly less compliant. The theoretical curves for
instantaneous bundle stiffness and open probability are presented In the
figuretoether with experimental data from a bullfrog's hair cell. The modelshows improved agreement with both mechanical and electrical data.
This work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant DC00317.
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M-Pos412
TWO-TONE DISTORTION PRODUCTS IN A SINGLE HAIR CELL.
(F. Jaramillo, V. S. Markin and A. J. Hudspeth)) Neuroscience Research
Center, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX
75235-9039.
Stimulation of the auditory system with a pair of pure tones can give rise to
the sensation of additional tones, or distortion products, that are not present
in the stimulus. Prominent among these are the difference tone, f2 - f1, and
combination tones such as 2f1 - f2 and 2f2 - fl. Distortion products originate
within the cochlea, where they manifest themselves in the basilar
membrane's vibration. We have found that distortion products are readily
detectable at the level of individual hair cells, where they emerge from a
nonlinearity intrinsic to the mechanoelectrical transduction process in the
receptive organelles, or hair bundles. Deflection of a hair bundle acts
through elastic gating springs to open mechanically sensitive ion channels.
Over the narrow range of bundle displacements in which channels open
and close, the hair bundle's stiffness decreases. This phenomenon, the
gating compliance, makes the relationship between force and displacement
strongly nonlinear. Using the displacement-clamp technique (Jaramillo, F. &
Hudspeth, A. J. [1 993] Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA, in press), we performed
a harmonic analysis of the force generated by the hair bundle in response
to two-tone stimulation. We detected all the distortion products known In the
psychophysics of hearing. A theoretical model based on the gating
compliance accurately accounted for the amplitudes of the distortion
products. Our results provide a plausible explanation for cochlear distortion
products and suggest that the mechanical properties of hair bundles
significantly influence the basilar membrane's motion.
This work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant DC00317.
M-Pos414
CHANNULS IN LIPID BILRYRSB INDUCED BY A FRAGMENT 0P
TEE P-ANYLOID PEPTIDE. P. Marshall, T. Mirzabekov,
W.L. Yuan, M. Carman, I. Lieberburg, and B. Kagan.
Neuropsychiatric Institute of UCLA Medical School,
Brentwood Veterans Administration Medical Center, Los
Angeles, CA 90024, and *Athena Neurosciences, South
San Francisco, CA.
Deposition of amyloid in senile plaques is one
of the pathologic hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease.
These plaques are composed of a 39-43 residue peptide
known as P-amyloid, which is believed to play a role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's and which can be
neurotoxic to cells in culture. We report that an
11-residue fragment of P-amyloid (residues 25-35)
spontaneously forms ion-permeable channels when 3-15
pM concentrations are added to one side of a planar
lipid bilayer. Channels open at positive voltages
and close at negative voltages. In symmetrical
solutions with 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, and lmM
MgC12 at pH of 7.5, channels were observed with
conductances of approx. 10, 40, 60, 160, and 300 pS.
Channels were also measured in a solution of 1M NaCl,
10 mM Tris-HCl, and lmM MgCl at pH of 7.2 and had
conductances of approx. 50, 80, 150, 280, 660 pS, and
rarely 1-3 nS. Ion selectivity of the channels was
slightly cationic (10-12 mV at 10-fold gradient of
NaCl). These results suggest that P-amyloid peptide
may induce neurotoxicity through channel formation.
M-Poe416
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF IONIC CHANNELS FORMED BY
CRYIA(A), CRYIA(B), CRYIA(C) AND CRYIC BACILLUS
THRURINGIENSIS TOXINS IN PLANAR LIPID BILAYERS.
((J.L Schwartz, D. Savaria, L Masson, R. Brousseau and R. Laprade+))
B.R.I., National Research Council, Montreal, Que, Canada, H4P 2R2 and
+G.R.T.M., University of Montreal, Montreal, Que, Canada, H3C 3J7.
Planar lipid bilayers (PLBs) experiments performed to investigate the
formation of ionic channels by CryIC showed that: 1) the toxin forms ionic
channels in PLBs at both acidic and alkaline pHs; 2) at acidic pHs (6-6.5),
the channels are often chloride-selective; 3) at alkaline pHs (above 8.5), the
channels are mainly potassium-selective and display subconductance levels not
observed at acidic pHs (Schwartz et al., J. Membr. Biol., in press). We have
extended these studies to the CrylA family of lepidopteran-specific Bt toxins
in an attempt to relate the differences in toxicity between CryIA(a), CryIA(b)
and CryIA(c) to the biophysical properties of the channels which may be
formed by these toxins in PLBs. Our results show that the three CrylA toxins
form ionic channels in PLBs at both alkaline and acidic pHs. At both pHs,
channels are usually cation-selective. At acidic pH, the channels obtained for
the three CryIA toxins have similar conductances and kinetics. At alkaline
pH, the single channel conductances are in the following sequence: G,,,,,() <
GcqyAb) < Gcyw.). The three toxin channels possess substates at both acidic
and alkaline pHs. Compared to CryIC channels, the CryIA channels display
generally larger conductances and longer duration open states.
M-PoS413
ION CHANNEL ACTIVITY OF THE M2 PROTEIN OF
INFLUENZA A VIRUS ((C. Wang#, K. Takeuchi, L. J. Holsinger,
R. A. Lamb#, and L. H. Pinto*)) Dep't of Biochemistry, Molecular
Biology and Cell Biology, #Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and
*Dep't of Neurobiology and Physiology, Northwestern Univ.
Evanston, IL 60208.
The single transmembrane domain of the M2 ion channel of the
Udorn, Rostock and Weybridge strains of influenza A virus differs
in only 3 amino acids. Indirect evidence suggests that the pH-
activation and amantadine block of these forms ofM2 might differ.
We therefore measured these characteristics with 2 electrode voltage
clamp in the oocyte expression system. All three channels were
activated about equally (ca. 7- fold) by reducing pH from 7.5 to 6.2.
However, the Ki for the irreversible amantadine block differed for
the channels and differed with pH. The Ki's at pH 7.5 were: Udorn,
10 pM,; Weybridge, 20 pM; Rostock, 50 pM. The Ki's were higher
at pH 6.2: 20, 30, and 100 pM, respectively. Analysis of single
amino acid substitutions indicated that the difference between
Rostock and Weybridge resulted from a difference in amino acid #27
(I and V, respectively). Amantadine attenuated inward and outward
currents for all 3 ion channels at pH 6.2. Thus, the Ki for
amantadine block of the M2 channel depends upon the amino acid
composition of the transmembrane domain and the pH of the bathing
medium.
M-Po4145
SITE-SPECIFIC BIOTINYLATION OF COLICIN Ia: A PROBE FOR
PROTEIN CONFORMATION IN THE MEMBRANE. ((Stephen Slatin,
Xiao-Qing Qiu, Karen Jakes, Alan Finkelstein)) Dept. of Physiology &
Biophysics, Albert Einstein Col.of Med., Bronx, N.Y. 10461.
Channel-forming colicins are E. coli proteins that fonr voltage-
dependent channels in membranes and are lethal to sensitive strains
of E. coli Experiments with colicin El have led to a model of voltage
dependence based on the insertion of alpha helical segments of the
protein into the membrane in response to cis positive voltage. Here
we report the use of biotinylation of colicin Ia at a specific site,
followed by irreversible binding to streptavidin, as a technique for
studying the orientation of the protein in the membrane. Lys 544 of
colicin Ia was mutated to cysteine, using a plasmid generously
provided by P. Ohosh (Ph.D. thesis, UCSF, 1992). This unique
cysteine is at a site expected, by homology to colicin El, to cross the
membrane from the cis to the trans side in association with channel
opening. The mutant channel differs somewhat from the wild-type
(wt), but retains the ability to form voltage dependent channels and to
kill target bacteria. Incubation of the mutant, but not the wt, with
streptavidin, blocks killing. Channels formed by the mutant protein
in planar lipid bilayers are abolished by streptavidin added to the cias
side of the membrane, if they are closed, but not if they are open.
Trans streptavidin has no effect on either open or closed channels.
Evidently, residue 544 is accessible to cis streptavidin in the closed
state, but the opening of the channel eliminates this accessibility.
These results are consistent with the insertion model of gating
proposed for colicin El. (supported by NIH 299210-15)
M-Po*417
E. COLI PORIN CHANNELS, FAST TRANSITIONS AND VOLTAGE DEPENDENCE
Edward J.A. Lea, Nicola D. Bishop and Jeremy H. Lakey, School. of
Biological Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich, NR4 7TJ
UK and European Molecular Biology Laboratory, Meyerhofstrasse 1,
Postfach 10.2209, D-6900 Heidelberg, Germany.
Mutant strains of E. coli which exprTss OmpC and that grow
on maltodextrins in the absence of LamB display cha nel sizes
accountable for in terms of altered side chain bulk . The
typical voltage-dependence behaviour exhibited by porin channels
is that they close in response to raised membrane p.d. and open
again reversibly as p.d. is lowered. In this study, the
voltage dependence of single trimer channel activity has been3
examined in planar bilayers formed by the method of Schindler
Technical improvements have allowed data sampling intervals as
small as 0.1 ms to be used. Open and closed time histograms
have been constructed over a series of voltage steps up to
200 mV. Vol.tage dependent fast flicker occurs between the open
and intermediate closed states. Results have been interpreted
in terms of a model in which each of the three conducting
states of a porin trimer unit passes from an open state to an
inactivated state via an intermediate closed one.
1 Misra, R., Benson, S.A. (1988). J. Bacteriol 170, 3611-3617.
2 Lakey, J.H., Lea, E.J.A. & Pattus, F. (1991). FEBS Lett.
278, 31-34.
Schindler, H. (1980). FEBS Lett. 122, 77-79.
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TWO DISTINCT SETS OF ION CHANNELS ARE FORMED BY NEU-
TRAL ALAMETHICIN F-50 POLYPEPTIDES ((Don-On Daniel Mak
and Watt W. Webb)) Physics Department and School of Applied and
Engineering Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
Voltage clamp recording of single-channel current of HPLC purified
neutral alamethicin F-50 polypeptides in patch clamped pure lipid bilay-
era shows that alamethicin can form 2 distinct sets of conductance states
regardless of the lipid and buffer used. The persistent channels that last
for minutes have conductance states with higher conductance values than
the corresponding states for the nonpersistent channels that appear more
often but last a minute or less. The persistent channels show excess white
conductance noise above the thermal and shot noise expected for the
channel and associated spreading resistance. The excess noise increases
with higher states. The nonpersitent channels show excess noise only in
the 2nd and 3rd conductance states which have sgnificantly shorter aver-
age dwell times and lower relative occupation probabilities than the other
states. Simple models can account for the different kinetic characteristics
and conductance values found in the 2 sets of channels by assuming that
they have different packing arrangements for the alamethicin monomers
in the channel assembly. The excess noise found in all persistent chan-
nel states is conjectured to be due to thermal fluctuation in the relative
positions of the monomers in the channel. (ONR grant N00014-89-J-1656)
-O4)020
POTENT BLOCK OF CL- CHANNELS BY THE ANTIALLERGIC DRUGS
CROMOLYN AND RU 31156.
((M. E. R I.nprect, Pecht*, H. Scinde, C. Rmnin)) Is:t for Biophysics,
Univerity of Linz, A-4040 Linz, Austria. * Departmnt of Chemical Immnology,
ITh Weman Istitute of Science, Reovot 76100, Israel.
We have recenty reported (Ramanin, C. et al., EMBO J. 10:3603-3608,1991)
-i m h _ o--of i fi__co~~ Cl- chals in reglationf cytosis
from mucosal4ype mast clls (line RBL-2H3) and bbdcade of cth Cl- channels by
the antiallergic dnug disodium-1,3-bis(2'-cabolst-ch 5-xyloxy)-2-
hydroxyppmec (cromolyn). Based on the latter finding two questis have boee
addreed: (i) Is the action of cromolyn specific to _ Cl1
channels of RBL-2H3 cells and (ii) do other antlleic dnw also possess a Cl1
channel bclding acticity? As an approach to the first question we cmpared the
ect of cromolyn on Cl- chamels of two unrelated cel
types. For this, sine Cl- chanmel acttie in RBL-2H3 celia and altetively, of
coboie carcinoma cells (H29) were monitored employing patch-clamp technique
in the inside-out patc I diate-conductance Cl chamels were
blocked by cromolyn (ICSo - 1StM) in either cell type. Ca chane inibition
occumrd by a slow ather than a fickering block and with a Hill coefficiet arod 1.
The second question was addressed by examinin another antialerc drug, 7-(S-
methyl-ulnphoniidoyl)-5-(n4exyl)-xanthen-9-one-carboxylic acid (RU 31156). This
compound was about one order of magnitude more potet (IC50 - 1pM than
cromolyn. Chloride chanel block occurred with a Hill coefficient about 1 and with
sunilar cact as found for cromolyn. The IC50 values for cromolyn andRU31156 were not significantly different (p< 0.01) in the two cell type. Our data
provide evidence for a new cla of Cl' channel blockers, which may be of furdier use
in Cl channel chaeriion as well as purification.
M-Posl9
ALAMETHICIN CHANNEL CONDUCTANCE SUBSTATES
((Lorinda R. Opsahl and Watt W. Webb*)) Physics Dept. and School
of Applied & Engineering Physics*, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY 14853
The channel forming peptide alamethicin has been studied extensively
as a model ion channel system for over two decades, first for its volt-
age sensitive properties and more recently for its mechanical sensitivity.
In spite of the relative simplicity of the 20 amino acid peptide there
still exists considerable ambiguity concerning its switching mechanisms
and inconsistency in experimental results. In order to clarify the struc-
tural changes involved in channel gating, we have analyzed the kinetics
of switching between conductance levels in single channels formed by
HPLC purified alamethicin. Dwell times for each conductance state are
binned to create histograms which represent the conditional probability
density functions of the conductance states. The dwell time histograms
for events following upward transitions decay as a two exponential func-
tion while those corresponding to events following downward transitions
decay as a power law at short times and exponentially at longer times.
Plotting event amplitude as a function of dwell time reveals that the
short time exponential behavior corresponds to brief transitions into
substates with conductances that differ by 10-20 pS from the stable
conductance states. The existence of two sets of conductance levels
with kinetic rate constants which differ by several orders of magnitude
offers a probable explanation for differences in observed channel behav-
ior. This finding implies the existence of two weakly coupled sets of
conductance states.
Financial support was provided by the ONR (N00014-895-1656) and
facilities of the Developmental Resource for Biophysical Imaging 6pto-
electronics, NIH-(08-PlRR04-224A) and NSF-(DIR-8800278)
M-Po421
SINGLE HYPERPOLARJZATION-ACTIVATED CHLORIDE CHANNELS IN
XENOPUS OOCYTE5. ((SJ. Ackemn, G.C. Kowdley. JE. John, LR. Jone, JR.
Momn)) Univeity of Vrgini, Chaoville, VA 22908.
We have mivestid the ngle chnnd charcteris of a hypolitiacidvat
Ct conductace in Xeno oocytes by d utary curen in cellached pches
at 20 C. ITe bath soluion w (mnW: KCI 120, MgCI6 5, KHPO4 1, EGTA 5, glucose
S, HEPES 10 (pH 7.4). The pipete soluti was NaC 150, KCI SA, MgCI6 2, CaCl2 3,
glucose 10, HEPES 10 (pH 7.5). nd 50 pM Gd"3 to block strtch-ivated channels. No
chnel openig wer detcted at 0 mV, but nealy evay patch had chamel openings in
2 min recrdinp at poenils -50 to -140 mV. In this soluion ([CT]. 165 mM), the
conducance was 13 pS and the extolated reverel poti was -58 mV (tkM). When
Ct was replaced by dn s to a final [Ct]. of 15 mM, the conductnce ws 32
pS and the extapolated reveral potential was -13 mV. This idtfie Cf as the
chg caier. Mn open tmes wee lss than 5 mwec and were independent of votage
in dtis range. Intreatingly, the morphology of many of the openings was remniscent of
'doubbxaledw" Cf channels frm ctwo u (right; currn filtered at 2 kHz and
digidzed at 5 kHz; ba is 10 msec and 1 pA).
v(a
-14 -in0 -100 -40 -@|l
it-_high loCwl -2
4W
A 0C -3
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M-Pos422
IS PHOSPHOLEMMAN AN ION CHANNEL, OR DOES IT MODULATE AN
ENDOGENOUS HYPERPOLARIZATION-ACTIVATED CHLORIDE CURRENT IN
XENOPUS OOCYTES? ((G.C. Kowdley, SJ. Ackeman, J.E John, LRt. Jones, Jl.
Moorman)) Univeardty of Viginia, Chalotesville, VA 22908
We have reporte dut expre on of phospbolemman (PLM), a 72 amio acid peptid
wich is the mnaor _bsre for patin kis A and C in ventricular myocye, induces a
hI _eoarztln~c sd Cf curtrent u
i Xenous ocwyms (JBC 267:14551). We now
fid tt some bacbes of unijcted oocytes also -MP (Wm)
have hy x -ctivated Cf curr -1ents.10 -os
The figure sbows curent-voltag relatons each
involving 9 to 21 oocyss 1ow4 was induced
alter mancio of PLM RNA into baches of -4 |
uninjecled (1) oocyte. The uninjcted (2) /- ao) g
oocyt are from differt frog. The 's-h oCa)
uijeted(2) endoge curts unlie I<dy
ae unaffected by pH,; however, like l i arweblcked by Ba" with ICm 0.18 mM, compared
with 0.36 for <w, ad do not reqesre [Ca'] In fact, cunents were 2 to 4 times larger
inO mM [Cae /5 mM [Mg. than in 5 mM [Cae. /O mM WMgI,. Furer, in two of
four batce injected with antisense oligonucloto PLM, the endogenous curent was
aenusued by 50490%.
houg there ae diffrces betwee la4 and this endogeon 0 current,
these data raie the possibility that PLM may modulate an Cichannel in
Xmv oocytes.
MPoM23
A PUTATIVE CHLORHDE CURRENT IN SYMPATHETIC NEURONS OF CELIAC
GANGLION. ((C.A. Lazalde and D.L. Kreulen)) Dept. of Pharmacology, College of
Medicine, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85724.(Spon. I.K. Flink)
The celiac ganglion is invohled in regulating gastrointestinal activities. Several ionic
currents of these neurons have been identified; Na, K, Ca, among them. In this work we
show results that suggest the existence of yet another current. Guinea pig neurons in
prtmaiy culture, less than 80 hours old, were whole cell voltage clamped using low
resistance pipettes, (0.1 <R < 2, MQ ). All pipette solutions contained (mM): 11 EGTA,
2 MgC12, I CaC12, 10 HEPES. In previous studies of Na currents (Purnyn et al., Abs.
Soc. of Neuroscience 17: 955, 1991) a chloride-containing pipette solution was used. To
improve recording conditions, we substituted Cl- with F- and found a slowly increasing
outward current under conditions where Na+ is the major charge carrier. Substitution of
all internal Na and K by Cs, and no Kout. plus 30 mM TEA out, produced an outward-
going ying cuent with a reversal potential around -SO mV. To rle out the
possibility of having an outward current by way of Cs going out through Ca channels, we
substituted Cs with N-methyl glucamin, a large cation, and the current was not affected.
2mM Cd + 2.5 FM nifedipine did not decrease the current (out 0 Na + 0 Ca + 100
TEA + 10 Mg) which suggests little permeation of NMG or Mg, if any. Because the
reversal potential for this current deviates from the expected equilibrium potential for Cl1
(-85 mV), these experiments suggest the existence of a chloride channel that is not
perfectly selective. Support: HL27781, DK36289.
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M-Po424
BLOCK OF OUTWARDLY RECTIFYING Cl- CHANNELS BY QUININE.
((Tzyh-Chang Hwang* & William B. Gugginot)) *Laboratory of
Cardiac/Membrane Physiology, The Rockefeller University, New York,
NY10021 tDepartment of Physiology, The Johns Hopkins University, School of
Medicine. Baltimore, MD21205.
Effects of K+ channel blockers, quinine and its stereoisomer quinidine,
on the outwardly rectifying C1- channel was studied in excised inside-out
membrane patches from a fetal tracheal cell line. Application of quinine (5-50
FiM) onto the cytoplasmic side of the channel caused rapid interruptions of the
open channel current. This blocking effect was reversible since the channel
opening returned to the control after removal of quinine. Quinidine had the
same effect as quinine. The open time and close time histograms can be fitted
with simple exponential, with the mean open time, To = 13.57 ± 2.63 ms and the
mean close time, uc = 0.18 ± 0.03 ms (n = 6). In the presence of quinine, the mean
open time decreased and the mean close time did not change, for example at 20
pM quinine co = 0.69 ± 0.05 ma and C = 0.14 + 0.01 ma (n = 6). The block rate
(l/so) increased linearly with the concentration of quinine, but the unblock rate
(Vrc) did not change with the blocker concentration, suggesting a one-to-one
interaction between the channel and the blocker. The calculated Kd was -50
piM. At 20 ILM quinine, the block rate did not change much with the membrane
potentials, whereas the unblock rate increased with depolarization. At fixed
membrane potential (+50 mV), 20 FIM quinine caused more block in acidic
solutions (pH = 5.3, Iko = 1.94 + 0.39 ms-1 n = 4) than in allaline solutions (pH =
8.3, VI/o = 1.13 ± 0.32 ms-1 n = 4). Since the block rate increased as the pH went
down (more acidic), it is proposed that the cationic form of the blocker is more
potent in blocking the channel.
Supported by the NIH and the CF Foundation.
M-PoS426
Chloride channels with reduced conductance in recessive
general i zed myotoni a
((Ch. Fahlke, E. Zachar. R. Rudel)) Department of General
Physiology, University of Ulm, D-7900 Germany
Recessive generalized myotonia (RGM) is a hereditary muscle dis-
order characterized by transient muscle stiffness. The elec-
tromyogram reveals repetitive firing of the muscle fibers in
response to single stimuli. The increased excitability is rela-
ted to a reduction of the macroscopic Cl- conductance of muscle
fibers to about 50%. We have characterized the Cl- channels in
myoballs from controls and 3 RGM patients using single-channel
and whole-cell recordings. In controls, the major Cl- pathway is
a channel showing a pronounced outward rectification, a Pc/Pm.of
9.5, and an open-channel substructure with two equally spaced
subconductance levels. The channel can exist in two gating modes
that differ in the open probability in the negative potential
domain (Fahlke et al, Pflugers Arch 421:108-116, 1992). Follo-
wing direct interaction with a G protein the gating mode having
higher open probability is highly preferred (Fahlke et al,
Pflugers Arch, in press). In RGM myoballs, a channel with simil-
ar gating properties, selectivity and response to G proteins,
but reduced single-channel conductance was found. For [Cl-]/[Cl
= 150 mM/150 mM, the conductance in the negative potential
domain was 10.5 ± 2 (21.6) pS (means ± S.D., n = 5 patches; con-
trols in parantheses). For [Cl-]0/[Cl-]i= 150 mM/45 mM, the value
was 4.8 ± 1 (6.5) pS. This result may represent the fundamental
pathophysiologic defect in RGM. Supported by DFG (Ru-138/17-3).
M-PoS428
HYDROGEN ION CURRENTS IN HUMAN NEUTROPHILS ((T. E.
DeCoursey)) Dept. of Physiology, Rush Med. Center, Chicago, IL 60612.
A H+ selective conductance, &H' was studied in human neutrophils with
whole-cell patch-clamp techniques. Neutrophils were isolated from
normal human blood by density gradient centrifugation. Pipette and bath
contained TEA methanesulfonate with 20 mM buffer. This g resembles
agH in human neutrophils activated during superoxide (021'generation
proposed on the basis of intracellular pH, pH., and membrane potential
measurements (Henderson et al., Biochen. J. N46:325-329, 1987; 251:563-
567, 1988). The gA is low at negative potentials and activates slowly ondepolarization. Tffe maximum whole-cell H+ current with pH. 6.0 was
21 ± 15 pA/pF (mean ± SD). If mediated by a channel, the unitary
conductance estimated by current variance is <10 fS. The reversal
potential of tail currents corresponds with the Nernst potential for H+,
after considering H+ depletion during prepulses. The gH does notinactivate during depolarizations up to 3miutes. Droop occurs only
during large H+ currents, not in cells with a smallgH. The gH is inhibitedby 10-100 AM Cd2+ or Zn2', concentrations which enhance activation-induced depolarization (above references), supporting the idea that the gby permitting prolonged H+ efffux, limits depolarization and cytoplasmic
acidification. H+ generated during neutrophil activation would be fully
dissipated by 16 pA H+ current per cell, within the range observed. In
summary, the voltage-gated gH of human neutrophils appears to beidentical with that activated durng 02-- (and H+) production. Supportedby a Grant-in-Aid from the American Heart Association with funds
contributed by theA. A. ofMetropolitan Chicago.
M-POS425
PROTON BLOCKOFACUTELYDISSOCIATED RATCORTICAL
NEURONAL FAST CHLORIDE CHANNELS. ((X Q. Gu and A. L.
Blatz)) Department of Physiology, UT Southwestern Medical Center,
Dallas, TX 75235.
The effects of low intracellular pH on the conductance properties and
gating ldnetics of fast Cl- channels from acutely dissociated rat cortical
neurons were studied. Patch-clamp experiments were performed using
excised, inside-out membrane patches under the following conditions:
(in the pipette (extracellular) (mM): 140 KCI, S TES, 1 EGTA, pH 7.0;
in the bath (intracellular): 1000 KCI, 10 TES, 10 K biphthalate titrated
to differentpH values between pH 7.0 and pH 5.0). Slope conductance
at pH 7.0 under these conditions is about 130 pS. Reduction of
intracellular pH from 7.0 to 5.5 reduces single channel current
amplitude of Cl- channel by about 10-30%. Lowering intracellular pH
from 7.0 to 5.5 reversibly reduced the mean open time of the channel
and sometimes increased the mean closed time, such that the overall
effect was a decrease in the fraction of time that the channel was open
(open probability). The kdnetic effects of lowered intracellular pH on
fast Cl- channels from rat cortex are similar to those from cultured rat
skeletal muscle (Blatz & Magleby, 1985, Biophys. J. 47:119) and also to
a Ca2'-activated K+ channel from rat skeletal muscle incorporated into
planar bilayers (Laurido et al., 1991, J. Gen. Physiol. 98:1025).
Supported by AHA, Texas Affiliate (91G-084) and NIH (GM-39731).
M-Pos427
A CALCIUM-ACTIVATED CHLORIDE CURRENT IN RABBIT
CORONARY ARTERY MYOCYTES. ((F.S. Lamb, J.J. Matsuda, K.A. Volk,
E.F. Shibata)) Dept. ofPhysiology and Biophysics, Dept. of Pediatrics, Division
ofPediatric Cardiology, University ofIowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.
Whole cell patch-clamp techniques were used to study a Ca+-activated current
in enzymatically dispersed smooth muscle cells from rabbit coronary artery.
Depolarizing pulses from -6OmV (118 mM cesium, 22 mM TEA, no EGTA
pipette solution) produced inward Ca+ currents (2.5 mM bath Ca++) which
were followed by an outward current having slow kinetics (steady-state current
at approx. 500 msec). Return to -60 mV elicited inward tail currents having
similar slow kinetics. The IV relationship for the tail currents closely paralleled
that for the inward Ca++ currents. Tail currents reversed at 0 mV in balanced
chloride solutions and reversal potential was shifted negatively as intracellular
chloride was reduced. Reduction of [Cl]i also produce larger outward currents
at depolarizing pulse potentials. Barium substitution (10 mM) for calcium
produced persistent inward currents but no outward currents or tail currents
were seen. Tail currents but not calcium currents were blocked by 4,4'-
diisothiocyanatostilbene-2,2'-disulfonic acid (DIDS) at 0.1 mM. When
intracellular calcium was buffered to fixed levels (330-500 nM), outward
currents were elicited only at very positive potentials. We conclude that the
rabbit coronary artery contains calcium-activated chloride channels which are
weakly voltage-dependent. Supported by NIH HL4103 1 and NIH T32
HL07413, El ofAHA to EFS.
M-Po429
VOLTAGE ANDpH-EPENDENTH(W UVALENT)CUR118 H MACROPIAGE
((A. Kapus, J. Romanek, O.D. Rotatein and S. Grinstein)) he Hospital for Sick
ailldren, Tormnto, OnIL Cunda, MSG IX8 (SPOn. by S. Grnstein)
The activation of a is udd by a masive burst of H+ generaton.
The existence of a H+conductce, which may play a role in mintaining
physiologil inraelularpH (pHi) wa suggested. Th aim of thep t
study was to ai th puaiveH+chami mous pai lm _(MPM) using the whole cell patchclamp technique, while monitorng pHi
fluaetrimaly in single cells. Uo de iai of MPM a dowly acivating
outwardcunt wa observed. Th curmetiscariedby H+(equivaln) since: a)
it is accompanied by cytoplasmic alkaleinio b) it e ially insitive to
chges in thec of ionic cositue oher than H+ and c) the rewa
potential is in good agreement with the predicted H+ equilibrium potential.
Actvaion of the nctsce is dqepnd n memnbrme ptia, pHIi id extenal
pH (pHo). A decrease in pHi causes an inrea in the d conductance and
st the halftime for activation mn) when volta and pHo are held co a
The threhold voltaqe for activation is more negative at lower pHi. Conversely, atcons pHi, lowenng pHo reduces the conductane, legtes Ti and incaes
the acivat threshold. Thes obvxtim a consi wih the exisece ofbothineral (activtng) md exracellular (inhibitty) H+bining stes At p111-6.0 and
pHo=8.1 the conduc eurates at -0.24 nSlpF. Regardlss of the intra- and
eracellular pH or the appliod voltage, the acunce can e activated only when
the net H+ elecocmikal gradiet is outwad. On the other hand, once activated
the putative H+ channel does not display rectification. The H+ conductance is
reversbly inhibited by submillimolar concentrations of Zn2+, which shifts the
voltage ep ce to more positive values and lengthens Ti. Together, thesefindinga demonstrae the exisuce of a voltage-gaed H+ seective cdtce
which could play a role in pHi regulat when MPM depolize durig imulaton
A96 L alTHER)
A97
M-Pos430
THE MAGNITUDE AND KINETICS OF VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT Na+ AND K+
PROTEIN CHANNEL CURRZNTS ON SKELETAL USCLZ MEMBRANE AFFZCTED BY
EXPOSURZE TO A HIGH-INTENSITY ELECTRIC FIELD ((W.Chen and
R. C.Lee)) Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, The
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
The magnitudes and the kinetics of voltage-dependent Na+ and K+
protein channel currents on cell membranes of frog skeletal
muscle is reduced and then self-restored to the original value
by exposure to a high-intensity electric field.
A cut twitch fiber from the frog semitendinosus muscle was
voltage-clamped at resting potential in a double-vaseline gap
chamber. High-intensity 4 me-duration pulses of 300 to 900 mV
are imposed on the cell membranes provide by the voltage clamp.
Transmembrane current was simultaneously monitored during the
high-pulse shock, and also measured responded to a 40 mV/20 ma
stimulation pulse before and after the shock. There is no
apparent reduction in channel currents responding to a shock
pulse lower than 400 mV where electroporation has obviously
occured. Relatively, large shock pulses were needed to reduce
the transient inward and outward protein channel current when
compared with the formation of electropores on the phospholipids
of cells membrane. Ths magnitude of transient inward current is
reduced to about 60% and the time delay of activation of Na
channel has been shorten to less than 50% after exposure to a
shock pulse of 800 mV. Then both the kinetics and the magnitude
of channel current was restored to the original with a time
course of minutes.
The effect of large shock pulses was pulse amplitude dependent.
Pulses is 400-500 mV range to induce electropores and large
leakage currents. Stronger pulses (-700 mV) were requared to
transiently denature ion channel proteins. The change of the
dynamics of channel current may result from a shift in the
activation threshold of protein channels.
M-Pos432
EFFECTS OF ETOMIDATE AND MIDAZOLAM ON CALCIUM
CURRENT IN ISOLATED VENTRICULAR CELLS. (N. Buljubasic,
V. Berczi, D.F. Supan, J P. Kampine and ZJ. Bosnjak) Departments of
Anesthesiology and Physiology, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
WI 53226 (Spon. by Z. Bosnjak)
Intravenous anesthetics are often used during diagnostic and surgical
cardiac procedures. These agents are known to have negative inotropic effect,
hence they may play important role in patients with compromised cardiac
function. Alteration of transmembrane ionic fluxes by intravenous anesthetics
may underlie the myocardial depression by these agents. The purpose of our
study was to investigate and compare the effects of etomidate and midazolam
on L-type Ca2+ current (ICs) in single canine ventricular cells using whole-cell
patch-clamp method.
Single myocytes were isolated from the canine ventricle with
collagenase. A drop of dispersed cells was placed in the microscopic chamber
and superfused with 10mM BaC12 at 220C. Intrapipette solution contained 130
mM CsC12. Ic, was elicited by stepwise depolarizing pulses from a holding
potential of -40 mV to +40 mV. After stable controls, cells were exposed to
equimolar concentrations of etomidate and midazolam (5 and 60 gM). These
concentrations of etomidate and midazolam decreased the "caby 4 ± 2% and 17
± 4%, and 5 ± 2% and 50 ± 7%, respectively (n = 5 cells in each group).
While both etomidate and midazolam (60 pM) significantly depressed inward
ICa. midazolam was significantly more potent than etomidate at the higher
equimolar concentration used (60 FM). The direct depressant effects ofintravenous anesthetics on the cardiac transsarcolemmal L-type Ic. may be, at
least in part, responsible for the negative inotropic response produced by these
agents.
M-Pos434
MEMBRANE IONIC CONDUCTANCES AND EXCITABILITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTENSOR DIGITORUM LONGUS MUSCLE
FIBER FROM MDX MICE.((A. DE LUCA, S. PIERNO, F. GIORDANO and D. CONTE CAMERINO))
Dept. of Farmacobiology, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Bari, ITALY.
Lack of dystrophin and associated glycoprotein complex in muscle
sarcolemma may cause ion channel malfuncion which in tum could contribute to
the degenerative condition occurring in dystrophin related myopathies(lbraghimov-Beskrovnaya et al. Nature, 355: 696, 1992; Matsumura et al.
Nature, 359: 320, 1992). We measured win vitro" resting membrane
conductances to chloride (GcI) and potassium (GK) ions and excitability
characteristics of extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles from mdx and control
mice aged 6-12 weeks, by means of standard microelectrode technique. At 6
weeks of age no significant differences in either GCI, GK or excitability
characteristics between mdx and control EDL muscles were observed. At B
weeks GCIwas significantly higher in EDL fibers from mdx (3003±241 AS/cm2;
n=20) than from control mice (2257±164i±S/cm2; n-24) whereas GK was
unchanged. Accordingly, in mdx muscle the threshold current (11) and the current
to eliclt two action potentials (12) were significantly increased, the latency of
action potential shortened and the firing capability reduced with respect to the
controls. Similar changes, although attenuated, were recorded at 10 and 12
weeks of age. Drugs highly specific for muscle chloride channels (De Luca et al.
J.Pharmacol.Exp.Ther., 260: 364, 1992) were less potent in modulating
membrane GcI In mdx than in control EDL muscles. The present results suggest
that in muscles from mdx mice GcI and, consequently, membrane exc tability
change transiently afterregenerative process. Such changes may be causedby componsatory mechanisms related to regeneration of mdx phenotype otherthan to a direct consequence of the lack of dystrophin. Experiments at earlier
and later stages of development will help to better elucidate thishypothesis.(Supported by Telethon-Italy, 1991).
M-Poe43l
PATHOGENESIS OF FREE RADICAL-INDUCED Ca UPTAKE IN
CARDIOMYOCYTES
((Jonathan R. Clague and Glenn A. Langer)) Cardiovascular Research Labs., UCLA
School of Medicine MRL-3645, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Supported by USPIIS grant, the Laubisch and Castera Endowments.
Ca uptake is important in the pathogenesis of ischemia-reperfusion injury.
The mechanism is unknown but Na-Ca exchange is a current favorite. We have used
a unique, on-line isotopic technique to measure Ca fluxes in cultured neonatal rat
cardiomyocytes exposed to 50 y.M H,0, as a free radical-generating svstem.fntracellu ar high energy phosphate levels were measured by HJPLC and werefound to be unaffected by the presence of H201 at this concentration. The _production
of malondialdehyde was used as evidence of lhpidperoxidation and was round to be
significant after 15 min of HO,A exposure. Ca uptake began after 22 min, reaching a
maximum of 11.7 mmoleslkg dry cellular weight after 60 min. The uptake was
abolished by catalase. 1pM nifedipine had no effect but 50 MM augmented the uptake.Na-Ca exchange inhibition with 20 pM 3,4-dichlorobenzamil and 0.5 mM Cd also had
no effect. The uptake was inhibited by the cationic amphiphiles polymyxin B anddodecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide and was augmented by the anionic amphiphile
sodium dodecyl sulfate. The uptake occurred before the cells had become leaky with
respect to large molecules (as indicated by LDH release) and sarcolemmal (SL)
phospholipid rearranjgements had occurred. At this concentration of H,A,, the cells did
not become leaky with respect to K, as evidenced by the QK washout pattern.
Thus, in this model Ca uptake did not occur through L-type channels or Na-
Ca exchange. Major SL detects were not responsible and small non-specific cation-
permeable defects were also not responsible. The uptake was affected by alterations
in SL surface charge. The H 0 was acting via its free radical-.generating capacit, as
indicated by the in ibitory e7Nect of catalase. Lipid peroxidation was an early event,
although its signiricance is unclear.
We conclude, by a process of elimination that in this model, the uptake occurs
through defects spec rtc for Ca and that the uptake shares properties in common with
Ca leak channels. There are clearly fundamental differences between this model and
tihe in-vivo situation, but we propose that Ca uptake in ischemia-reperfusion occurs
through speciric Ca leak channels which open in response to free radical exposure and
can be modulated by alterations in surface charge. This approach may permit the
development of novel cardioprotective agents.
M-Pos433
ALTERATIONS OF ELECTRICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF ISCHEMIC AND
REPERFUSEDRATSKELETALMUSCLEFIBERS.
((D.Tricarico and D. Conte Camerino))Unit of Pharmacology, Dept.of Pharmacobiology,
Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Bari, Italy.
Severe muscle ischemia was produced in adult rats by multiple ligations of the right
common iliac atery, femoral artery and its branches feeding the Extensor Digitorum Longus
(EDL) muscle. In a group of animals the effects of pure ischemia were studied after 4h of
irreversible artey occlusion; in another group, the effects of reperfusion were evaluated after
declamping the temporary ligatures for 30-120'. After these surgical procedures the EDL
muscles of treated and contralateral limbs were dissected and studied 'in vitro" at 30°C for
their passive and active electrical parameters by computerized two intracellular microeectodes
technique (Bryant and Conte Camerino, Pflughers Arch 417:605-610, 1991). In some other
musles the ATP levels were detectd. The pure ischemia led to a 39% reduction of chloride
conductance (GCI), whereas the reperfusion increased it of 18% as compared to contralateral
controis. On the other hand either ischemia or reperfusion increased potassium conductance
(OK) respectively of 21% and 64%; this increase was reversed by SOsM of glybenclamide. A
significative hyperpolarization was observed after ischemia, whereas in contrast, after the
reflow period, the fibers were depolarized. Moreover the ischemia led to a slight
hyperexcitability of the fibers, decreasing the threshold cunrent (TI) needed to elicit an action
potential (AP) and increasing the latency and amplitude of AP. In contrast, the reperfusion
caused an incrase of TH without altering the other AP parameters. In addition, the levels of
ATP in ischemic and reperfused muscles were respectively 18% and 64% lower than the
contailatsal controls. Our results suggest an involvement of ATP K+ channels that explain
the glybenciamide sensitive GK increases observed in ischemic or reperfused muscles. It has
been shown that skeletal muscle Cl- channels undergo an inhibitory control by protein kinase
C (PKC) (Tricarico et al., Pflugers Arch 418:500-503, 1991). During ischemia an increase of
PKC activity occurs in heart (Meszaros et al., Am J Physiol 258:H931-H938, 1990); if this
happen also in skeletal muscle, this could account for the observed reduction of 0GC. On the
other hand, the increase of GCI recorded after reperfusion could be justified by an unspecific
alteration of membrane permeability due to free radical overactivity. (Italian M.UR.S.T. 91-92).
M-Po8435
ROLE OF NONSELECTIVE CATION CURRENT IN COLONIC
MYOCYTES ACTIVATED BY ACETYLCHOLINE
((H.K.LEE and KM. Sanders)) Dept. of Physiolog, University of
Nevada, Reno, NV 89557, USA. (spon. by S. M.Wardv)
The ionic mechanisms of the membrane depolarization induced by
ACh was investigated in isolated colonic myocytes using the whole cell
voltage clamplechniquc. With K+ currents blocked by internal
re}acementwunthCs+,ACh (10 M) slightly reduced voltage-dependent
Ca~ current and induced a slowly-developmg current. The I-V
relationship of this ACh-induced current showed voltage-dependencybetween -80 and 0 mV and reversed between -10 and 0 mV. At a Hp
of -70 mV, ACh induced an inward current which reached an initial
peak averaging 33 ± 4.7 pA, and then decayed to a sustained level
averaging 9.5 i 1.7 pA (mean ± SEM, n= 12 cells). The current was
not due to the movement of Cl-, because Cl- equilibrium potential was
set at -70 mV. Reduction of external Na+ to 35 mM greatly reduced
this current, sugesting that the ACh-induced current was carried
predominantly byNa. The ACh-induced current was potentiated when
the membrane was depolarized to 0 mV for 1.5 s prior to the addition
of ACh. In the presence of nifedipine (10' M), a similar depolarizatiQn
step failed to augment the ACh mduged current, suggesting that Cai+
entry through voltage-dependent Ca + channels may "facilitate" this
current. The ACh-induced uward current was bLpcked by a o inc 1
M), quinine (5x10' M) Niz+ (104 M), and Cd` (8x 10M).These
results suggest that ACh activates a non-selective cation current in
colonic myocytes and this conductance could be responsible for thedepolarization of resting membrane notential in intact muscles.(Supported by DK 41315
CHNNELS (OTHIER)
CHANNElS (OTHER)
THE DYNAMICS OF THE AB NEURON
((John Guckenheimer 1, Shay Gueron 2, Ronald M. Harris-Warrick 3))
Mathematics Department and Center for Applied Mathematics
2 Center for Applied Mathematics
3 Section of Neurobiology and Behavioral Biology
Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853
Abstract
The Anterior Burster (AB) neuron of the lobster stomatogastric
ganglion displays varied behavior when subjected to application of neu-
romodulators and toxins. We introduce a new, channel based model
for this neuron and investigate the response of this model to changes
of its parameters. An efficient computational environment aids in the
determination of the bifurcations in the model, separating regions of
the parameter space with different types of behavior. The model pre-
dictions compare well with a limited set of experimental data.
Different two dimensional slices ofthe parameter space are mapped.
They correspond to the application of specific-channel blockers to an
experimental preparation. These mapped regions are used to predict
the effects of Dopamine on the AB cell ion channels, and to suggest
some experiments to support these conjectures.
M-Po0438
ANOVEL CATION CHANNEL INVOLVED IN NEURITEEXTENSION
((J White, C Lagenaur, Y Yen, G Salama=)) Depatqme of Neurobiology, Anatomy,
and Cell Science; and Physiology School of Medicne, University of Pittburgh,
Pittsbgh PA 15261
A 35kD protein called M6 has been Identfied on the plasma
membranes of CNS neurons. In primary cerebeilar culture, the M6 is
concentrated in nerve growth ones as well as neurite proces. A
monodlonal antibody (mAb) against the M6 inhibits neurite extension
but does not alter the movement of growth cones. The mAb also
identifies an M6-like protein exdusively located on the apical surface of
both proximal renal tubule and choroid plexu cells. The function of
this M6 protein is unknown.
Immuno-affinity purified M6 was incorporated into planar lipid
bilayers to test for its activity as an ion channel With a single cation
present in the medium, reconstituted M6 exhibited singledhnnel
fluctuations revealing the presence of cation-selective ionic pores
permeable to Nae, K+, Cs, and C2+; chloride currents were never
observed. In asymmetrical KI-gluconate solutions with Ee-90mV, the
M6 displayed voltage-rectification with a greater conductance (and
activity) at negative V.,. The conductance at -40mV was approxmately
35 pS, and 2.5 mM Ba2+ inhibited or blocked sngle-anne fluctuations
if applied to the trans-ide when M6 was added on the ci-side. A K+-
conductance with similarcharactertic has beenidentifedon the apical
surface of proximal renal tubules. Partal protein sequencing of M6
indicates that this is a novel cationic channel.
I-Po44O
DIVALENT CATION SELECTIVITY OF THE CHANNEL INDUCED
BY TWO PROTEINS FROM THE LARVAL HEMOLYMPH OF THE
POTATO BEETLE, LEP77NOTASA DECEMLINEATA (SAY). ((A.
Bortels, M. Amelinckx, A. De Loof and E. Carmeliet)) Zool. Inst. and
Lab. Physiology, University Leuven, 3000 Leuven, Belgium.
Tw protns (67 kDa), isolated from the larval hemolymph of the
potato beel, have been shown to induce a cation selctive channel with
a single- n conductance of 400 pS (in isotonic 100 mM KCI
solutions), a PK/PC, of 12 and the foilowing monovalent cation
selectivity sequence: NH4+ > K+ s Rb+ s Cs+ > Na+ > Li+ >
Tris+ > choline+ (Bortels A. et al., Biophys. J.61:A114, 1992). In
this study the divalent cation slectivity of the channel was investgated
using the patch-clamp technique on artificial bilayers. Pipette and bath
solutions contained (in mM) 100 KCI, 1 CaC2, 5 Hepes pH 7.5 withTris. Addition of divalent cations, such as Caz+ and Mg2y+, to the bath
solution shifted the reversal potential to positive values indicatingpermeation of divalent cations, but reduced the channel conductance.
Replacing 100 mM bath K+ by 70 mM of a divalent cation gavefollowg selectivity sequence: Ba2+ > Sr2+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+ >Mni2+. 70 m~.M Co2+, Cd2+ and Ni2+ blocked the channel. Addition
of Ni2+ to the K+ bath solution induced a voltage-dependent block with
a Kd of 1 mM at -20 mV. While the channel is permeable for Ca2+, thision reduces the permeability for monovalent cations. Therefore, this
channeL does not obey the indqeendence principle. Supported byIWONL grants (A.B., M.A.).
d-Pos437
TUMOR NECROSIS FACTOR a ACTIVATES NADPH OXIDOREDUCTASE AND
WHOLE-CELL CATIONIC CURRENTS IN HUMAN NEUTROPHILS.
((M. A. Schumann, C. C. Leug, J. Le, ad T. A. Rafia)) Division of Pulmonary and
Crtical Care Medicine, Stnford Univesty School of Medicine, Stnford, CA 94305.
Te mechaim underlying t smulatody effect of tumor necross factor a (TNFa) on
roepitory bust activity in pol c ar neuphil leuo cyts is unknown. By
d rining the enzymatic activity of NADPH do md by mean of the whole-
cel patch clamp methfol"ogy, we studied tho effect of ecombint human TNFa
(rhTNFa) on superoxide anion prondction and whole-cell catonic currents in human
neutrophi, rectively. Human neutrphia fesly isolated from blood, settled on a
plastic srface, and incubated with rhTKPa (S00 U/mi) for 30 min exhibited an
enhancemen in superoxide aion production (activity increasd from 163.3±16 to
386.3±23.5 pmoles/min/106 cells, x-8). raing tracllur K+ concentration in the
amy mixtur to 15 mM to ind mbr depolaitin rultd in about 50% incrom
in the activity of NADPH oxidorduct. The rhTNFaoinduced enzymatic activity was
blocked by 100 FM "(4.chloropenylthio)-adenosine 3', 5'-cyclic (CPT-
cAMP), a _ cAMP analog added 10 mm prior to the pplication of
rhTNFa. Bath pplicatio of chTNPa (500 U/ml) for 1-S min activad the basln
whole-cel cstioeic cumrt in 70% of tested clls. Curmnt amplitude increased from
45.5±3.0 to 134.9± 12.0 pA, n-9); the ctivation rate of the current also ws augmented.
The activated current ws similarly blocked by 100 FM CPT-cAMP. Thom results suggest
that the depolaiation produced by rhThPa-induced outward cationic currents at least in
part plays a role in the mehanism involving the activation of NADPH oxidoreductase in
humn neutophils.
M-Po8439
INOS OL1,3,-TRISPHOSPHATEACTIVATESACALCIUM-PERMEABLEINWARD
CURRENT IN HUMAN MONOCYTE DERIVED MACROPHAGES.
A. Malayev and D.J. Ndson, University of Chicago, Dept. of Neurology. Chicago, IL
60637
Receptor activation of phosphoinosiddase C in phagocytic cells results in a rise in
internal caldum (Ca) appears to be due to both discharge from internal stores and
influx across the plaum merane. The initia phase of calcium release is mediated
via inositol 1A,5-trisphospate (QnsPs), its role in mediating calcium entry has yet to be
detemdned In phagocytic cells. We have combined whole-cell voltage clamp
techniques with fura-2 microfluormetry in order to chrctrz the role of InsP3 in the
induction of a calcium-permeable entry pathway. Inward current activation was
deternined in K'-free pipette and bath solutions. The entry of InsP, into the voltage
clnaed celb via the patch pipette was monitored as an increase in the fura-2
fluorescence. The magnitude of the inward current at -160 mV increased by 50% in the
presence of internal InsP3 (100 pM). Current activation in the presence of InsP3 in
response to repeated step hyperolaizations to -100 mV correlated well with step
inceases in Ca, idicating the prenceof an InsP3-dependent Ca2- entry pathway. The
selectivity of the current wasde id in experiments in which external calcium was
increased from I to 10mM. Elevation in Ca. was associated with a depolarizing shift
in current reversal potential of 15-20 mV. Removal of extemal CaO resulted in an
hwease in current magnitude an a shift in reversal potential whic suggested that the
current may become pernmant to monovalents in the absnce of extenal calcium. An
inward current with similar selectivity was observed in the presence of elvated
intracellular EGTA in the absence of InsP,, suggesting that current activaton could be
related the depletion of internal calcium stores. Supported by NIH Grants ROI
GM36823 and PO1 NS24575 (DJN).
M-PoS441
ION CHANNELS THAT ARE PERMEABLE TO K+ AND Ca2+. ((Yoshio
Oosawa)) International Institute for Advanced Research, Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co., Ltd., 15 Morimoto-cho, Shimogamo, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606
JAPAN.
The cation channel from Tetrahymena cilia was permeable to K+ and Ca2+.
The single channel conductance in mixed solutions of K+ and Ca2+ was
determined by the Donnan rato of K+ and Ca2+. For explaining this fact, the
binding sites of the channel were considered to be always occupied by two
potassium ions or by one calcium ion under the experimental conditions: 5-90
mM K+ and 0.5-35 mM Ca2 . The values of Michaelis-Menten constants and
maximum currents carTied by K+ and Ca2+ were calculated using a two-banier
model. Single channel current amplitudes and reversal potentials were
calculated from these values. The calculated reversal potentials were compared
with the resting potentials of Tetrahymena measured in various concentrations
of extracellular K+ and Ca2+.
A8 L
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BLOCK OF CFPR BY DiPHENYLAMNE,2-CARBOXYLATE (DPC) AND
FLUFENAMIC ACID (FFA). ((SMcDonough, N.A.Mcat, J.Rlordan NDavldson,
H,A.Lester)) Caltech, Pasadena CA 91125, p. for Sick Children, Toronto, CAN
We have characberized the block of CFTR expressed in Xenopus ooytes by
two V-dep. blockers, DPC and FFA, which differ only by a CF3 group. DPC blocked
whole-cell current reversibly over -7 min at neg. Vm, indicating a binding site -40%
through the electical distance of the channel as measured from the cytDplasmic side.
FFA bbdced CFrR more quicldy, implying primarly extemal block, but, srprisingly,
with a mlar V-dep. Neither blocked at +Vm. Single-channel recording from cell-
attached patches confirmed that bath-applied DPC and FFA permeate through the
oocyte memnbrane to block from the cytoplasnic side. Blockers (50 pM) were applied
to the extemal face and to the cytoplasmic surface of inside-out patches excised into
1 mM Mg-ATP and synmetric 150mM Ca. Unblocked CFR showed long openings
at Vm=-+100 mV and flickery openings at Vm=-100 mV; the dosed time constant
within a burst (se) at -100 was 0.28 ±0.025 ms and P. within a burst was 0.95 (n=4).
Both DPC and FFA gave increased flickery block from either surface of the patch at
Vm=-100 and had no effect at Vm=+100, confirming whole-ell data. The kinetics,
however, differed greatly; FFA blocked much more strongly than DPC with slightly
greater external than internal affinity, while DPC showed greater internal affinity.
For external DPC, st=0.46 *0.10 mna, and P. decreased to 0.80 (n=3); for cytoplasmic
DPC, x=0.62 ±0.15 ms and P0=0.69 (n=4). External FFA block gave two clear dosed
time constants. t,,=0.37 *0.13 ms, t,a=1.41 ±0.20 ms, with PO=0.70 (n=3). For
cytoplasmic FFA, t&=0.28 ±0.06 ms, t.2 1.11 ±0.11 ms, and PO=0.75 (n-4). FFA mnay
be a useful probe for CFIR, since it blocks with high affirnty upon external
application. Such structurally similar yet kinetically different open-channel blockers
combined with site-directed mutagenesis should yield sensitive tools for defining
which amnino acids line the CFMR permeation pathway. (Support: CFF& GM-29836)
NEUROEXCITABILITY AND NERVE CELLS
M.Po43
VAGAL STIMULATION CAN PREVENT SEIZURES IN RATS:
OPTIMIZING STIMULUS PARAMETERS FOR USE IN HUMAN
STUDIES. ((J.W. Woodbury and the late D.M.
Woodbury)) Dept. Physiology, Univ. of Utah, Salt
Lake City, UT 84108
Clinical trials show that repetitive stimulation of
the vague nerve (VS) reduces seizure frequency
and/or intensity in a large fraction of epileptic
patients who are refractory to anti-convulsant
drugs. This concurrent study on rats shows: (1)
The anti-convulsant (AC) effect of VS is mediated
solely by small unmyelinated (C) fibers; B fiber
stimulation has no AC effect. The size of the
effect is directly related to the fraction of C
fibers stimulated. (2) Maximal stimulation of C
fibers at frequencies greater than 4 Hz shortens or
abolishes chemically induced seizures. (3) Maximal
AC effect is reached at 20-30 Hz. (4) Stimulus
durations of 0.5-1 ms minimize stimulus energy. (5)
Maximal C stimulation at 20 Hz abolishes the
extensor component of maximal electro-shock sei-
zures, an effect identical to that of the effic-
acious AC drug phenytoin. Data in the literature
indicate that VS acts by initiating widespread
release of GABA and glycine in the CNS. Supported in
part by a grant from Cyberonics, Inc., Webster, TX
M-Pos445
AFFERENT NEURAL OUTPUT OF THE AMPULLARY ELECTRORECEPTOR. II.
SPIKE GENERATOR STABILITY AND THE ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTION
THRESHOLD. J. R. Harvey and L. J. Bruner. Dept of Physics, University of
Califomia, Riverside, CA 92521.
The low threshold for electroreception t
noted in Abst. I prompts the question- What
minimum stimulus current can be detected by E-iz
our spike generator model? Detection g 32
requires that a resolvable shift in mean a
oscillator period be produced by this minimum w
current. The minimum resolvable current will ,
be that which produces a shift of mean Oz ,.
period by at least one standard deviation. i
The mean and standard deviation will be that C 2
of a sample of successive interspike intervals 02 02 0D0 _02 -0.4 -
acquired in a time which is a) short compared STIMULUS CURRENT - pA
with the time required for adaptation of the Fg. 1. Mean sp&kegeneratorfquencyy plot-
tonic electroreceptor (- 5s) and b) short ted vs. kputwstimlusscrrent. Error rheiht
enough to be of survival value to the animal. toari two tas5rd dedatloavi.st merd
Our chosen sampling time is that required to
acquire 20 periods (-0.5s). If a discriminable stimulus (or change of stimulus)
must also meet the Weber-Fechner criterion, then a standard deviation / mean
period ratio in the range 0.01-0.1 should be seen. Data taken with the spike
generator circuit model of Abst. (Fig. 1) show that stimulus current shifts as
small as - 0.1 pA can be resolved under the stated conditions. We conclude that
spike generator stability does not limit the sensitivity of electroreception.
This work is supported by the Office of Naval Research.
M-os444
AFFERENT NEURAL OUTPUT OF THE AMPULLARY ELECTRORECEPTOR. I. A
RELAXATION OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT MODEL OF THE SPIKE INITIATION ZONE.
L. J. Bruner and J. R. Harvey. Dept of Physics, University of California, Riverside,
CA 92521.
Passive detection by marine rig.
elasmobranch fish of environmental
electric fields as weak as 5 nV/cm has
been demonstated in behavioral studies'.- X
Steps involved in electrorecepton are; -0 l t
neurotransmitter release by stimulated V,s tkln
receptor cells/ electrotonic spread of
EPSP's converging upon a spike ininiation . T
zone ISIZ)/ stimulus-modulated temporal n.kfl
spacing of SIZ output to axon/ neural
spike train is transmitted on afferent nerve , i,..- rg. 2
to CNS. Our circuit model (Fig. 1),
utilizing a tunnel diode (TD), is equivalent \
to an asymmetric multivibrator and
outputs a waveform with the
neurophysiological interpretation shown in
Fig. 2. Stimulus current, /,, simulating
dendritic input to the SIZ, modulates
oscillator spike frequency, yielding stimulus-response characteristics which can
match those reported in the literature for elasmobranch fish.
This work is supported by the Office of Naval Research.
1. Kalmijn, A. J. 1982. Science, 2.: 916-918.
2. Murray, R. W. 1965. J. Physiol. (Lond.), 180: 592-606.
M-Poe446
EFFECTS OF CYTOPLASMIC Ca2+ AND Mg'+ ON THE
cAMP-ACTIVATED CONDUCTANCE IN OLFACTORY CILIA.
((Steven J. Kleene)) University of Cincinnati College of Medicine,
Cincinnati, OH 45267-0521.
Olfactory receptor neurons depolarize in response to odorants. This
depolarization is mediated by an increase in intracellular cAMP,
which directly gates channels in the membranes of the neuronal cilia.
Previous evidence suggests that a Ca2+ influx during the odorant
response may ultimately play a role in terminating the response. One
way Ca2+ inside the cell could terminate the odorant response would
be to directly inhibit the cAMP-gated channels. The effects of
cytoplasmic Ca2+ and Mg2+ on the macroscopic cAMP-activated
current were measured in single olfactory cilia. At positive membrane
potentials, cytoplasmic Mg2+ was especially effective, eliminating most
of the cAMP-activated current. Near resting potential, however, both
divalent cations were very weak inhibitors, even when elevated
beyond their physiological concentration ranges. At -50 mV, 1.0 mM
cytoplasmic Ca2+ inhibited the cAMP-activated current by
20.5 ± 2.8 % (range 2.0 to 35.1 %, n - 14) in the frog and 22.8 ± 2.2 %
(range 12.4 to 31.7 %, n - 8) in the salamander. 5.0 mM cytoplasmic
Mg2+ inhibited the current by 18.0 ± 3.0 % (range 9.0 to 24.4 %, it - 6)
in the frog. It is therefore unlikely that an influx of divalent cations
terminates the odorant response by a direct effect on the cAMP-gated
channels. This work was supported by NIH grants POI DC00347 and
R55 DC00926.
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M-Pos447
SODIUM CHANNELS IN CEREBELLAR PURKINJE CELLS.
((W.G. Regehr and C.M. Armstrong)) Dept. of Physiology, Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104-6085.
Purkinje cell dendrites generate action potentials, but there is
question regarding their ionic basis, particularly the presence
of a sodium component. Using a whole-cell clamp on axotomized
Purkinje cells in thin slices, large, TTX-sensitive current
spikes are seen in response to voltage clamp steps, extracellular
stimulation, or synaptic input. These current spikes are unlikely
to arise in the soma, which is voltage-clamped. As a further test
of spike origin, we filled cells with Cs to depolarize the poorly
clamped dendrite and thus inactivate dendritic Na channels.
Holding the soma at -60 mV, spike amplitude fell to about a third
as Cs diffused in, but could be restored to full size by
hyperpolarizing the soma to -100 mV. This supports the idea that
dendrites have Na channels, since somatic Na channels would
remain functional at -60 mV. Similar results were obtained when
kainate or glutamate was used to depolarize the dendrites. Most
current spikes had an inflection on their rise, suggesting two
components. In some conditions the first component failed to
trigger the second. We think the components arise from two major
dendritic branches, or from a distal dendritic spike with
variable invasion of the proximal dendrite and (when access
resistance is high) the soma. On-cell recordings of soma membrane
show a large K current, and a sodium current density too small
to account for the whole-cell current spikes. We are further
investigating Na channel distribution with on-dendrite patches.
M-Pos449
SINGLE-CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIPLE TYPES
OF K+ CHANNELS IN THE INTERNODE OF FROG AXONS. ((Jin
V. Wu, Chaim T. Rubinstein, and Peter Shrager)) Department of
Physiology, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14642.
Single-channel currents in internodes of demyelinated Xenopus axons
were measured with the giga-seal patch-clamp technique. Lysolecithin
induced demyelination allows the entire internodal axolemma to be
accessible with a patch electrode. We found six types of K+ channels in
this region. Type I Ca2+-activated K+ channels (190 pS) were usually
found in clusters. Type II Ca2+-activated K+ channels (240 pS) were
also detected, but generally occurred with just one channel per patch.
Activation of these large channels by elevated Ca2+ could contribute to
axonal after-hyperpolarization. An ATP-sensitive K+ channel (125 pS)
was inhibited by the internal application of 2 mM ATP, and its activation
was voltage-independent. A background K+ channel exhibited outwardly
rectifying unitary current (176 pS) in symmetrical solutions but the
ensemble-averaged I-V curve was ohmic. A second type of background
K+ channel shares characteristics with the first, but has a single channel
conductance of about 300 pS. The nearly symmetrical macroscopic I-V
curve of these background channels suggests a role in maintaining axonal
resting potential. We found also K+ selective channels (24-40 pS) that
resemble the classical delayed rectifier.
M-Po448
POTASSIUM CHANNEL OPENERS BLOCK SEIZURE ACTIVITY
IN AN IN-VITRO MODEL OF EPILEPSY ((R.L. Simon and S.S. Lin))
CV/MD, Wyeth-Ayerst Research, Princeton, NJ 08543
Long-term cultures of rat hippocampal neurons were used to measure
the anticonvulsant activity of drugs, such as lemakalim, nicorandil, and
pinacidil, that open ATP-sensitive potassium (KATp) channels. Under
appropriate conditions, cultured hippocampal neurons can be induced to
generate paroxysmal depolarization shifts, or PDSs, that are
characteristic of epileptic seizures in vivo (Furshpan and Potter, Neuron,
1989). The amplitude, duration, and frequency of PDSs in cultured
hippocampal neurons are reduced or blocked by lemakalim and
pinacidil, at 10 and 100 gM. Block of PDSs with these drugs does not
prevent the firing of spontaneous action potentials by the neurons. These
and similar results with cromakalim in guinea pig hippocampal slices(Alzheimer and ten Bruggencate, Archives of Pharmacology, 1989)
suggest that KATP channel openers might be useful anticonvulsants.
The concentrations of lemakalim and pinacidil required to block seizure
activity, however, are one to two orders of magnitude greater than that
needed to open KATp channels in smooth muscle. It is possible that at
these higher drug levels, other ion channels might be affected in
hippocampal neurons. Nicorandil at 10 FM does not inhibit PDSs in
cultured neurons. In some experiments, it actually increases seizure
activity. This increase may be due to nicorandil's indirect effects on
intracellular cGMP levels rather than its primary effect on KATP
channels.
MPO45O
RESOLVING THREE TYPES OF CHLORIDE CHANNELS IN
INTERNODES OF DEMYELINATED FROG AXONS. ((Jin V. Wu
and Peter Shrager)) Department of Physiology, University of Rochester,
Rochester, NY 14642.
Using the giga-seal patch clamp technique in the inside-out
configuration, we have recorded unitary Cl- currents in intemodes of
demyelinated Xenopus axons. At least three types of Cl- channels in this
region were found. The most frequently seen are inwardly rectifying Cl-
channels with a single channel conductance of 50 pS. The currents of
this channel were blocked by both SITS and DIDS. When internal
chlonde was entirely rephced with gluconate, the reversal potential
shifted 60 mV. The second anion channel type is outwardly rectifying,
with a conductance ranging from 50 to 75 pS. The open probabilities of
both species of channels are largely voltage insensitive. The third type
exhibited a very large single channel conductance, 390 pS in KCI and
300 pS in NaCl. In the gluconate substituted internal solution, the
reversal potential shifted 15 mV and the current was only 50% of that
with NaCl. This channel opens at the resting potential, but shows
inactivation at high depolarized voltages. These 3 internodal Cl- channels
may contribute to the regulation of axonal restng potential. Sponsored
by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society and the NIH.
NEUROBIOLOGY
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S100 PROTEINS AS AN ACTIVATOR OF CYCLIC NUCLEOTlIDE
PHOSPHODIESTERASE. ((1H. N. Parikh, 1V. Krishnan, 2P.L.
Pingerelli and 1H. Mizukami)). lDivision of Regulatory Biology and
Biophysics, Dept. of Biological Sciences, Wayne State University,
Detroit, MI 48202. 2Calbiochem Corporation, La Jolla, CA 92037.
S100 proteins are acidic calcium binding proteins, originally
isolated from the cytoplasm of the glial cells. Although S100 proteins
are found to be ubiquitous, still mammalian brain is the richest source
of these proteins. Calmodulin and S100 proteins possess homologous
structural properties which are responsible for calcium dependent
regulatory activities. Although calmodulin is known to act as
activator of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (PDE), whether or
not S100 proteins behave similarly is not known. In order to
investigate, if indeed, the activity of SIOOa and S100b stimulated PDE,
an enzyme assay using 2'-(N-methyl)anthraniloyl guanosine-3'-
5'cyclic monophosphate (Mant-cGMP), a fluorescent analog of cGMP
as a substrate was performed. The fluorescent intensity of Mant-
cGMP decreases upon addition of calcium saturated SlOOa and S100b
proteins in the presence of calmodulin free PDE. The estimated Km
values for Ca++/S100a and Ca++/S100b stimulated PDE are 3.5gM
and 2.4pM, respectively. The Vmax values for these proteins are 0.013
and 0.015pM sec-1, respectively.
M-Pos452
OUTWARD CURRENT IN THE EMBRYONIC CHICK HEART USING
THE PERFORATED PATCH CLAMP. ((T.L. Creazzo and L.
Bertollini)) Medical College of Georgia, Augusta GA 30912.
Myocytes were prepared from the ventricles of chick embryos from
day 11 of incubation. Using the perforate patch clamp (nystatin)
method a time-dependent outward current (IlA) was observed which
was not present when using the standard whole-cell approach. low
was observed at test potentials positive to 0 mV when stepping from
a holding potential of -80 mV. I4 reached a peak after 500 msec, did
not decay and appeared to rectify at +30 mV. At potentials positive
to +30 mV a transient component was observed which peaked within
100 msec and decayed to the level of the rectifying component within
500 msec. The transient component appeared to increase linearly
with test potentials to +90 mV. The peak magnitude at +90 mV was
67 ± 9 pA (n=6, SEM). Both components of lw were observed
despite the presence of K+ channel blockers in the extracellular
solution (20 mM CsCI, 85 mM TEA-Cl and 5 mM 4-AP). These
results suggested that low may be a Cl- current. Iw was increased by
30% in the presence of 10 pM isoproterenol. The outward current
quickly disappeared if the perforated patch was disrupted to achieve
the standard whole-cell clamp. Supported by NIH grants HL39039
and HL36059.
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RAPID, VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT CAPACITANCE INCREASES IN RAT
ADRENAL CHROMAFFIN CELLS ARE NOT DUETO EXOCYrOSIS
((Frank T. Horrigan & Richard J. Bookman)) Dept. of Mol. & Cell. Pharmacology,
Univ. of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL 33136
Admittance analysis of rat adrenal chromaffin cells under whole cell patch clamp
reveals rapid and maintained increases in cell capacitance following depolarizations.
Such capacitance-jumps have previously been observed in several neurosecretory
preparations including bovine chromaffin cells and have been attributed to net in-
creases in cell membrane surface area associated with a rapid phase of Ca-dependent
exocytosis. These experiments demonstrate that a rapid tranaient component of this
capacitance increase in rat chromaffin cells is Ca-independent and is not associated
with exocytosis. Na channel gating charge movement (see following poster) is the
likely source of this signal. Brief depolarizations (0.5 tolOms to +20mV, from HP=-
8OmV, with a pipette solution containing 10MMBAFrA&2rtMlNAlPand with 10mM
esaCa& 1 pMTDOQ resulting in little Ca entry, evoke transient capacitance increases(ACt) that decay exponentially with a time constant of -1s. Upon substituting 10mM
MgC12 for CaCI2, the maintained capacitance increases (as well as Ca) are elimninated
while ACt remains. ACt can also be isolated in the presence of Ca by depolarizing to
ECa or by using an ATP-free intemal pipette solution containing 5 mM EGTA or can
be reversibly blocked by dibucaine. The amplitude of ACt saturates (at -20-50fF for a
5-8pF cell) for a lOins pulse to +2OmV and is not reduced by pulsing to +80mV.
Similarly, at a saturating voltage, ACt does not increase with longer pulses. The decay
time constant is voltage-dependent (decreasing with more negative holding
potentials). Capacitance records that have been corrected for ACt display little or no
fast phase increase following a 30-50 ms depolarization (to +2OmV) and rise to a
steady state over the course of several seconds. These corrected records suggest that a
very rapid phase of Ca-dependent exocytosis in rat chromaffin cells is less important
than was previously thought. (Supported by NSF, NIH & AHA).
M-Pos455
CHARACTERIZATION AND DIERENTL EXPRESSION OF A MEMBRANE
PUMP BY GLIAL CELL IN CULTURE. ((R.E. Petroski and H.M. Gelier))
Department of Pharmaoology, UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School,
Piscataway, NJ 08854.
GlI cells play an important role in regulating the chemical and osmotic balance in
the central nervous system. Astrocytes express several membane t porters and
pumps in order to maintain ionic homeostasis; disrupted ionic balne and astrcyte
sweing is correlated with neural injury (i.e. ischemia, trauma). Protoplasmic (type 1)
astrocytes grown in cell culure provide an excellent model system to investigate the
activity of membrane tansporters and pumps involved in astrocyte wveing. We have
demonstrated that the vital dye 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein diacetate (CFDA) can be used
to asay the activity ofa membrne pump in cultured astoe. CFDA is hydrolyzed
by cellular esteres and the negatively charged, fluorent product b retained in the
cytoplasm of viable cells. Protoplamic astrocytes rapidly expel this dye with a time
course of minutes at 37'C. In contrast, nmurons retain the dye for everd hours.
Moreover, gLIal celia derived from the 02A lineage (type 2 astrocytes and
oligodendrocytes) also reain the dye, indicating a functional difference in the
membrae trport properties of glial cells. lle physiological role of this membrae
tsporter has been investigated pharmacologically. The efflux ofcaaboxyfluorescein
is attenuated by reducing temperature to 22-C and by depleting eegy reserw with
20 mM sodium azide and 20 mM 2-deoxyglucose. Efflux is inhibited by organic
anions known to prevent asrocyte swelling and which block the Cl/HCOj antiport
and the NaIK /2CI transporte and by reserpine which ia known to block vescular
storage of neurotransmiuer. Efflux is not affected by the eliminadon of Na+ and/or
Cl from the bath. Further ch izao and identification of this novel membrane
transporter will be pented. Supported by NIH NS 24168.
M-Pos457
EXOGENOUS P-AMYLOID PEPTIDE INCREASES MEMBRANE
LEAKINESS IN CULTURED PC12 CELLS. ((Z. Galdzicki, R. Fukuyama
and S.I. Rapoport)) LNS, NIA, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892
A hallmark of Alzheimer disease (AD) is senile (neuritic) plaques in the
brain. The major constituent of the plaque is PA4 polypeptide (PA4), derived
firom amyloid precursor protein (APP) by normal and/or abnormal processing. It
has been reported that PA4 has a toxic effect on neurons and cultued cell
lines. However, little is known about the mechanism of cell toxicity. We
analyzed electrophysiological properties of rat pheochromocytoma -doeived
PC12 cells after application of ,A4 in celi culture medium. In PC12 cells
exposed to NGF and ,A4, the number of cells decreased to half of those
exposed to NGF alone for 9 days. Using the whole cell patch-clamp technique,
recordings were made from cells between I day and 2 weeks in culture. The
extracellular solution contained cholineCI (120 mM), CaCI2 (10 mM), MgCl2(2 mM), HEPES (10 mM), TEACI (10 mM) whereas the intracellular solution
included CsCI (130 mM), TEACI (20 mM), BAPTA (10 mM), HEPES (10
mM), MgCI2 (2 mM). Membrane resistance and membrane time constant were
reduced 3-fold when NGF plus PA4 were present, whereas in undiffraentiated
cells, not exposed to NGF, a 5-fold reduction in these parameters was observed
with PA4 alone. For differentiated cells PA4 effect was independent of time in
culture. These results indicate that PA4 increases cell membrane conductance
in PC12 cells, most likely by forming transmembrane ionic pores. An increased
conductance may place an excess energy burden on the cells for maintaining
ionic gradienta, and may ater intracellular ion homeosasis.
M-Pon454
NA CHANNEL GATING CHARGEMOVEMENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
TRANSIENT CAPACITANCE INCREASE EVOKED BY DEPOLARIZATION IN
RATADRENAL CHROMAFFIN CELLS
((Frank T. Horrigan & Richard J. Bookman)) Dept. of Mol. & Cell. Pharmacology,
Univ. of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, FL 33136. (Spon. by D.J. Adams)
High resolution admittance measurements of rat adrenal chromaffin cells under
whole cell patch clamp reveal transient increases in the capacitance signal (ACt) of 20-
50 fF following brief membrane depolarization (5ms @+2OmV, HP=-80mV; see
previous poster). ACt is observed under conditions which inhibit exocytosis
([CaJo=[ATPJi=0, [EGTA]i=5mM) and eliminate ionic currents (INa -lnA/pF; ICa -
100pA/pF). Several lines of evidence argue that ACt, measured at-80mV, reflects
increased Na channel gating charge movement when Na channels are in the
inactivated state. First, initial ACt amplitude saturates with pulse duration and with
amplitude and is not observed following a hyperpolarizing pulse to -180mV. Second,
the exponential decay of ACt is voltage dependent and follows the time course of
recovery of Na current from inactivation. Third, the relationships between initial ACt
amplitude and either pulse duration or prepulse amplitude match the kinetics of Na
current inactivation and the steady state inactivation relationship respectively.
Fourth, dibucaine (250 pM), which has previously been shown to immobilize Na
channel gating charge in squid axon, reversibly eliminates both Na Current and ACt.
1 plM T1X also eliminates Na current but has no effect on ACt amplitude or on the
voltage dependence of ACt decay. 1TX does, however, have a dramatic effect on the
rate of decay of ACt, slowing it by a factor of 10 relative to controls. This last result
suggests that TTX can influence parts of the channel protein involved with
inactivation gating. Thus, in cells with sufficiently-high channel densities admittance
measurements can provide new information about voltage-dependent channel gating
that is difficult to obtain by other methods. (Supported in part by NSF, NIH & AHA).
M-Po456
REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION OPAMYLOIDPRECURSORPROTN
IN PC12 AND HUMAN LYPHOID CESI ((R. Fukuyams and S.I
Rapoport)) LNS, NIA, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 20892
Amyloid precursor protein (APP) is a membrane spanning
molecule whos fragment is a major component of the senile plaque
of Aizheimer Disease (AD). To understand the signal transduction
mechanism involved in the regulation of APP, we treated tissue
culture cells with growth factors, calcium ionophore, phorbol ester,
lectins and P-amyloid polypeptide (0A4) and monitered the levela of
APP protein and mRNA by Westerm blot, immunoprecipitation and
Northern blot methods. In PCl2 cells, the level of APP protein and
mRNA decreased dramatically after 5 days in culture. Addition of
NGP Induced neuronal differentiation and increased selectively the
level of APP695 protein form. However, the overall levels of APP
protein and mRNA were not altered. Selective induction of the
APP695 form also was observed with A23 187 (calcium ionophore)
whereas the level of APP mRNA showed a small increase. 0A 4
treatment did not alter total level of APP protein and mRNA nor
selectively the APP695 form. In human T and non-T cells the levels
of APP protein and mRNA were about 10 fold less than that of PC12
cells. However, addition of mitogens increased the level of APP
mRNA up to 3 fold. These results indicate that (1) the second
messenger involved in the regulation of APP gene expression
appears to be likely calcium (2) APP695 form may be related to
promotion of neurite outgrowth, (3) APP 751/770 form may have a
role in cell-cell adhesion in human lymphocytes and (4) influx of
calcium by fiA4 may be compensated in PC12 cells.
M-Pos458
ELECTRIC FIELD-BIASED NlE-115 GROWTH CONE FILOPODIAL PROTRUSIONS
ARE INHIBITED BY VERAPAMIL ((R.S. Bedlack Jr., M. -d Wei, and
L.M. Loew)) Neuroscience Program and Physiology Dept.,
University of Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, CT 06030
We recently showed (Neuron 9, 393-403 (1992)) that 0.1-1.0
mV/pa uniform D.C. electric fields can induce four cathode-
localized events in differentiated NlE-115 neuroblastoma cells:
membrane depolarizations, calcium influx, growth cone filopodial
protrusions, and neurite initiation and elongation. The high
degree of temporal and spatial correlation between these events
suggests that they are causally related, but we are attempting
to gain further proof. We have data indicating that organic
calcium channel blockers (100 pM verapamil), inorganic calcium
channel blockers (1 mM lanthanum), and removal of calcium from
the extracellular fluid all prevent field-induced calcium
influx. High resolution DIC microscopy reveals that verapamil
also eliminates the ability of electric fields to bias
filopodial protrusions. Further, this agent reduces control
growth cone filopodial activity. One interpretation of these
results is that normal filopodial protrusion occurs as a result
of spontaneous foci of calcium influx, and that electric field-
biased protrusion is simply a result of synchronized influx
along the cathode-facing (depolarized) portion of the growth
cone. Unfortunately, as verapamil treated neurites lose
increasing numbers of filopodia, they eventually retract, making
long-term time-lapse investigation of neurite initiation and
elongation impossible. (Supported by USPHS grant ES05973)
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STRETCH-DEPENDENT MEMBRANE CAPACITANCE OF THE AUDITORY OUTER
HAIR CELL. ((K. H. Iwasa)) NIDCDc NIH Bldg. 9, Rm 1E124, Bethsda, Maryland
20892.
The membrane capacitance of the cochlear outer hair cell during application of
mechanical stress was measured in the whole-cell recording configuration with a lock-
in amplifier operating at a frequency range between 1 and 2 kHz. A brief extenmal
perfusion by a hypo-osmotic medium was used as means of stretching the cell
membrane reproducibly without changing access resistance. The capacitance of the cell
was about 40 pF. At around the resting potential of the cell (ca.-60 mV), the membrane
capacitance decreased about 5 % on stretching of the cell membrane. Stching a lipidbilayer should increase the surface area and reduce the membrane thickness. Either of
these changes results in an increase in the membrane capacitance. Thus we may
conclude that the membrane stress does not seriously affect the lipid bilayer in the
membrane. In addition, there must be a component in the capacitance that decreases
on stretching of the membrane. It has been known that charg movements across the
membrane appear as a non-linear capacitance. If membrane stress at the resting
potential restricts the movement of the charge associated with force generation, the
total capacitance will decrease. This interpretation is consistent with the observed
magnitude of the non-linear capacitance, which is about 10 % of the total [Santos-
Sacchi, J. Neurosci. (1991)]. Further, this picture predicts that the capacitance reductionby membrane stretching is less when the membrane is already stretched by the(hyperpolarizing) membrane potential. Indeed, it was found that at hyperpobAzed
potentials (e.g. -100 mV), the reduction of the membrane capacitance due to strcing
is less than 1 %. This effect can be described by a model in which a unit can take two
states, contracted and stretched, and the free energy difference between the two states
has both electrical and mecdhanical components. This is equivalent to the explanation
that a force-producing (motility) element, presumably a protein, has an electro-
mechanical coupling.
M-PoS461
PROPERTIES OF p21 (NEUROCALCIN), A CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM-
SPECIFIC Ca2*-BINDING PROTEIN.((E.R. Paul, E.D. Fraser and M.P.
Walsh.)) Dept. of Medical Biochemistry, University of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta T2N 4N1, Canada. (Spon. by G.C. Scott-Woo)
We previously isolated a 21 kDa Ca2+-binding protein (p21)
from bovine brain (McDonald ot aI. (1987) Methods Enzymol. 13,
88). N-terminal sequencing of several CNBr and tryptic peptides
of p21 revealed identity with the deduced amino acid sequence of
neurocalcin (Okazaki et al. (1992) Biochem. Biophys. Res.
Commun. 185, 147). Western blotting with affinity-purified
antibodies to p21 revealed its relative abundance in brain but
absence from other chicken tissues: lung, liver, heart, gizzard,
kidney, trachea, oesophagus, large intestine, small intestine
and skeletal muscle. p21 expression was observed in all regions
of the brain: midbrain > pons > cerebellum - hippocampus -
cerebral cortex > medulla. Homogenization and centrifugation of
brain tissue ± Ca2+ indicated Ca2+-dependent association of p21
with the particulate fraction. This was confirmed by the Ca2+-
dependent association of purified p21 with the p21-depleted
particulate fraction. At least part of this association of p21
with the particulate fraction appears to be due to interaction
between p21 and membrane lipids: p21 bound to phosphatidylserine
liposomes in a Ca2+-dependent manner. p21 may therefore rogulate
the activity of a membrane-bound enzyme in a CaW+-dependent
manner. Alternatively, p21 may bind to and regulate a cytosolic
enzyme at low [Ca2+] and dissociate from this target in the
presence of Ca2+ and bind to the membrane. (Supported by SRC
Canada) .
M-Pos463
POSTSYNAPrIC ACTIVATION AT THE SQUID GIANT SYiAS SY FLAsH
PHOTOLYTIC RELEASE OF GLUTAMATE FROM A 'CAGED' L-GLUTAMATE.
John E. T. CArrie, AmadCo De Sastis, Yoshk Kataysas, KaIrahekhah, Johs Mesege, David Ogden & David R. Trentham.
Labowatory ot the Maie Bdiologica eitk, Plyouth, UK & Natioal
Ititte tor Madca Reearh, AMiH London NW71 AA, UK.
lmdirectevdece sug that L-gltamateisaerornsmitteralthesquidgiant symape but a direct exeietal demntation of po naptic
activation by exogenou L-gutamate is lackiss, apparently because the
complex stuctu of the synpse prvents a rapid chne in
concentratio Of exoenoualy appliednhi. ash plotelyss of
a pr a int photolabile ('cagd') dedvative of L-mae,N--(2-nirophnyl)etozycarbnyl- t, pe-quilbrated in the
pe caeod of gutamate wi the synaptic cleft and apostaynaptic dedpolanantionwhich generated action potentials. At normal
pH,7.8, the rate of gitamate photo-relese is sow and onl causd a sow
d ti. Te rateo photolysis is popoti l to [H+ nd t pH 5.5is 200 fol faster, estimated as 135 -1 at ma water ionic str Synpticb_isi in the ian synape of t is unaffected at pH 5.5 and
undr thes coaditious potys of cagd gtmate to release 5-10 mM
t reued ins po pic dep i fsteo to fie tains
of 2 or more actn potentials of the e plit as ormal
spikes Releas of 5-alanine from cagd £-alsnine with the same
photochmisby was without effect. Theseresults provie furthw strong
evidec that is a
__
r r is the squid at synpe.
M-Pos46O
A MODEL SYSTEM TO DEMONSTRATE CELLULAR EFFECTS FROM POWER-
LNEFREQUENCY MAGNETIC FELDS. ((C. F. Blacanl, and S. G. Benane)) US
Envirnmental Procion Agency (MD-68), Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 USA
Thooeical osiderations have been used to claim that low-flux-density magnetic fields
can not cause changes in biolical processes. We provideexp tal evidence for
magnetic-fild-induced hbition of neuite ouwowth (NO) in PC-12 cells stimulated with
ner growth factor (NGH ). Prmed PC-12 cells are plated in collagen-coted, plastic peti
dishes with or without S ngml NOF and exposed to sinusoidal magnetic fields for 22 hours
in a C02 inambator at 37 *C. Sham exposure dmonsates no diffence in % of cella with
NO between exposed and manedcally shielded bcadons within the incubator. Helmholtz-
configued coils produced a uniform, vertical, 50-Hz sinusoidal magnetic fied which ses
an intnsity dependent reduction in the NGF stimula ofNO in PC-12 cells within the 5
to 10 tTesla (sT) range. Similar results with dishes of different annular rdi demonstrate
that the results are endtirly dqedent on the flux density of the magnetic field and are
independent of the intensity of the induced electric fidd over a 12-fold intenmty range. Thefrequencyfilux-density dependence of thisp is examined by scidng the dishes
on te center axis of a single coil, teby providing a range of flux densities between 3.5
and 9 ILT for any given frequency. Frequencies between 15 and 70 Hz, at 5-Hz intervals, as
well as at oter selcted frequencies are tested. Frequency-dcpent reducdons in NGF-
stimulated NO are observed, with relatvey higher sensitivides at 35 Hz and between 40
and 42.5 Hz, whereas 15 to 30Hz fields produces no detctable reduction within the 3.5 to
9 AT range. Additional search is needed to desemine whether there are more subtiedifferences in sensitivity to flux densities at different frequencies, and to determine the
precise exposure pamet responsible for the response. This widely utilized, standard
bioogica prpaation is readlly available to provide data to guide future teoretical
analyses.
Suppored by DOE, Office of Energy Management IAGO DE-AIOI-89CE34024. This is the
abstact ofa proposed presentation and does not nr ssarily reflectEPA poicy.
M-POs462
SIMULATED EFFECTS OF NEUROMODULATORS ALTER NONLINEAR AND
CHAOTIC DYNAMICS IN A MODEL NEURON
C. C. Canavier, D. A. Baxter, J. W. ClarkI, and J. H. Byrne. Dept. of Neurobi-
ology and Anatomy, The University of Texas Medical School, Houston, TX 77030
and 'Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rice University, Houston, TX
77251.
By examining a mathematical model of the bursting neuron R15 in Aplysia(Canavier et al, J. Neuroplysiol. 1991; Canavier et al, Soc. Neurosci. Abstr.
1992), we have shown that multiple stable modes of electrical activity can coex-ist at a given set of fixed parameters. We have extended these observations byinvestigating the effects on model activity of changes in a model parameter, the
anomalous rectifier conductance (gR), that simulate the known actions of the neu-
romodulatory agent serotonin. We have found that small changes in this parameter
can create or annhilate certain coexistitig modes of electrical activity, such as peri-
odic beating (tonic firing), periodic buirsting (bursts of action potentials separatedby quiescent periods), and even chaotic bursting. Examination of the phase space of
the model has revealed the appearance of nested attractors at certain values of gR
called bifurcation points. At a high value of 9R, only one type of bursting activity
can be sustained. As g9R is decreased, either bursting or beating can be observed
depending on the history of synaptic stimulation (the equivalent of perturbationsin membrane potential). As gj is decreased still farther, seven distinct oscillatory
modes can be observed, some of which appear to be chaotic. Since we have also
shown that transient synaptic inputs can induce a shift from one mode to another,
changing the value of gjt can potentially provide the neuron a greater repertoire of
electrical activity. Conversely, a change that is opposite in direction can limit the
modes that the model and, by analogy, the neuron can exhibit. Supported by a
grant from the ONR.
M-Pos4G4
RAPIDLY DEUNSTNO AND SLOWLY DEUNISUTINO KAINATE
RECEPTORS IN IDINTIFED NEURONS OF THE VERTERATE RETINA.
((Greg Maguire)) Sensory Sciences Center. Groduate School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Texas. Houston. TX 77030.
Glutomate receptors underllethe excitatory synaptic transmisslon from
photoreceptors to bipolor cells, and from bipolar cells to amacrine
and ganglion cells in the vertebrate retina.
have used the whole cell patch clomp method In retinal slices and
isoloted retinal neurons, along with Lucifer yellow filling of each
recorded cell In the slice, to measure the synaptic and ligond gated
currents of physiologically and morphologically Identified retinal
neurons. Ligand gated currents were recorded In response to the
pressure application of glutamate and its analogues from a
micropipette (tip lumen less than 1 micrometer) placed onto specific
and Identified regions of Intact (in the slice) or whole neurons (inisolation).
The resuits suggest thot retinol amacrine cells possess a variety of
glutamate receptors, Including a rapidly desensitizing (less than 100
msec) kainate receptor which may be related to the transient
amocrine cell's signature response; namely Its tronsient excitatlon at
light-on and -off. Further, the glutomate receptors are targeted to
specific reglons ofthe processes of the amocrine cell and confer upon
the cell a unique functional Identity related to the cell's ability to be
excited at llght-on and/or light-off.
N'ZUROBIOLOGYA102
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THE DYNAMIC CLAMIP: A NEW APPROACH FOR
UNDERSTANDING TBE ROLE OF IONIC CONDUCTANCES IN
NEURAL NETWORKREGUIATION. ((A.A. Sharp, M.B. O'Neil, L.F.
Abbott and E. Marder)) Bandeis Univ., Waltham, MA 02254.
Conventional voltage-clamp chniqu provide data describing how the
conductances that shape neuronal excitability depend on voltage and time,
but do not allow the investigator to determin the participation of individual
currents in the dynamic behavior of a neuron. We have devised a method,
called a dynamic clamp, that allows us to introduce ardficial conductances
into neurons during their normal dynamic behavior. To construt the
dynamic clamp, an Axoclamp-2A in DCC mode is used to monitor the
cellular potential and to inject current. Based on this potential and a
computational model describing the dynamics of the conductance under
investigation a computer dtermines the current to be injected.
We use this technique to investigate the role of the peptide proctolin in
modulatng cthe pyloric network in Cancer borcalis. Proctolin has previously
been shown to directly modulate several neurons within the network and the
biophysical natureof the proctolin mediated conductance has been described.
We use the Dynamic Clamp to introduce an artficial proctolin conductance
into the individual neurons modulated by proctolin in order to ascertain the
role each neuron plays in geneating the ensemble network effects of
proctolin. Supported by NSP BNS 9009251.
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BINDING OF NAD(P)H TO COMPLEX I IN BEEF HEART
SUBMITOCHONDRIAL PARTICLES. ((M. GLinn1, L. Ernster2 and C.P.
Lee1)) 'Dept. Biochem., Wayne State Univ. Med. Sch., Detroit, MI and
2Dept. Biochem., Arrhenius Lab., Stockholm Univ., Stockholm, Sweden.
Submitochondrial particles oxidize both NADH and NADPH in a rotenone-
sensitive manner. NADPH is oxidized via 2 routes. Ubiquinone (UQ0 and
cytochromes b [b_w & b.d participate only in one route and bypass the
other [see companion abstract, Glinn et all. Rhein, an inhibitor competitive
with NADH, reduced respiration with NADH, but not with NADPH. In the
presence of ADP-Fe3+, rhin stimulated lipid peroxidation supported by
NADH, but not by NADPH. Rhein altered the titration profile of NADH on
lipid peroxidation by changing the NADH titration curve from biphasic to
hyperbolic; no effects on the hyperbolic NADPH titration curve were seen.
In the presence of KCN, NADH and NADPH oxidation occurred at
comparable rates. At < 10 1M NADH, the extents of cytochrome reduction
were similar to those with NADPH, i.e. cyt. b was partally, but cyts. c & a
were fully, reduced. Complete reduction of cyt. b occufred at NADH > 15
F&M. Difference spectra between 300 AM and 3 AM NADH were similar to
those between 300 FM NADH and 300 ,M NADPH. Our data indicate that(a) 2 distinct nucleotide binding sites exist on Complex I: a low-affinity site,
which binds NADH and rhein, and from which UQ and cyt. b are reduced;
and a high-affinity site, which binds NAD(P)H, but not rhein, and from
which UQ and cyt. b are bypassed; and (b) lipid peroxidation may be
preferentially induced by NAD(P)H bound to the high-affinity site.
M-Pos468
Nultiwavelength studies on the kinetics of cytochrome
AA, reduction by cytochrome c.
R. W. Hendlera, S. K. Bosea, and R. I. Shragerb.
aLaboratory of Cell Biology, NHLBI and bLaboratory of
Applied Studies, DCRT, NIH, Bethesda, MD. 20892.
A new type of ultrarapid spectrometer has been
designed and built with W. S. Friauf, J. Cole, and P.
D. Smith of BEIP, NCRR, and H. A. Fredrickson, CSL,
DCRT, NIH. This instrument has two spectrometers,
each covering -130 nm wavelength and acquires up to
1024 spectra at 10 As resolution. Global analyses are
performed using singular value decomposition and
Gaussian deconvolution. With the resting enzyme, two
major (and several minor) kinetic phases are seen.
The 1st electron is added with a time constant (r) of
4 is. It is shared equally between heme A and Cut.
At 4 a, heme a is -67% and heme A -10% reduced. it
120 s, both homes A and A are 50 reduced. Although
reduced cytochrome £ is iesent at a 6/1 ratio to the
oxidase, no further reduction occurs during the next
30 min. However, the introduction of a small quantity
of 02 at this point results in 100% reduction of both
hemes. Experiments starting with the pulsed enzyme
show multiphasic behavior, not readily modelled by
simple exponentials. The 1st electron binds with r-6
ms and is shared between heme A and Cu During the
next 100 a, the two hemes approach 100 reduction.
m67
EFFECTS OF Q CYCLE INHIBITORS ON NAD(P)H OXIDATION AND
LIPID PEROXIDATION IN SUBMITOCHONDRIAL PARTICLES. ((M.
Glinnl, L. Ernster2 and C.P. Lee1)) lDtpt. Biochem., Wayne State Univ.
Med. Sch., Detroit, MI 48201 USA & -Dept. Biochem., Arrhenius Lab.,
Stockholm Univ., S-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden.
In the presence of ADP-Fe3+, NADH and NADPH induce lipid
peroxidation in beef heart submitochondrial particles [SMP] vua different
enzymatic routes [Glinn et al. ABB 290:57, 1991]. The participation of
ubiquinone (UQ] and cytochromes b [b & b J in these pathways was
studied using the Q cycle inhibitors myxiiazl
-I and 5 n-undecyl 6-
hydoxy-4,7-dioxobenzoxythiazole (UHDBTI. MYX inhibited respiration with
NADH and succinate by > 90%, but much less (< 60%) with NADPH.
UHDBT strongly inhibited respiration with NADH and succinate, but had no
effect with NADPH. Addition of antimycin (AN] enhanced all inhibitory
effects. Both MYX and UHDBT deceased the amount of malondialdehyde
[MDA] formadon induced by NADPH + ADP-Fe3+ in the absence, but not
in the presence, of rotenone. MYX decreased the amount of MDA formed by
NADH + ADP-Fe3+. In the presence of KCN, MYX increased the amount
of cyt. b reduced by NAD(P)H and succinate, while MYX + ANT decreased
the amounts of cytochromes reduced by all 3 substrates. UHDBT ± ANT
had no effects. Our data indicate that (a) 2 routes exist for NADPH
oxidation in SMP; (b) UQ and cytochromes b (b,,0 & b,,d participate in
only one route of NADPH oxidation, and bypass the other; (c) as expected,
reduced UQ inhibits MDA formation.
M469
EFFECTS OF SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS ON VECTORIAL
PROTON TRANSLOCATION IN RHODOBACTER SPHAEROIDES
CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE (J. Fetter, J.P. Hosler, J.P. Shapleigh*,
J.W. Thomas*, M.M.J. Tecldenburg, Y. Kim, R.B. Gennis*, G.T. Babcock
and S. FPguson-Miller) Departments of Biochemistry and Chemistry,
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824 and *School of Chemical
Scienacs, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
A three-subunit cytochrome c oxidase from Rb. sphaeroides translocats
protons across a membrane using the dnving force of electron transfer
through copper and Heme A centers to oxygen. Mutant forms of the oxidase
have been reonstituted into bilayer vesicles to measure effects on proton
pumping activity. Among the regions investigated is a highly conserved
loop betwen helices IX and X in COXI. We have mutated His411, Asp
412, Thr413, and Tyr414 which could participate in proton channllig
because of their ability to reversibly bind protons and their proximity to the
binuclear center. All four retain electron transfer activity and three have
been shown to be competent in proton pumping: His4llAla, Asp4l2Asn,
and Tyr4l4Phe. Another region of potential interest is the amphipathic Helix
VIII containing conserved residues Thr352, Thr359, and Lys362. Of the
mutants constructed so far, only Thr359Ala retains electron transfer activity
with aturnover of 25% of the wild type. Studieshave also been initiated on
the highly conserved loop between helix II and m. Mutation of the totally
conserved Asp 132 to Asn causes strong inhibition of electron transfer in the
purified enzyme. This indicates the functional importance of this predicted
extamembrane region, possibly as a proton loading site.
NEUROBIOIAOGY A108
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REDOX-ASSOCIATED CONFORMATIONAL CHANGES IN CYTOCHROME C
OXIDASE PROBED BY ABSORPTION, CIRCULAR DICHROIC, AND
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPIES. ((Paul N. Goudreau and Robert A.
Copeland)) Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
Cytochrome c oxidase functions as a redox-linked proton-translocating
enzyme. It has been postulated that in order for the enzyme to work in a
proton-pumping role, it must exist in at least 2 distinct conformations;
one state corresponding to proton uptake from one side of the membrane
and another corresponding to proton release from the other side. We have
used the oxidase obtained from the bacterium Paracoccus denitrificans to
probe for the existence of global conformatfonal changes associated with
various redox and liganded states of the enzyme. We report spectra of
resting, reduced, and mixed valence forms of the enzyme in the
unliganded, CN-bound, and CO-bound states and oompare these to spectra
of the enzyme obtained in the presence of the structural perturbant
guanidine hydrochioride.
M-PMo72
STRUCTURAL INFORMATION ON THE PLANT CYTOCHROME
OXIDASE REVEALED BY SECOND-DERIVATIVE ABSORPTION
SPECTROSCOPY ((W. Peiffer, J. Hosler, and S. Ferguson-Miller)) Dept. of
Biochemistry, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
Among the unusual properties of plant cytochrome oxidases is their visible
spectrum: the a and Soret peaks are blue shifted and the reduced heme a Soret is
broadened and slightly split. Using second derivative analysis of room
temperature spectra of CN, N3, and CO-bound wheat oxidase, we can observe
two distinct absorption bands attributable to heme a at 438 and 448 nm. These
values correspond well to the two maxima reported for heme a in CN and N3-
inhibited plant oxidase, detected by low temperature difference spectroscopy of
whole mitochondria. However, the wheat values are considerably blue-shifted
relative to the values for beef heart, 443 and 451 nm, measured under similar
conditions. The two Soret transitions can be explained by the inherent
asymmetry of the heme A prosthetic group, with relative intensities and positions
of the maxima being determined by the protein environment. We have already
demonstrated a difference in the protein environment of heme a between plant
and mammalian oxidase by resonance Raman spectroscopy. Soret splitting is
also observable in parially and fully reduced wheat oxidase in the unliganded
form. The partially reduced (20%) enzyme displays equal contributions of the
438 and 448 nm absorption bands. The two transitions can also be resolved in
fully reduced oxidase because of their shifted positions with respect to heme a3.
The heme a Soret split therefore appears not to be limited to the ligand-bound
form of the enzyme. However, the structural significance of the position and
relative intensities of the two transitions, as monitors of the heme a environment,
remains to be explored.
M-Pcs474
ELECTRIC FIELD INDUCED REVERSE ELECTRON TRANSFER
FROM HEME CYT bH TO CYT bL IN THE CYT bc1 COMPLEX OF R.
CAPSULATUS ((H. Ding, C.C. Moser and P. L. Dutton)) Johnson
Research Foundation, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
19104. (Sponsored by J. M. Keske)
Cytochrome bc1 complex catalyses electron transfer-mediated charge
separation and proton translocation across membranes of
mitochondria and bacteria. Electron transfer between the two b-type
hemes (from cyt bL to cyt bH) takes place across 70% of the membrane
dielectric and dominates membrane potential generation by this
complex. In this work, we induce reverse electron transfer from ferro-
cyt bH to ferri-cyt bL in the cyt bc, complex of R. capsulatus by
application of a large electric field across an oriented multilayer
inserted between insulated electrodes. Native chromatophore
membranes containing reaction center and cyt bc, complex weredeposited by Langmuir Blodgett film method onto glass support coated
with a transparent electrode. The multilayer capacitor was completed
with evaporation of polyethylene and platinum. The activity of cyt bc,
complex in LB films are sensitive to humidity. Flash activation of
reaction center in films at 60% humidity leads to ubihydroquinone
oxidation in the 00 site and the stable formation of reduced cyt bH via
cyt bL. Voltage pulse application drives reversed electron transfer
back to cyt bL. The determination of the electron transfer rate of this
reaction is in progress. Supported by NIH Grant GM 27309.
M-P1e471
PROTEIN-CHROMOPHORE INTERACTIONS IN
CYIOCHROME C OXIDASE: HEME A MODEL
COQMLE
((J. S. Felsch, M. Ikeda-Saito, W. Morgan, and R. A.
Copeland)) Department of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago,
IL 60637.
Cytochrome c oxidase is a terminal oxidase in the
electron transport chain crucial to the support of
respiratory oxidative phosphorylation in
eukaryotes and in many prokaryotes. To study the
structural changes that attend the catalytic activites
of the enzyme, we have studied an anomalous
redshift seen in the second derivative absorption
spectra of reduced, liganded conformers of the
oxidase. Comparisons of these spectra to spectra of
heme A in complex with the heme-binding
proteins histidine and proline rich glycoprotein,
hemopexin, myoglobin, and a site-specified
mutagen of myoglobin are reported. The findings
are discussed in terms of possible implications for
the structure of the oxidase's heme-binding pockets.
M-Pos473
PUFiCATION AND CHARACTERiZATION OF CYTOCHROME C
552 AND CYTOCHROME C 550 FROM PARACOCCUS
DENITRIFICANS . ((Stephen -R. Lynch and Robert A.
Copeland)) Department of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637.
Two different cytochrome c 's transfer electrons to
cytochrome c oxidase In the bacterium Paracoccus
denitrificans : cytochrome c 550, a soluble protein
homologous to eukaryotic cytochrome c and cytochrome c
552, a membrane bound protein with little homoogy to the
eukaryotic protein. Both proteins have been purified
through chromatography. The soluble protein has an
approximate molecular weight of 14.5 kdal, while the
membrane bound protein has a molecular weight of
approximately 22 kdal. Absorption spectroscopy,
resonance Raman spectroscopy, and circular dichroism
have been utilized to characterize and compare the two
proteins. The two proteins have the same apparent
function, the ability to transfer electrons to cytochrome c
oxidase. We have studled their activity with cytochrome c
oxidases isolated from different species to determine the
Importance of the two proteins in the bacterium and why
both do not exist in eukaryotes.
M-Po475
OXOCARBOCYANINE DYES REPRESENTA THIRD CLASS OF ROTENONE-
TYPE CARBOCYANINE INHIBITORS OF MITOCHONDRIAL AND
PABA=Cg iS DENITRIF1CANSNADH-UBUQUINONE REDUCTASE ((W.M.
Anderson, J.M. Wood, and A.C. Anderson)) Ind. Univ. Sch. Med., N.W.
Cent. Med. Ed., 3400 Broadway, Gary, IN 46408
Three structurally related oxocarbocyanine dyes (DIOC2(3),
DiOC5(3), and DiOC6(3)) and one oxodicarbocyanine dye (DiOC2(4))
also inhibit mitochondrial NADH oxidase activity, and DiOC6(3)
inhibits P. denitrificans NADH oxidase activity, with succinate and
cytochrome oxidase activity substantially unaffected in either
system. Using submitochondrial particles. (SMP), all four com-
pounds inhibited NADH-dependent duroquinone and coenzyme 0
reduction, while NADH-dependent menadione reduction was inhib-
ited by DiOC5(3). Using purified complex 1, all four dyes inhibited
NADH-dependent reduction of coenzyme 0. Using P. danitrificans
membrane vesicles, DiOC6(3) inhibited NADH-depen-dent reduction
of coenzyme 0. The oxocarbocyanines mechanism of inhibition
appears similar to rotenone since (a) essentially only rotenone-
sensitive electron acceptors are affected by these dyes, (b) inhib-
ition of menadione reduction was greatly diminished with rote-
none-saturated SMP, and (c) inhibition of coenzyme 0 reduction
was largely eliminated with rotenone-insensitive complex I and P.
denitrificans membrane vesicles. Supported by Ind. Heart Assoc.
AMoo E
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THE EFFECTS OF PH AND SALTS ON THE NADH DEHY-
DROGENASE COMPLEXOFRHODOBACTER CAPSULATUS.
((Steven W. Meinhardt and Adela Cruz de la Rosa)) Department of
Biochemistry, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND 58105
lhe effects of pH and salts on the NADH Dehydrogenase activity
of aerobically grown Rhodobacter capsulatus membrane particles has
been investigated. This activity is strongly pH dependent with a
maximal activity at pH 7.2 and decreasing to less than 10% of the
maximal activity at both pH 4.7 and pH 9.7. Determination of the
Michaelis-Menton parameters, K. and V.,,, at several pH values
indicate that at acid pH values there is a decrease in both the
turnover of the enzyme and in the binding of NADH. At basic pH
values the NADH binding is unaffected and the turnover of the
enzyme is decreased. The activity of the enzyme is affected at all pH
values by the addition of salts. At basic pH values the pK associated
with the V,,,,, shifts from approximately 9.2 in the absence of salts to
approximately 8.5 in the presence of 50 mM KCI. Increasing the salt
concentration results in further shifts in the pK The addition of 100
mM KCI or 50 mM K2SO4 results in similar shifts indicating this is a
cation effect. Divalent cations are nearly 10 times more effective in
shifting the pK The addition of 5 mM CaC12 results in a shift similar
to the addition of 50 mM KCI.
M-Pos478
MUTATIONS AT CONSERVED RESIDUES IN CYTOCHROME h
SUBUNIT OF Rb. SHPAIRROMRI AFFECT QUINONE REDUCrASE
STE ((B. Hacker, B. Barquera, A. R. Crofts and R. B. Gennis)) School
of Chemical Sciences, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801 and School
of Life Sciences, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.
The quinone reductase site (O;) of the bK complex is the binding site for
inhibitors such as antimycin A and HQNO. Four highly conserved residues
in the cytochrome h subumnt of Rb. Sphaemides (A52, 1H217, K251 and
D252) were targeted for mutagenesis. These residues are near the Qi site
based on inhibitorresistant muaions found in yeast. Each of the mutants is
impaired in the rate of reoxidation of cytochrome kH. H217A and D252A
are unable to grow photosynthetically indicating a severe defect in the b&l
complex. These mutants are the first to selectively impair electron transfer
from cytochromehH to the Q(-site.
WPo"48O
HEME 0 BIOSYNTHESIS IN E. COLI: THE CYOE GENE IN THE CYTOCHROME
BO OPERON ENCODES A PROTOHEME IX FARNESYL TRANSFERASE.
T. Mogi, K. Saiki, and Y. Anraku Dep. of Biology, Fac. of
Science, Univ. of Tokyo, Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, JAPAN
The cytochrome bo complex in the aerobic respiratory chain
of E.coli belongs to the heme-copper terminal oxidases and
contains protoheme IX (heme B), heme 0 and CuB as the redox
metal centers in subunit I. It catalyzes the reduction of
ubiquinol-8 and the oxidation of molecular oxygen and functions
as a redox-coupled proton pump. We have carried out the struc-
ture-function studies on the last ORF in the cytochorme bo
operon, the cyoE gene, via site-directed mutagenesis approach
and found that it encodes a protoheme IX farnesyltransferase
(heme 0 synthase) essential for functonal expression of the
oxidase activity. We have introduced 7 deletions and 40 Ala
substitutions in the CyoE protein and examined their effects on
the metal centers by the spectroscopic methods and the oxidase
activity by the in vivo complementation test and the quinol
oxidase assay. We found that the cyoE mutations eliminated the
catalytic activity and specifically reduced the CO-binding
activity accompanied by a 3nm red-shift of the Soret peak of
the high spin heme. Heme analysis by reverse phase HPLC
revealed that heme 0 present in the high spin heme binding site
was substituted by heme B. Since the CyoE homologs contain the
putative allylic polyprenyl-PPi binding domain and the express-
ion of the cyoE gene alone could convert heme B to heme 0, we
postulate that the cyoE gene encodes a novel enzyme, a proto-
heme IX farnesyltransferase (heme 0 synthase).
M-P0e477
THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF FMN IN MITOCHONDRIAL
NADH:UBIQUINONE OXIDOREDUCTASE (COMPLEX I)
((V. Sled', N. Rudnitzky, Y. Hatefi+, and T. Ohnishi))
Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA 19104; +Dept.
of Molec. and Exptl. Med., The Scripps Clinic, La
Jolla, CA 92037.
In contrast to iron-sulfur clusters and bound
ubiquinones, there is no hard information about the
kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the other
intrinsic redox component of complex I, non-covalently
bound FMN. We have undertaken detailed redox
titration analyses of the FMN free radical EPR signal
in isolated bovine heart complex I at different pHs.
Spin relaxation of this semiquinone is much faster
than that of flavodoxin. It is not saturated at
microwave power up to 100 mW at -950C due to spin
coupling to the N-3 cluster. It is evident from
titration curves and from the g-2.00 signal line shape
that flavosemiquinone is protonated at pH values from
7 to 9. On the other hand, the pH dependance of the
free radical's stability constant demonstrates a
pronounced minimum at pH=8. Possible redox
transitions of bound FMN and their role in electron
transfer and energy coupling in complex I will be
discussed.
(Supported by NIH Grant GM-30736 and NSF Grant MCB-
9119300 (T.O.) and by NIH Grant DK-08126 (Y.H.))
M-Po9479
HALOCYANIN: A CUPREDOXIN FROM ARCHAEBACTERIA
((I. Sagi, D.E. Sidelinger, M.R. Chance, M.D. Wirt, 'M. Engelhard)) Albert
Einstein Col of Med., Bronx, NY 10461 and 'Max-Planck Institute fur
Ernahrungsphysiologie, Dortmund, Germany.
Type copper proteins have a blue color due to an absorption maximum at
600 nm. Typical examples (like azurin and plastocyanin) have only one copper,
are single domain proteins of 20 kD or less, and mediate important electron
transfer reactions. The copper environment of all the cupredoxins is similar, -
barrel secondary structure with variations in the loop regions. The tertiary
structure is well preserved while the primary sequences are only homologous
in the copper binding regions. Strikingly, a C-terminal sequence with the
general feature CYS-aaN-HIS-aa,-MET has been observed in all documented
cases except stellacyanin (lacking met). The tertiary structure homology along
with the partial sequence homology of cupredoxins poses questions of
convergent versus divergent evolution for this protein class. A proposed
common precursor is an ancestral purple photosynthetic Chlorobium-like
bacterium. An answer to the problem of evolution can be addressed by
identifying new cupredoxin like molecules from other species. We report the
first identification of a blue copper protein from archaebacteria
(Natronobacterium phareonis) and its analysis by UV, apr, CD, and EXAFS
techniques. The epr spectrum of oxidized halocyanin shows a profile typical for
unpaired electrons with g = 2.024 and 2.209. The epr signal and the blue
color disappear upon reduction. CD spectra of the protein are consistent with
the presence of individual copper to histidine, cysteine, and methionine
transitions. EXAFS analysis of the reduced protein has been completed and
demonstrates reasonable solutions for both 2Cu-N:3Cu-S and 3Cu-N:2Cu-S
arrangements. This work has been supported by a grant from the PRF.
M-Pes48I
HISTIDINE 217 OF THE CYTOCHROME B POLYPEPTIDE IS
IMPORTANT FOR EFFICIENT OXDATION OF CYTOCHROME RH
BY QUINONE AT Qj.((Kevin A. Gray and Fevzi Daldal)) Plant Science Insitute, Department of
Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA. 19104-6018
Histidine 217 (H217 in the numbering of Rhodobacter capsulatus) is
completely conserved in the several hundred sequences available of
cytochrome b from the cytochrome bcl complex. H217 is dtinct from
the four invariant histidines which ligate the Fe atoms of the two b-hemes(cyt bt and bH). Strucnral models predict that B217 is located at the end
of the putative helix D which fices the neative side ofthe
membane (cytoplasm in bacteria) near the pesmed Qi site. Itcould thus
be possible that 1H217 is involved in the reduction of quinone by
cytochrome bH. This residue was changed using site directed mutageis
on the protein from the Gram-negative photosynthetic bacterium R.
capsulatus. The substitutions H217D, H217R and H217L were
constructed. All strains assemble a bcl complex however only H217D and
R are photosynthetically competent and have active, albeit dysfunctional,
enzymes. Flash kinedc analysis has shown that cytochrome b is oxidized
much slower in H217D and R as compared to wildtype while cytbrome
b in H217L remains reduced after a flash. In these mutants while the
redox properties of cytochrome bH have not been affected, EPR
experiments have shown that a stable, antimycin 4ensitive semiquinone isformed. Future studies should better define the role of this hi . This
work was supported by the American Heart Association, Southeastern
Pennsylvania affiliate (to KA.G.) and theN-I (GM 38237, toRD.).
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M-Pos482
REDUCTION KINETICS OF THE CYTOCHROME P-450 REDUCTASE:CYTOCHROME
b5 COMPLEX. ((A.K. Bhattacharyya, J.K. Hurley, L. Waskell and G.
Tollin)) Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Az 85721, Dept. of OB/GYN, University of Kentucky, Lexington,
Ky 40536, and Dept. of Anesthesia, UCSF and VAMC, San Francisco,
CA 94121. (Sponsor Henry R. Hirsch).
The reduction kinetics of the one-electron reduced P-450
reductase:cytochrome b5 (P45OR1e:b5) complex has been investiga-
ted by the laser flash-photolysis technique. P45OR1e and cyt b5
were seperately reduced by laser-generated 5-deazaflavin semi-
quinone {5-dRfH.) via 2nd order kinetics and rate constants of
8.1 X 107 and 4.2 X 108 M-1s'- were obtained. Intramolecular
electron transfer between laser generated FADH. and FMNH. in
P45ORle was observed at 585 nm, and a lst order rate constant
of 40 s51 was obtained. Reduction of P450R1e:b5 by 5-dRfH. was
biphasic and 2nd order rate constants of 5.4 X 10u and 7.5 X
10/ M-s-1 were obtained for the fast and slow phases of
reduction. The time-resolved flash-induced difference spectrum
was consistent with rapid direct reduction of the protein-
bound flavin and heme, followed by a slower 18t order
(klim - 38 s-1) intracomplex electron transfer from FADH. to
heme. The results indicate that the (laser generated) two-
electron reduced form of P450R is catalytically competent in the
transfer of reducing equivalents to cyt b5 and that internal
electron transfer within P450R is the rate limiting step.
Supported by NIH grants GM 35533 and DK 15057
MPos484
THE PHOTOREDUCTION PROCESS OF DNA PHOTOLYASE: FIRST
OBSERVATION OF CORRELATED TRIPLET-DOUBLET RADICAL
PAIR POLARIATION
((Craig Easenmacher, Sang-Tae Kim#, Aziz Sancar#, and G.T. Babcock))
Department of Chemistry, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI 48824
and Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Univ. of N. Carolina
School of Medicine, Chapel Hill, NC 27599
DNA photolyase utilizes visible light to repair pyrimidine dimers.
Isolation of the enzyme produces an inactive form that contains a
flavosemiquinone radical (FADH.). Inactive photolyase can be activated in
a light-driven reaction that produces the reduced flavin (FADH-). We
present here a time-resolved EPR study of the photoreduction process.
Photoexcitation of the FADH- form of the enzyme oxidizes an amino acid
that we have identified using specific deutertion, 15N labeling, and site
directed mutagenesis as tryptophan-306 in its cation radical form. The
transient tryptophan dical s spin polarized. This polarization arises from
interactions between a triplet flavin and a doublet tryptophan radical pair
following the electron transfer reaction. The polarization pattern is
consitent with a correlated radical pair mechanis as applied to the triplet-
doublet case.
MPos483
TRANSMEMBRANE ELECTRON TRANSPORT MEDIATED BY C AND
C ((K.C. Hwang and D. Mauzerall)) Rockefel18rUK9v., 1230 York Avenue, New York, NY 10021. (Spon.
by T. Marinetti)
Transmembrane electron transport is central to
photosynthesis, to mitochondrial respiration, and to
the design of molecular systems for solar energy
conversion. Herein we report that C, efficientlytransports electrons across a lipid ilayer with a
quantum yield of X~0.04. This is a minimum yield
and the donor, 70 mM ascorbate, is not saturating.
72% of the Nernst potential was measured across a
C -containing lipid bilayer separating a concentra-
ti8n gradient of ascorbate, unambiguously indicating
that the C70-containing bilayer is permeable to
electrons. Similar transmembrane electron transport
behavior was also observed with a C -containing
bilayer. Other experiments indicatS the membrane
crossing time of the C6 anion is 410 us. This
study was supported by i NIH grant, GM25693.
M-PoS485
EFFECTIVE TWO-STATE SYSTEMS FOR BRIDGE-MEDIATED
ELECTRON TRANSFER: A GREEN'S FUNCTION ANALYSIS. (S. S.
Skourtis and J. N. Onuchic) Department of Physics, University of
California San Diego, La Jolla CA 92093-0319. (Supported by NSF, Grant
No. MCB-9018768)
A Green's function analysis of bridge-mediated electron transfer
reactions is given. Possible uses of the Green's function formalism in the
study of such reactions are discussed for one-electron and many-electron
systems. As an application, the criteria for the validity of the effective
two-state picture of long-distance electron transfer are derived. According
to this picture, the transfer of an electron from a donor to an acceptor
through an intermediate bridge, may be described by a two-state
Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian involves effective donor and acceptor
states that have some bridge character. The effective two-state limit is
studied for several one-electron and many-electron model systems.
Supported by: NIH GM31082 (A.S.) and GM37300 (G.T.B.)
OXIDATIVE PROCESSES AND PHOSPHORYLATION
MPoe486
MITOCHONDRIAL AND CYTOSOLIC Ca2+ TRANSIENTS DURING
THE CONTRACTILE CYCLE OF CULTURED CARDIAC
MYOCYTES: A LASER SCANNING CONFOCAL MICROSCOPIC
STUDY. ((Enrique Chacon, Ian S. Harper, Jeffrey M. Reece, Brian
Herman, and John J. Lemasters)) Dept of Cell Biology & Anatomy and
Curriculum in Toxicology, University of North Caroli, Chapel Hi, NC
27599.
Cardiac myocytes appear to regulate mitochondrial respiration and AT?
synthesis on a beat to beat basis The mechanisms regulating mitochondrial
metabolism are poorly understood, but regulation by changes of mitochon-
drial frie Ca2l has ben proposed. However, it is not known whether mi-tochondrial free CaE+ increases duug normal excitation-contraction cou-
ping, conditions when AT? demand is high. In the pesnt study, we re
measurements of cytosolic and mitochondrial Caz+ in elect stimu-
lated rabbit cardiac myocytes usig laser scanning comfocal microcopy.
Cells were co-loaded with Fluo-3 and tetramethylrhodamine methylester(1MRM). Fluo-3 distributed into both cytosol and mitochondria,ereas
T1MRM concentrated into mitochondria. From line scan images acquired
nmultaneously for each fluorophore, changes of Fluo-3 fluorescence during
the contractile cyce were determined for the cytosol and mitochondria.
Resting Ca2+in cytosol and mitochondria were essentialy identical. During
electrical pacing parallel transients of Ca2+ were recorded in cytosol and
mitochondria that were enhanced upon addition of isoproterenol. In con-
clusion, laser scanning confocal microscopy can measure Ca2+ transients in
subcellular compartments of lving cells. Change of mitochondrial Ca2+
duripthe contractile cycle may be the mechainm for beat to beat regula-
tion i mitochondriall ATPPsppy.
M-Po487
CONFOCAL IMAGING OF SARCOLEMMAL AND MITOCHON-
DRIAL A', CYIOSOLIC AND MITOCHONDRIAL Ca2+, AND
MITOCHONDRIALAkpH IN CARDIAC MYOCYTES DURING Al?
DEPLETION. ((John 3. Lemasters, Enrique Chacon, Ian Harper, Jeffrey
M. Reece, andBnanHerman)) Deptof Cell Biology& Anatomy and Cur-
riculum in Toxcology, Univ ofNorth Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599.
U laser scanning confocal microscopy, we measured electrical poten-
tials(v), free Ca2+, and pH in sinle f-day-cultured adult rabbit cardiac
myocyes. v was measured from the Nernstian distnbution of tetra-methyl-
rhodamie methylester, a cationic fluorophore that accumulates eec-
trophoretically into negaely charged compartments. In restig cells, sar-
colemmal -A^ was 70-9OmV, and mitochondrial -Awas 100-140 mV. pH
of cytosol and mitochondria measured by ratio imaging of SNARF-1 fluo-
rescence was 7.0-7.2 and &80 respectvely. Thus, mitochondra H was
0.9 units. and the protonmotive force (Ap-A'F+61ApH) was i55-195
mV. CaZ+ was measured by Fluo-3 fluorecene. In rest-np myocytes, cy-
tosolic and mitochondrial free Ca2+ were similar. To mimic the Al? de-
pletion of anoia, myotes were exposed to 2.5 mM NaCN and 20 mM 2-
deoxy~lucose ('chemical hypoa). After 40 ,mi
_pH collapsed entirely,but mitochondrual A'P was unchanged Cytosolic Ca+ increased slowly un-
til the cells shortened and hypercontracted after about 50 min. After by-
percontraction, mitochondria loaded with Ca2+ and subsequently depolar-
ized. Mitochondrial Ca2+ was then released, and cells lost viability after
several more minutes. The new methods descrbed here allow measure-
ment of the individual components of Ap of sngle mitochondria in living
myocytes and demonstrate a distinctive pttern of ionic and electrica
changes in mitochondria during the progreion ofAl? depletion injury.
FJJKCTRO MMI
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iS RPERFUSION-INDUCEDD INJURY OF THE ENERGY-
TRANSDUCING PROCESSES OF FOREBRAIN MITOCHONDRIA AND
PROTECTION BY ASCORBATE ((M. Siaianna and C. P. Lee)) Dept.
Biohem., Wayne State Univ. Med. Sch., Detroit. MI 48201.
We have recently shown that rat b mitoch M] from ischemic
brains (12-30 min isbemia) exhibited impired State 3 rertoy rates and
respiroy contrl [RC] with both sucnat and NAD-linked substes. ne
respirr rates and RC for REM derived from forebrins which undewt
up to 20 min of ischemia [ISC] could be restored to control levels when the
amay mixture was sPm ted with ED(G)TA or ruthenium red. Only
partial resoratin (a 70%) was seen when ISC was extended to 30 min. An
excessive amount of Ca2+ was asocated with RBM-ISC, and argy-lind
Ca2+ uptake was greay decreased. (Scam et al, BRA 1134: 223,
19). Reperfusion [E of 5 hrs after 30 min of ISC caued a further
decrease in the respatory rtes with both succinate and NAD-lined
substrates. Injection of 1 pmole ascorbate/rat prior to (<-10 min) or post
(<+60 min) REP restored the rates of RBM-ISC/REP to 65-80%
of control (non-ischemic) levels, with both sucinate and NAD-lind
substrates; when ED(G)TA was also present, the respiratory rtes were near
control levels. The energy-linked Ca2+ uptake was prlly restored (-60%
of control levels). Excess ascorbate (> 2 Mmoolerat) showed litde or no
beneficial effects. Our data indicate that REP induced additonal damage,
which can be alleviated with low concentrations of aorbate s
within a reasonable time frame (-S to +60 min) during reperfusion.
M-Pos0
31P-Nd AND FTGJ IN RABBITME IN V . ((T.W. Rysd=an,
and R.S. alaban) ) laboratory of Cardiac Enegstics, NHlB, N3I,
Bethesda, MD 20892.
Tibialis anterior (TA) - extenmor digitoan c,ngus (L)
muscles of the rabbit we us3ed to study erargymetabolism ( P-
NMR) and macle tenin in resporm to aaIte stismlation of the
cumn peroneal nerve, in vivo. Distal terdIao of the TA/EDL in
anesthetized rabbits ware claiped to an isometric load call and
nuscle legth was adjusted to cptimize twitch tersion. NR (4.7
T) was performed with a 31x8 a surface ooil positioned oe the
TA/EL as guided by 1H in%girn. CAnucus 1 min. NMR scae
ware cbtaired during senti ntracti (15 n.) - recovery
(15 min.) cycles. Usirng a duty cycle of 0.7%, IMr/P-ATP
decreased to steady levels with a half-tim of 4.9 min. but
recovered to control following each of 6 cycles, while nuscle
tensicn declired ontirnuxusy. Wn duty cycle was ir ased to
2.5%, PCr/#-ATP and nuscle tesion both decreased coltinuously
without reaching steady-state and neither recovered frcm a
sirnle contraction cycle. -fl e firdings demnstrate: 1) the
d of steady-state energy metabolign on duty cycle; and
2) the dissociaticn of energy state frcm tension production in
skeletal muscle, in vivo.
MITOCHONDRIAJ EFFIlE"CIES UNDER MICRO)UC ANP NORMOXIC
:ONDmONS. ((E. Gnalgr ,G. Medez S.C. Harm))
nt of Zoolgy, U ersIt of lsnruclk, Austr, and
of EPO Biology, UnIity of Cdorado, Boulder, 80809.
Oxygen leb at Pirochodria hi cs are often much lower then those
f sUdd fng P:O re w a ndl In
bodofd if n e. To rrmuro dnami of
Isolatdoho at microxic condtlons Qo(bew tee critca pO, i.e.,
<0.1% air Ion), we have d ped the approa of oxygeni eBpIroery. wwt uapproa, the eitemal
pn yen
4-0991
STUDYING THE NUCLEaOD)E BINDING SITES ON F -ATPASES
USING ESR-SPECTROSCOPY: IS A CLOSE PROXIMr OF THE
SITES REQUIRED FOR HIGH ACTIVITY? ((P.D. Vogel, J.H. Nett,
R.M. LOsel, S. Burgard, A. Erbse, and W.E. Trommer)) Universitit,
6750 Kaiserlauten, Germany.
We employed spin-labeled (SL) and photoaffinity spin-labeled ATP-
derivatives in inveing e relaive orientation of catalytic and
noncatalytic nuceotide binding sites of various F1-ATPases. Dipolar spin-
interactons were observed eari using beef heart mitochondrial enzyme
indiating that a calytic and a noncatalytic binding site are about 1S-20 A
apart frm each othr in tie presence of Mg2+ ions. The absence of
Mg2+ results in ESR-spectra that indicate at least two different
environments for the spin-label with no or very little dipolar interacdons.
We conclude that binding of Mg2+ to the eme results in a
conformational change to bring the two type of sites in close vicinity. An
altemative explanation is that S-ANP does not bind to at least one of the
neighboring sites in the absence of Mg2+.
Non-activated F1-ATPase from chloroplasts in complex with SL-ATP
exhibits ESR-ea with at least two bound components. Heat-activation
of the enzyme i the presence of nudeodde triphosphates (ATP, GTP)
results in very unusual lines in the ESR-spectr that may be caused b
Heisenberg spin-echange of two radicals, indicating that the bound SL-
ANP ae less than 10 A apart from each oter. In addition, ATP-heat-
activated CF1s panially inmhibited by AP3A but not by APSA, whereas
non-activate enzyme is inhibited by AP5A and activated by AP3A. The
latter observation supports the idea that heat-activation bnngs the sites
closer together.
M-Po42
THE AMPHIPHILIC TETRADECAPEPTIDE MASTOPARAN OPENS THE
PERMEABILITY TRANSITION PORE OF THE INNER MITOCHONDRIAL
MEMBRANE. ((S.A. Novgorodov, T.I. Gudz and D.R. Pfeiffer))
Department of Medical Biochemistry, Ohio State University,
Columbus OH 43210. (Sponsored by G.P. Brierley).
Mastoparan, in concentrations of < 2 pM increases the
permeability of the inner membrane to low-M, solutes
(present as an osmotic support), and induces the dissipation
of A#. These effects of mastoparan are prevented by
cyclosporin A, a potent permeability transition pore (PTP)
inhibitor. Higher concentrations of mastoparan change the
permeability of the inner membrane in a cyclosporin A -
insensitive manner. This later effect may arise from the
formation of the solute conducting channels by the masto-
paran molecules themselves. The increase in permeability
of the inner membrane induced by low concentrations of
mastoparan, can also be inhibited by Ca2' chelators, and by
other permeability transistion effectors (i.e. oligomycin).
The similarity in the actions of oligoumycin, cyclosporin A
and EGTA, on PTP and mastoparan activated solute fluxes
indicates that the target for mastoparan is PTP. This is
the first indication of PTP regulation by a protein/peptide.
The ability of mastoparan to form an amphipathic a-helix,
which is analogous to the presequences of mitochondrial
precursor proteins, raises the possibility that PTP is a
part of the inner membrane pathway for the protein import.
(Supported by NIH grant HL49182).
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M-PoS493
RNV7VO CONFOCALMICROSCOPY OF THE HUMAN CORNEA.
((B.R. MASTERS AND A. THAER*)) Anatomy & Cell Biology, USUHS,
Bethesda, MD 20814, "Institute for Medical Vision Aid, & Helmut Hund
GmbH, Wetzlr, F.R.G.
In-vivo confocal microscopy of the living cornea provides en face images of
high contast andresolution. We describe a new flying slit confocal microscope,
that has unique features and imaging characteristics forin vivo human ocular
confocal microscopy. The light source is a halogen lamp. The microscope uses
standrd microscope objectives which arereadily interchangeable. We use a
Leitz5OX, NA 1.0 water objecdve ora Leitz 25X, NA 0.6. water objective. The
confocalmicroscoe is based on twosets of adjustable conjugate slits. Slits have
the possibility of continually adjusting the depth of focus infte z-axis. A slit
confocal system passes many-fold morelight from the eye to the detector than
pinholetype confocal systems. A rotating miwor scans the image of the slit over
the plane of the cornea.The detection system consists of an intensified video
camera The tip of themicro e objective never touches or flattens the corneal
surface; a gel layer is between the objective and the eye. 'Te instrument can
image the full 500 micron thickness of the cornea. Superficial cells, wing cells,
nerves, basal cells, in the normalepithelium are easlly imaged. There is no need
for video frame averaging ordigital image processing techniques to enhance the
contrast of single video frames. This instrument is currendy used to investigate
the tearfilm, renewal of the ocular surface, the role ofepithelial innervation in
epithelial cell proliferation, the effects of laser refractive surgery on the
keratocyte distribution in the stroma, and the nature ofendothelial defects. It can
also be used to investigate the fine structure of the lens capsule, lens epithelium,
and lens lenticular fibers. Support from NIH EY-06958, The Institute for
Medical Vision Aid andHelmutHundGmbH.
M-Pos495
AN INDIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE PROCEDURE FOR STAINING
THE SAME CRYOSECTION WITH TWO DIFFERENT MOUSE
MONOCLONAL PRIMARY ANTIBODIES. ((Stephanie A. Lewis Carl", Ilona
Gillette-Fergusonl, Kelly Felix* and Donald G. Ferguson*.)) Depts. of
Physiology and Biophysics*, Molecular Genetics, Biochemistry and
Microbiology§, University of Cincinnati, College of Medicine.
Indirect immunofluorescence procedures are generally not effective for co-
localization of two antigens when both primary antibodies are raised in the same
host species. This is due to the inability of the secondary antibodies to distinguish
between the two primary antibodies. We report here a modification of a
previously reported protocol (Biophys.J. 61:Al58,#907) which circumvents this
problem. Monoclonal antibodies specific for myosin and actin were used
sequentially to stain the same frozen section of guinea pig skeletal muscle. The
myosin antibody was applied first and was localized using a rabbit anti mouse
IgG-TRITC secondary antibody. The sections were then 'blocked' to prevent
cross reactions by incubating in a non-binding mouse monoclonal antibody
followed by treatment with unconjugated goat anti mouse IgG Fab fragments.
Finally, the actin antibody was applied and localized using a rabbit anti mouse
IgG-FITC secondary antibody. Laser scanning confocal microscopy and image
analysis demonstrated that the I-bands, the A-bands and the H-bands of each
sarcomere were clearly identifiable using this approach. This protocol can be
easily modified to permit indirect immunolocalization of two antigens in the same
sample using polyclonal primary antibodies.
Supported by NIH HL34779 and AHA Ohio Affiliate SW 91.08.
M-Pos497
MULTICOLOR FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGING WITH
AN ACOUSTO-OPTIC TUNABLE FILTER (AOTF).
((Patrick J. Treado)) Deparanent of Chemistry, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15260
((E. Neil Lewis and Ira W. Levin)) Laboratory of Chemical Physics, National Institute of
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
Maryland 20892
((Martin W. Wessendorf)) Department of Cell Biology and Neuroanatomy, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Acousto-optic filters have several features that make them well suited for use as wavelength
tMing elements in spectroscopic imaging instruments. AOTFs have rapid optical switching
capability, wide spectral coverage, high spectral resolution, good image transmission with
minimal optical aberrations, physical compactness, digital tunability and no-moving-parts.
We have pioneered the use of AOTFs for vibrational spectroscopic microscopy. Specifically,
we have employed AOTFs in microscopes for Raman image filtering and near-infrared source
tuning. The instrumentation employed for emission imaging involves the placement of the
spectral filter between the emitting sample and the CCD detector. The AOTF simultaneously
provides spectral filtering while transsitting the image at high fidelity. Spatial resolution on
the order of lpm has been demonstrated. The instrument is also well suited to fluorescence
imaging microscopy, as well as the rapid collection of complete fluorescence emission
spectra. For systems employing multiple fluorescent tags, the ability to rapidly collect entire
emission spectral profiles at each spatial position is particularly powerful and is not easily
accomplished with current technology (filter wheels, prisms and gratings). We will present
both design detaiIs describing this novel instrsentation and recent applications to biological
samples stained with multiple fluorophores.
OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS OF Mg2* USING FLUORESCENCE LIFETIMES
AND PHASE-MODULATION FLUOROMETRY. ((H. Szmacinski and
J.R. Lakowicz)) University of Maryland, Center for Fluorescence
Spectroscopy, School of Medicine, Dept. Biological Chemistry,
Baltimore, MD 21201. (Sponsored by M.L. Johnson).
We measured the Mg2+-dependent fluorescence decay times of
Mag-fura-2, Mag-indo-1 and Magnesium Green using phase-modulation
fluorometry. The phase and modulation values were found to be strongly
Mg2+-dependent for Magnesium Green. The lifetimes of Mag-fura-2 and
Mag-indo-1 increase only -10% upon Mg2` binding. Binding of Mg2+
produces a 13-fold increase in Magnesium Green's fluorescence intensity
without a spectral shift and a 4-fold increase in mean lifetime (from 0.9 to
3.7 ns). This increase in lifetime produces a44degree and 43% change
in phase and modulation, respectively (at f =151.8 MHz, A,. = 514.5 nm,
A,,> 530 nm, T = 200C). The apparent Kd values for Mg2+ from phase and
modulation measurements are 0.45 and 0.12 mM, respectively. These
values make this probe as a valuable for measuring intracellular Mg2+
concentrations. The lifetime-based method is desirable because
Magnesium Green is not a wavelength-ratiometric probe and intensity
measurements are sensitive to other factors (photobleaching, probe
concentration, etc.). Another advantage of Magnesium Green over the
other two Mg2+ probes is visible range of excitation (e.g. argon ion laser).
We estimated alsoK, for Ca2+ (at the same conditions as for Mg2+), 350
and 1500 nM from modulation and phase, respectively. Magnesium Green
can be used for lifetime imaging of intracellular Mg2+.
M-Pos496
THEORY FOR MEASURING BIVALENT SURFACE BINDING
KINETICS USING TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION WITH
FLUORESCENCE PHOTOBLEACHING RECOVERY ((H. V. Hsieh
and N. L. Thompson)) Dept. Chemistry, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290
One method for experimentally e g coupled diffusion and
reaction kinetics at planar models of cell membrane surfaces is to use
total internal reflection with fluorescence photobleaching recovery
(TIR-FPR). In a previous work (Thompson et al., 1981, Biophys. J. 33,
435), a theoretical basis for interpreting TIR-FPR data was described
for monovalent Uganda that undergo a reversible reaction with
monovalent surface sites in a single step. However, in the majority of
experimental systems that have been examined with TIR-FPR, the
fluorescence recovery curves are biphasic or triphasic and cannot be
described adequately with the previously developed theoretical
framework. Therefore, the theory for TIR-FPR has been extended to
two different surface binding mechanism that involve sequential,
bivalent surface attachment. Methods for obtaining the intrinsic
surface aocation and dissociation kinetic rates from measured
fluorescence photobleaching recovery curves are described. The new
theory should be applicable to the association of multivalent protein
ligands, such as antibodies or fibrinogen, with supported planar
membrane surfaces. This work was supported by NIH grant GM-
37145.
M-Pos49S
RAMAN AND NEAR-INFRARED (NIR) MICROSCOPY OF BIOLOGICAL
MATERIALS USING A NOVEL ACOUSTO-OPTIC TUNABLE FILTER
(AOTF) IMAGING SPECTROMETER:
((E. Neil Lewis and Im W. Levin)) Laboratory of Chemical Physics, National Institute
of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Institutes of Health Bethesda,
Maryland 20892
Biophysical research methods employing both Raman and infred spectroscopies have
traditionally emphasized their ability to provide extremely sensitive and non-invasive
probes for examniing molecular reorganizations of biological matials by monitoring the
suwctural and dynamic properties of both lipids and proteins. Recent advances in detector,
laser, filter and computer technology have provided a base from which increasingly more
sensitive measurements have been made, while contemporary developments, particularly in
imaging microscopy, have provided a new and even more effective technique for the study
of biological materials at both the cellulr and molecular level. We have recentiy described
a novel approach for carrying out both Raman and near-infrared spectroscopic imaging
microscopy which is faster and provides significantly higher image fidelity than that
previously achievable. Since the method can readily record images with 65,536 (256x256)
pixels and since for each pixel thre is a measured Raman or near-infrared spectrm,any of
the experimentaily observed vibrational parameters can be used to construct new image
presentations which emphasize different domains of chemically and/or structurally distinct
species. We have used this technique to image numerous biological materials and in the
future we will be refining the methodology. Data wiil be presented derived from bothmodel
and intact biological systems which highlightthe additional power this new tool brings to
our current biophysical studies. A description of the acquisition and analysis of these
images using new analytical strategies which integrate conventional digital enhancement
techniques with spectroscopic methods will be discussed.
AIO8 NICR08COPY
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M-Pos499
COMBINED FURA-2 RATIO AND TMRE 3D IMAGING: MITOCHONDRLAL
DEPOLARIZATION FOLLOWING CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM INCREASES. ((L. M.
Loew,t W. Carrington,* R. A. Tuft, t and F. S. Fayt)) tPhysiology, U. Coon. Health
Ctr., Farmington, CT 06030, tPhysiology, U. Mass. Mod., Worcester, MA 01605.
Several dehydrogenases involved in mitochondrial respiration are potentiated by
Ca2+; it has boen suggested that this may be a regulatory signal to allow the
mitochondrion to respond to increased energy demands dunng stimulation by an
extracellular signal. When challenged with high Ca2+, the mikochondrion is also
known to be capable of calcium uptake driven by its large membrae potential.
Knowledge of the in situ response of mitochondrial membrane potetial to cytosolic
Ca2+ changes would be critical to an elucidation of the cell physiological
consquences of these phenomena. We have combined several new technologies to
make such masremts possible for the first time: 1) The fluorescet potentiometric
probe TMRE ditributes across mmbranes according to the Nernst equstion. 2) An
ultra-fast 3-D microscope collects Z-series data fast enough to freeze mitchondrial
motion. 3) Computerized image deconvolution algorithma and calibrations accuately
quantitate fluorescence in 3 dimensices from objects as small as mitochoodria. In
addition, the microscope was modified to permit acquisition of 340/380nm fura-2
image pairs within 6 second after the collection of the 3D TMRE dataset. NIE-115
neuroblastoma cells were simulted with 100 nM bradykinin or high extraceUlular
[K+] to produce transient intracellular [Ca2+] increases. A sustained [Ca2+] rise was
effected by 2 FsM ionomycin. In all cases, individual mitochondria were significantly
depolarized. Very high intracelular calcium levels produced complete and irreversible
depolarization. (supported by USPHS grants GM35063 and NSF grant DIR-8720188)
M-Pos501
FLUORESCENCE PHOTOACTIVATION BY TWO-PHOTON
EXCITATION: KINETICS OF UNCAGING AND THREE-
DIMENSIONAL POINT DIFFUSION MEASUREMENTS ((.
Caucheteux-Silberzan, R.M. Williams* and W.W. Webb))
School of Applied and Engineering Physics and *Department of Physics,
Clark Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY14853.
The localization of UV two-photon excitation by a focused femtosecond
laser beam, as demonstrated in three-dimensional FPR experiments (Piston et
al., Biophys.. J., 61, A34 (1992)), also allows the photorelease of UV
photoactivable or "caged" compounds in very small volumes (O.lWm3). We
apply two-photon excitation for short periods of time (microseconds to
milliseconds) to trigger the photorelease of caged fluorophores and a
continuous co-focused "one-photon" (488 or 514nm) laser beam and confocal
detection to monitor the presence of the freshly uncaged fluorophores. As the
uncaged dyes diffuse away from the focal spot after photorelease, the
fluorescence intensity decreases. The diffusion constant is extracted from this
decay curve in a manner analogous to three-dimensional FPR. We call this
technique "FAR", Fluorescence Activation Redistribution. We can also extract
from FAR data the kinetics of fluorescence photoactivation in the
microsecond to second time scale. We can slow the diffusion of the freshly
uncaged fluorophores out of our observation, spot by attaching the caged
fluorophores to high molecular weight dextrans, increasing the solvent's
viscosity or by immobilization. Data are presented for symmetrically caged
fluorescein and caged resorufin.
Supported by the Developmental Resource for Biophysical Imaging and Opto-
Electronics funded by NSF(D1R8800278) and NIH(RR04224).
M-Pos503
FORCE AND MEMBRANE COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS US-
ING AN OPTICAL TRAP AND LASER INTERFEROMETRY. ((
L.P. Ghislain, I. Brust-Maschert, and W.W. Webbt)) Dept. of Applied
& Eng. Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
The use of a single beam gradient force optical trap with a laser interfer-
ometer to measure small forces is reported. A micron-diameter dielectric
probe in liquid is trapped in a stable, 3-dimensional potential well close
to the focus of a near-infrared Nd:YAG laser beam having a gaussian in-
tensity profile. Probe displacement is detected with nanometer sensitiv-
ity by a superposed beam from a He:Ne laser two-beam interferometer.
Force is proportional to small probe displacements. The spring con-
stant of the optical trap obtained from the corner freuencyy(nlohertz)
of the lorentzian spectrum of probe position fluctuations is significantly
smaller than the spring constant of typical cantilevers used in atomic
force microscopy, thus the optical trap provides improved detection of
small forces. For an incident 500mW beam focussed by a 1.3NA lens to
trap a micron-diameter particle the spring constant is
-O.lpN/nm(axial)
and -0.4pN/nm(lateral), the typical AFM cantilever spring constant is
100-1000pN/nm. It is important to minimize the applied force when
working with soft samples such as proteins and membranes. The AFM
cantilever measures forces that are usually greater than 10pN, near the
deformation threshold for globular proteins, while the optical trap pro-
vides force sensitivity of about 1 pN. We demonstrate the sensitivity of
the technique by probing the membrane of fish keratocytes.
Supported by the Developmental Resource for Biological Imaging and
Optoelectronics funded by the NIH (5P41-RRO-4224).
M-Pos500
RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT IN FLUORESCENCE IMAGES BY
DECONVOLUTION WITH AXIALLY ASYMMETRIC POINT SPREAD
FUNCTIONS. ((B. A. Scalettar, J. R. Swedlow, J. W. Sedat & D. A. Agard)),
HHMI and Dept. of Biochem. & Biophys., UCSF, San Francisco, CA 94143.
The point spread function (PSF) describes the blurring of a diffraction-limited
spot by a microscope objective lens and is used in deconvolution algorithms
to deblur Images. Although standard analytical expressions for the PSF
possess radial and axial symmetry, experimentally derived PSF's often
possess a high degree of axial asymmetry that probably arises from spherical
aberration. When a sample is illuminated with a fixed wavelength of light, this
axial asymmetry can largely be eliminated through choice of objective Immer-
sion oil with an appropriate refractive index, and asymmetry can then be
neglected during deconvolution. However, for multi-wavelength data sets,
wavelength- dependent variations in refractive index make it impossible to
neglect axial asymmetry in the PSF. Motivated by our Interest In multi-
wavelength Imaging, we have made a careful study of the Improvement In z
resolution of a deconvolved image achieved by taking the axial asymmetry of
the PSF into account. PSF's that differ In their degree of axial asymmetry
were obtained from images of 0.12 gm diameter fluorescent beads, usinghigh numerical aperture objectives and immersion oils with different
refractive indices. Multi-wavelength PSF data sets were generated by
placing beads of different color on a given slide and using a single
immersion oil. These PSF's were then deconvolved using algorithms
that either neglect, or account for, axial asymmetry. Comparison of
full-width at half maximum intensity falloff for the resulting deconvolvedimages showed that the algorithm that accounted for asymmetry
produced as much as a two-fold enhancement in z resolution for highly
asymmetric images, as well as some enhancement in x-y resolution.
M-Pos502
INTERACTIONS OF IGE RECEPTORS WITH CELL SURFACE RUF-
FLES BY SIMULTANEOUS DIC AND CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY.((D.R. Sandison, T.A. Ryan**? and W.W. Webb*)) Molecula and Cel-
lular Physiology, Stanford Umversity", Physics and School of Applied
and Engineering Physics*, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
Rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells undergo large scale morphological
changes upon crosslinking of cell surface IgE receptors or upon treat-
ment with phorbol ester. Changes include an increase in membrane
associated F-actin, formation and motion of large cell membrane ruf-
fles over the entire cell surface, and exclusion of crosslinked receptors
patches from the ruffles. To study receptor-ruffle interactions, we use
simultaneous laser scanning differential interference contrast (DIC) and
fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) (Ryan et al.,
Biophys. J.,57, 374a, 1990). The DIC image, with its inherent 3-d
resolution, locates the cell surface, and the confocal fluorescence image
measures the local concentrations of fluorescent probes. Using LSCM to
three-dimensionally map fluorescently labeled F-actin and coanalyzing
the DIC an LSCM images, we measure the amount of F-actin associ-
ated with the cell surface. Preliminary results show this amount to be
within a factor of 3 on and off the rufes. Laser scanning DIC images
yield vertical profiles of cell surface ruffles and are used to study their
formation and motion. We combine DIC and nonconfocal fluorescence
to simultaneously measure the motions of the membrane ruffles and flu-
orescently labelled clusters of IgE receptors. This technique shows that
monomeric IgE uniformly decorates thie cell surface, and that patches
of IgE are excluded from ruffles, in agreement with data from electron
microscopy. Supported by the Developmental Resource for Biophysical
Imaging and Opto-electronics funded by the NIH (5P41-RRO-4224).
M-Poe54
THE VIABIIUTY OF CULTURED CELLS UNDER TWO-PHOTON LASER
SCANNING MICROSCOPY. ((.A. Ridsdale and W.W. Webb)) Applied and
Engineering Physics. Claik Hall, Comell University, Ithaca NY 14853.
The effects of on the viability oftissue cult cels of the red pulsed-laserirradiation, that is focused intdo the cells for fluorescence excitation, could be an
importan constraint on the potnal usefulness ofnon-linearmicroscopy. Cellsifradiated with ultrashort-pulsed laserlight were tested formembrane permeability
with the polar DNA binding dye ethidium bromide. RBL (rat basophilic leukemia)
cells were loaded with the calcium indicator Indo 1 and scanned forvarious times at
various laserpowers. The fraction of leaky cells incres sharply around 75mW,
but laser power of 50mW orkss does not detetby ki cels with exposures of up
to seven minutes of continuous scannig. This level of laser irradiation is more than
adequate for calcium measurements using two channel imaging of Indo 1. RBL cells
which have not been loaded with dye show a similar sensitivity to laser irradiadon,
suggesting that tis dy is not poating the damaging effects of this inadiation.
IndoIloaded Pkl (porcine kidney epithelium derived) cells show simuiar
sensitivit. Similar tests were also caried out using the DNA binding dye Hoescht
33342. Good signals were obined at laser intensities around 20 mW. At this power
level the cells are not killed after several minutes of irradiation. A steep transition to
lethality occurs around 40-50mW oflaser power when most cells are killed within
two minutes. Again,thee is a sharp threshold inthe number of killed cells asfumction of laser light power. Our findings to date indicate that cell viability canbe
significantly compromised during observation with a too high power of two-photon
laser scanning excitation by an unknown mechanism Conversely, careful selection
of irradiation power allows data collection regimes that do not lead to observable
damage to cells .
Supported by gants from NIH and NSF to the Developmental Resource for
Biophysical Imaging and Opto-Electonics and by MRC Canada (To JAR)
A1091MICROSCOPY
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M-Poe5S
FLUORESCENCE LIFETIME IMAGING OF RAT BASOPHILIC LEU-
KEMIA CELLS AND RAT CARDIAC MYOCYTES USING TWO-PHO-
TON EXCITATION. ((J.B. Guild, D.W. Piston, D.R.Sandison', and
W.W. Webb)) School of Applied and Engineering Physics and *Depart-
ment of Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853.
The inherent background rejection properties of two-photon fluorescence
excitation microscopy enable the determination of fluorescence decay life-
times within three dimensionally resolved diffraction limited sample vol-
umes [Piston, et al., Proc. SPIE 1640:379 (1992)1. The simultaneous
non-linear absorption of two red photons to excite an ultraviolet transi-
tion depends on the incident intensity squared and, hence localizes the
resulting fluorescence within the focal region. This illumination scheme
coupled with an apparatus to measure lifetimes using a frequency domain
technique provides a probe of the local fluorophore environment at a spe-
cific location within an extended sample. Thus, intracellular parameters
and events occuring on a nanosecond time scale are measured with imaging
properties identical to an ideal confocal fluorescence microscope using the
same optical wavelength. The accuracy of a measured lifetime is limited
by photon shot noise and the temporal image pixel width compared to
the cross-correlation frequency. The trade-off between these components
were explored for cros-correlation frequencies between 10 Hz and 1000 Hz
using several fluorphores both in homogenous samples and in living cells.
The decay timesof 4'-6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and Indo-1 have
been imaged within living RBL cells as determined from phase shift and
amplitude demodulation data. Similarly the decay lifetime of NADH and
Indoo-l in living rat cardiac myocytes have been imaged.
Supported by the Developmental Resource for Biophysical Imaging and
Opto-electronics funded by NSF(DIR8800278) and NIH(RR04224).
Ao5O7
A TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPE.
(. French, P. So, K Berland and E Gratton)) University of Mllinois at Urbana-
Champaign, Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, Department of Physics,
1110 W. Green St, Urbana, IL 61801.
We have constructed a time-resolved fluorescence microscope system that can
collect images which show differences in fluorescence decay times. The
microscope system has the abilities of the more common steady-state
fluorescence imaging microscope and, additionally, can determine fluorscence
intensity as a function of time. A modulated laser beam is the light source and
a modulated microchannel plate coupled to a CCD camera serves as the
detector. Data arrim at the detector at a chosen frequency (DC-150 MHz) and
is heterodyned by the microchannel plate to a frequency slower than the
camera's sampling rate (frame rate). Alternatively, the microchannel plate can
be set to homodyne the incoming signal at which point the system becomes
capable of real time analysis. The homodyning or heterodyning process
maintains the spatial coherence of the images, which may have a resolution of
0.5 microns. The frequency domain images (DC intensity, AC intensity, phase
shift and demodulation) can be interpreted directy or new combinations can be
created for further analysis (e.g., lifetime images or phase-resolved images).
Lifetimes as short as about 2 ns can be resolved with a resolution of about
50 pa. Using phase resolved techniques, fractional components of lifetimes at
each pixel can be distinguished, potentially with only a single frequency data
run. Supported by NIH RR03155.
MWod09o
AFM STUDIES OF JUNCTIONAL FACING MEMBRANE
AND PURIFIED RYANODINE RECEPTOR.
(M. Ronjat$, J.-J. Lacapbreo and D. Chatenay*) (*)URA CNRS
1379, Institut Curie, Paris, FRANCE; (0)URA CNRS 1290, CEN
Saclay, GifNvette, FRANCE; ($)URA 520 CNRS, CEN
Grenoble, FRANCE, (Spon. by M. MICHELVILLAZ)
The Ryanodin Receptor (RR) is one of the biggest proteins
complex and is therefore a good candidate for Atomic Force
Microscopy (APM) studies. AFM images of RR either in
Junctional Facing Membranes (JPM) or in a purified form
have been obtained both with dried and hydrated samples.
Monomeric form obtained from purified RR in the presence
of Zwittergent 3-14 has also been studied. Though no intra-
molecular resolution is achieved the overall shape and size
of the observed hydrated objects are in agreement with
previous electron microscopy studies. Furthemore using
various substrates such as mica or polylysin coated mica,
we have been able to determine which part of the protein
(both in JPM or purified form) is in contact with the
substrates. Interactions between functionnalized tips and
adsorbed proteins have also been investigated by AFM.
O56
THREE DIMENSIONAL IMAGING OF NUCLEAR DIVISION IN LIV-
ING SEA URCHIN EMBRYO BY TWO-PHOTON EXCITATION FLU-
ORESCENCE MICROSCOPY. ((David W. Piston, Robert G. Summers
and Watt W. Webb)) Applied & Engineering Physics, Cornell Univ, Ithaca,
NY and Dept of Anatomy, SUNY edicalSchool, Buffalo, NY
The manner in which embryonic determinants are distributed by the
cleavage process may yield important early clues about cell differentia-
tion. While we have obtained useful information from fixed embryos with
confocal microscopy [Summers et al 1992 Dev Growth Diff In Press], a
more dynamic view is required. The only available fluorophores that stain
DNA and are non-toxic to the embryos are excited with ultraviolet (UV)
light, which damages the embryos. To successfully image nuclei in living
embryos, we have used two-photon excitation of Hoechst 33342 with a
laser scanning microscope and water immersion optics. In the two-photon
technique, simultaneous absorption of two red photons from a subpicosec-
ond mode-locked laser is used instead of conventional UV excitation [Denk
et al 1990 Science 248:731. Unstained living embryos are not damaged by
exposure to the red light, even over several division cycles (-4 hours).
With H33342 stained embryos, we typically acquire 10-20 optical sections(spaced 3pm apart, 3 sec/section) every 10 minutes throughout a single
division cycle (45 min.) with excellent embryo viability. These images
achieve diffraction limited resolution and single chromosomes within the
condensed nuclei are easily visible with no computer image enhancement.
In this manner, we have imaged living embryos through either 2nd, 3rd
or 4th cleavage, and have obtained good signal levels through the entire
100pm thickness of the embryo.
Supported by the Developmental Resource for Biophysical Imaging Opto-
electronics [NSF(DIR8800278), NIH(RR04224)] and NIH(RR06993).
M-osSO8
PREPARATION OF THIN 3-D CRYSTALS FOR ELECTRON
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
((Dan Shi and David L. Stokes)) Department of Physiology, University of
Virginia Health Sciences Center, Charlottesville, VA 22908
Three dimensional reconstruction of either 2-D crystals or thin, 3-D crystals
requires tilting them to high angles; collection of data at high angles usually
represents the rate limiting step of the analysis. In particular, diffraction spots
away from the tilt axis are generally blurred either due to a lack of specimen
flatness or, in the case of thin 3-D crystals, due to crystal disorder nornal to
the substrate plane. We are studying thin, 3-D crystals of CaATPase and have
used thin, 3-D catalase crystals as a model for developing specimen
preparation methods. Catalase crystals were adsorbed to 400-mesh copper
grids coated with carbon film with minimal surface roughness made by
multiple evaporation of carbon onto mica. Crystal flatness was judged by
comparing electron diffraction patterns of untilted crystals with those tilted at
60°. When catalase crystals were dried in 1% glucose, very poor diffraction
was obtained from tilted crystals even though untilted crystals diffracted to
-3A. In contrast, frozen-hydrated catalase crystals produced high resolution,
though blurred, spots off the tilt axis, indicating that crystal curvature was
limited to -1°. Tlis suggests that dried crystals suffer from disordering normal
to the substrate. To try to improve flatness of frozen- hydrated crystals, they
were centrifuged at 300 rpm, prior to freezing. Indeed, most high resolution
diffraction spots remained sharp at 60( tilt, suggesting that crystals pushed
onto the carbon film by centrifugal force are flatter than those simply adsorbed
to the film. We infer that with suitable centrifugal force the flatness of frozen-
hydrated crystals will only depend on the roughness of the film.(Supported by
NIH grant AR40997)
NEAR-FIELD SCANNING FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPE FOR
STUDYING MUSCLE PROTEIN FILAMENTS AT SUPER RESOLUTION.((EJ. Seibel and G.HL Pollack)) Center for Bioenginering WD-12, University
of Washington, Seattle,WA 98195.
Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) is a new method of attaining
super resolution (A/4S) with visible light, thus bremaing the diffraction limit(Betzig et al. Science 451:1468,1991). NSOM is a scanning-probe microscopy
that uses light guided down the probe and through an aperure smaller than its
own wavelength, emerging collimated for a limited range (near-field). By
scaning the probe in the nea-field across the suface of a protein and oollecting
the extrinsic or intinsic fluoresucnce, an image of that surface can be generated
with resoludon comparable to the tip a Por g prein structues in
their native state, NSOM has severa advantages over other scanning probe
microscopies: it capitalizes on the noninvasiveness of light, it has direct
correlation with images from conventional microscopy, and it can exploit the
many availble fluorescent labels that enhanc signal-to-noise. In our novel
design, NSOM is used in an epi-illuminadon mode, specifically designed to
detect fluorescence from thick specim in physiological buffer. It is coupled
to a conventional optical microscope so the user can locate and position the
labeled structure under the probe, then zoom up to NSOM super-resolution.
Aluminum-coated, tapered quartz probs have been made with 50-100 nm tip
aperures. The feasibility of epi-illumination and other aspects of microscope
testing are nearing completion. To our knowledge, NSOM has never been
applied in a biological expeiment We plan to measure the length of actin and
myosin filaments in a contactng myofibril. Future plans include: mapping
genes in chromosomes, localization of ion-channels in membranes, and
detection of motor-protein confomatonalchanges.
AIIO M CROSCOPY
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A NEW WAVELENGTH-RATIOMETRIC Ca'+ PROBE WITH LONG WAVELENGTH
EXCITATION AND EMISSION. (IE.U. Akkaya and J.R. Lakowicz)) Univ of Maryland,
School of Medicine, Centerfor Fluorscence Sposcopy, Deparmnt of Bioloical
Chmisry, 108 N. Greene Street, Baltimore, MD 21201. (Spon. by J.R. Lakowicz)
We have synthesized a fluorescent Ca2+ probe that contains the highly selctive
Ca'+ chelator BAPTA (1,2-bis-(2-amino-phenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N',-tetraacetic
acid) as an integral part of the fluorophore. On binding to Ca2+ (Kd 1.8 pM),
emission is mostly unchanged; but the absorbance peak shifts dramatically (from
508 nm to 407 nm) to shorter wavelengths. Hence, wavelength-ratiometric
measurements are possible using two excitation waveWngths. Both Ca2+-bound
and free forms of the probe can be excited at wavelengths where
autofluorescence would not be problem in an Intracellular environment. As with
al polycarboxylate probes, conversion to a cell permeable AM (acetoxymethyl)
ester form is feasible. While the 1.0
quantum yield of the probe is
iow, we see this probe as the ASSfirst example of a series of
reisted probes. We Intend to 0.5
optimize its spectral properties
by chemical modification of the
basic structure. We also
appreciate the potential of our 0.0
approach in the development of
waveenth-ratiometric probes 300 500 700
for other cations of biological Wavelength (nm)
significance.
LWOW1 3
IMAGING SUBCELLULAR STRUCTURES WITH THE SCANNING
FORCE MICROSCOPE (SFM). ((L. L. Pietrasantat*, A. Schapert, F. J.
Barrantes and T. M. Jovint)) tDepartment of Molecular Biology, Max
Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry, P. 0. Box 2841, W-3400
GOttingen, Federal Republic of Gerrmany. *Insdtuto de Investigaciones
Bioquimfcas (INIBIBB), C. C. 857, 8000 Bahfa Blanca, Argentina.
An SFM (NanoScope from Digital Instruments) was used for high reso-
lution imaging of subcellular structures of cultured rat mammary carcinoma
cells. We adjusted the conditions of sample preparation so as to selectively
viualize the microvilli, the nucleus, the mitochondria, and the various com-
ponents ofthe cytoskeletal system, with high resolution and no apparent
distortion. The microvilli are well preserved after fixation in glutaraldehyde
vapor and are clearly distinguished as abundant 1-2 Ftm protrusions from the
cell surface. To observe the intracellular organelles, the plasma membrane
was removed with non-ionic detergent in a buffer system. The nuclei are
very well defined; if the nuclear envelope is removed, features of the chro-
matin are visible. Invariably, the nucleoli appear as higher, discrete struc-
tures. The mitochrondria are concentrated primarily in the perinuclear space
and exhibit a well defined filamentous shape. The cytoskeletal network is
resolved as a complex mesh in which the three major components are
distinguishable: actin fibers, microtubules, and intermediate filaments. In all
cases, positive identification of the substructures was achieved by imuno-
fluorescence, immunogold, and specific fluorescence probes.
Similar studies are being conducted on cellular systems with specific cell
surface receptors.
M-Po8512
QUANTIFICATIONOFCHANGESINM1TOCHONDRIALSPECIFICPYRIDINE
NUCLEOTIDE FLUORESCENCE FROM SKELETAL MUSCLE CELLS.
((I.N. Richmond, P.C. Johnson*, and R.M. Lynch*+))Departments ofPhysiology*
and Pharmacology+, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85724
Adjustments in cell metabolism elicit changes in pyridine nucleotide (PN)
fluorescence from skeletal muscle in vivo. The changes in fluorescence are assumed
to reflect shifts in the mitochondrial NAD+/NADH redox couple. To test this
assumption the distribution of PN fluorescence in enzymatically dissociated single
cells from rat spi ius muscle was compared to that for a mitochondrial
selective fluorescent probe (Rhodamine 123) using 3-D microscopic imaging
techniques. Images were acquired using a liquid cooled CCD camera attached to an
Olympus IMT-2 microscope equipped with a motorized focus which provides
precise movement in the Z plane. Fluorophore distributions were analyzed by
acquiring through-focus image sets consiSting of 15 optical sections which were then
procesed to reduce out of focus blurring using a deconvolution algorithim based on
regularization theory. From Rhodamine 123 images the cell volume occupied by
mitochondria was esimated to be 21%. This is consistent with reported values for
other red musdes analyzed by electron microscopy. A comparison of PN
fluorescence to the mitochondrial distribution indicated 30-35% of the PN
fluorescence is associated with mitochondria in the resting state. Preliminary studies
indicate that increases in PN fluorescence elicited by the mitochondrial inhibitor
cyanide also are greatet in these areas. Tbis observation is consistent with the
interpretation that changes in PN fluorescence at the tissue level are indicative of
changes in the mitochondrial metabolic state. Current studies will quantify
mitocbondrial PN fluorescence during pertrbations in muscle cell metabolism.
M-P08514
MEASUREMENT OF MICROSTRUCTURE, ADHESION AND UNBINDING OF
GIANT VESICLES BY QUANTITATIVE REFLECTION INTERFERENCE
CONTRAST MICROSCOPY.
((JaRSdler)) Physics Depatment. Technical University Munich, D-M46 Garching/Munich.
Germany. (Spon. by E.Sackmann)
Reflection Interference Contraut Microscopy (RICM) allows to study the membrane-
substrate spation disace of giant phospholipid vesicles clos to an underlying surface
with nm resolution. Osmotically swollen vesicles can be regarded as rigid colloidal
particles interacting with substrates via long range electrostatic. VdW and gravitational
forces. Te interaction was determined from the Brownian motion of vesicles tracked by
image processing. In the case of adhering vesicles the bound contour shapes were
reconstructed from the interference pattern depending on the area to volume ratio and the
bending elasticity modulus. Membranes attracted by a weak potential exhibited thermally
excited surface undulations. The time-space correlation function was measured and
conpared with the scaling behaviour predicted for undulation forces and the unbinding
transition. A new contrast variation technique based on RICM is presented which allows
optical density mapping of bilayers close to a surface with an out of plane resolution of
0.2nm and a lateral rsolution of 0.24Lm
MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF MEMBRANE FUSION
TU-AM-Syml.1
MEMBRANE FUSION PROTEINS: FROM VIRUS TO SPERM.((J.M. White)), Univ. of Caiifomia, San Francisco, CA 94143
The processes of virus-cell and cell-cell fusion are topologically iden-tical. In both cases, membrane leaflets that face the extracellular environ-
ment make iniWial contact. We have therefore hypothesized that proteinsinvolved In Important cell-cell fusion events, such as sperm-egg fusion
and myoblast fusion, resemble viral membrane fusion proteins. This hy-
pothesis will be discussed.
Most viral membrane fusion proteins share the following characteris-
tics: They are composed of one or two type I integral membrane glyco-
proteins that form hbher order oligomers. They contain a fusion peptide, a
relatively hydrophobic stretch of amino acids, in a transmembrane-an-
chored subunit. Proteolytic processing activates fusion potential. The
fusion glycoprotein complex Is also Involved In binding to the host cell
membrane. These features will be Illustrated In the context of recent mod-
eis for how the well characterized influenza virus hemagglutinin promotes
membrane fusion.
A sperm surface protein called PH-30 was implicated in the process
of sperm-egg fusion based on the ability of an ant'-PH-30 monoclonal an-
tibody to prevent sperm-egg fusion. Biochemical, cell biological, and
molecular biological studies have revealed that PH-30 shares many
properties with viral membrane fusion proteins: PH-30 is a complex of
two type I integral membrane glycoproteins. Proteolytic processing of
PH-30 correlates with the acquisition of fertilization competence. One
subunit of PH-30 contains an apolar sequence that resembles viral fusion
peptides. The other subunit contains a receptor binding domain.0Pssible roles of PH-30 In sperm-egg binding and fusion will be dis-
cussed.
Tu-AM-Syml2
A DISSECTION OF STEPS LEADING TO VIRAL ENVELOPE
PROTEIN-MEDIATED MEMBRANE FUSION.((Robert Blumenthal))
NCI, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 20892.
The viral fusion process involves a range of steps before the final merging
of membranes occurs. Our studies deal with a number of key questions
concerning the fusion process such as: How does triggering the event by
a pH or tmeture change, or receptor binding affect conformation of the
viral envelope protein? Do the viral proteins form oligomeric complexes at
the site at which fusion is to occur? Can we identify in fusion
steps or structures? What sorts of molecular rearrangements occur before,
during and after the fusion event? These questions are approached by
developing kinetic assays for fusion of fluorescently-labeled virus with a
variety of target membranes using spectrofluorometric and video
microscopic techniques. We have studied the mode of action of the
hemagglutinin (HA) protein of influenza virus, as well as other viral
envelope proteins using both intact virus and viral proteins expressed on
surfaces of cells. We could identify a number of intermediates in the
kinetic pathway, which include a committed pre-fusion state, a fusionjunction which allows redistribution of lipids and small aqueous molecules,
and a wide opening which allows entry of the nucleocapsid into the cells.
The molecular structure of the various intennediates is examined by a
combination of biochemical, biophysical and genetic approaches.
